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ABSTRACT 

 

 This work develops a computational methodology new to linguistics that empirically evaluates 

competing linguistic theories on Spanish verbal mood choice through the use of computational 

techniques to learn mood and other hidden linguistic features from Spanish belief statements found 

in corpora.  The machine learned probabilistic linguistic models are then evaluated in terms of 

mood prediction for sentences such as (1): 

(1) No creo que Juan es / sea alto. 

    no believe that Juan is.Indicative / is.Subjunctive tall 

    I don't believe that Juan is tall 

 

 Most native speakers note subtle differences in meaning between the indicative and subjunctive 

versions. While there is abundant research on subjunctive licensors (see Portner 1999, 2011), and 

whether the same licensing property is universally applicable to all subjunctive contexts there is 

little work to explain what the Spanish mood morpheme contributes to the overall meaning. Villalta 

(2007, 2010) proposes gradability as being a key linguistic feature that licenses mood in Spanish.   

 This dissertation extends her theory into a broader semantic process.  This theory and other 

competing semantic theories were translated into probabilistic graphical models (see Koller & 

Friedman 2011).  Large amounts of relevant text were collected, formatted, statistically summarized 

and ranked, yielding rich analysis of the Spanish mood choice problem.  Then the models were 

trained on the data through common data sampling techniques so that the probabilities of the hidden 
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linguistic features could be computationally learned.  The resultant probabilistic models for each 

linguistic theory then predicted mood in 6,282 sentences. 

 Multiple models achieved accuracy scores between 80% and 84%.  The extended Villalta model 

did significantly outscore the regular Villalta model, but did not significantly outscore three other 

semantic models.  Nevertheless, this model was also shown to accurately predict scalar implicatures 

and metalinguistic negation.  With a sentence like (1), the model predicted wether Juan was short, 

almost tall, just plain tall or very tall 69% of the time. When the set of these four alternatives was 

reduced to three (not tall, just plain tall and very tall) the accuracy was 81%, suggesting an 

innovative application of theoretical linguistics to Opinion Mining (cf Liu 2012) efforts.  
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1. Introduction 

This dissertation introduces a new methodology in linguistics that helps evaluating competing 

linguistic theories on Spanish verbal mood choice through the use of Bayesian networks, or probabilistic 

graphical models (PGMs, see Koller & Friedman 2011, Pearl 1988), of theoretical linguistic features.  The 

focus of this work is on Spanish belief statements in which there is a choice between indicative and 

subjunctive mood morphemes in the subordinate clause: 

(1) Pedro no  creo  que Juan           es / sea    alto. 

Pedro no believe that Juan is.INDICATIVE / is.SUBJUNCTIVE tall 

Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is tall. 

 

(2) No  creo  que Juan           es / sea    alto. 

no believe that Juan is.INDICATIVE / is.SUBJUNCTIVE tall 

I don't believe that Juan is tall. 

 

In Spanish there are two different ways to say the English equivalent, and most native Spanish 

speakers note subtle difference in meaning between the two versions.  This is referred to as Spanish mood 

choice in this dissertation.  The choice that a speaker makes in using one morpheme over another depends on 

many variables, and should be considered as a case-by-case problem.  Note that the extensive work on mood 

up until now does not take this stance.  Previous work tries to analyze the properties of "not" and "believe" 

together and explain why the subjunctive mood is possible (licensed) or even mandatory; not what the 

speaker intended to communicate at the time of the utterance.   

Even if one claimed that the theoretical generalizations applied to each and every mood choice 

made, the range of explanations for the differences in this morpheme choice varies according to perspective 

or linguistic discipline.  A brief summarization of the primary categories could be:  1) grammatical / 
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prescriptive / lexical / corpus-based, 2) sociolinguistic, 3) syntactic, 4) semantic / pragmatic, and 5) 

discourse-oriented.   

The grammatical perspective, espoused by a surprising number of native speakers, is that there is no 

choice in mood because there are fixed lexical rules such as No + Creer → Subjunctive, and that any 

deviation from these rules is speaker error or random error.  The problem with this perspective is that mood 

choice is a well-documented phenomenon, described in the authoritative and often conservative Real 

Academia Española (RAE, 2009).  The second perspective on mood choice is much like the first: there are 

sets of fixed lexical rules, and any variation in adherence to those rules is due to sociolinguistic factors such 

as dialect, age, gender, register, and education.  These first two perspectives ignore the fact that most Spanish 

speakers intuitively notice a difference in meaning between two sentences with minimal pair differences in 

mood morphemes. 

The third perspective deals primarily with syntactic scope of negation.  It claims that the scope of the 

negated operator is narrow in the case of the indicative and wide in the case of the subjunctive variants.  

Thus, a sentence like "I don't believe that John is tall" with the indicative is logically equivalent to "I believe 

that John is not tall."  This explanation, however, does not explain mood choice for verbs that can license the 

subjunctive without negation.  The fourth category or perspective is found in the formal semantic and 

pragmatic literature that typically focuses on meaning.  This category is vast in terms of diversity in 

explanations, but many flavors can be summed up as the claim that entailment relations between what is 

known, what is asserted to be known, and what is doubted will license the subjunctive morpheme.  Nearly all 

of these theories focus on when the subjunctive morpheme is possible; not on the contribution it has to 

meaning.  These approaches also struggle with why many Spanish sentences with "maybe", "possibly" and 

"almost" believing something (without negation) is always indicative in Spanish; yet, being glad about 

something (which is known for sure) is usually subjunctive in Spanish.  The final approach is the discourse-

oriented category that tries to explain Spanish mood choice in terms of switching back and forth between the 
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speaker's perspective and the sentence's subject's perspective.  That is to say that the indicative is used when 

the speaker agrees with the subject's assertion and the subjunctive is when the speaker is agnostic with 

respect to the subject's assertion.  The problem with this type of theory is that Spanish mood choice occurs 

also in the first person; thereby, sounding redundant to imply something akin to "I don't believe that John is 

tall, and I agree with myself that I don't believe that John is tall." 

All of these perspectives have empirical issues.  So, how does one know which one is best?  The 

politically correct answer is that they all are to some degree.  The first two perspectives bring something to 

the table that the formal semantics typically does not: namely that there is noise in the system.  Speakers 

from the Caribbean tend to use the indicative more than speakers from Mexico; so, any theory on mood 

meaning would have to either ignore or compensate for this dialectal difference.  The closest, formal 

semantic attempt to modeling this type of variation can be found in Farkas' (2003) brief Optimality Theoretic 

sketch in her concluding discussion.  However, there are other types of variation that are not discussed in 

theoretical literature on mood.  Speakers make performance errors, or the speakers' use of mood may vary 

depending on the perceived formality of the situation.  The complexity of deriving an ideal answer to the 

mood choice problem appears intractable using conventional methods. 

This dissertation attempts to study the differences between the indicative and subjunctive versions of 

sentences like (1) and (2) in a very broad sense, that incorporates aspects the different perspectives above.  

This broad sense is embodied in a number of common data mining and machine learning techniques applied 

to very large corpora of Spanish texts.  In doing so, I develop a computational methodology for linguistic 

theory that can be used to evaluate empirically to what degree any of the major mood theories are better than 

other theories.  Additionally, this methodology will produce a number of research byproducts such as 

datasets, important linguistic patterns and observations, and new observations regarding mood. 
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The remainder of this introduction will provide an overview on Spanish mood; initial motivations for 

focusing on gradable predicates; a preliminary, gradable-centric theory; and an overview of the proposed 

computational comparison methodology. 

1.1. Spanish Mood Overview 

In Spanish the types of predicates that standardly require the embedded subjunctive morpheme are 

Desire (Desiderative) Predicates (I desire / hope / prefer that …), Emotive Factives (I am glad / admire / am 

amazed / surprised that…), Modal Predicates (it's possible / necessary / probable that…) , Directive 

Predicates (I order / advise / request that …), and Causative Predicates ( I caused / made / helped you to …).  

The indicative mood is almost never embedded under these clauses when the matrix subject and embedded 

subject differ.  When the subject of the main clause is the same as the embedded clause, either the indicative 

is used or the infinitive.    

With differing subjects, the indicative is always used under other types of assertive predicates: 

Epistemic Predicates such as I know / think that; it's obvious / clear that … and Communication Predicates 

like I feel that [you are being unfair] and He says / claims that [she did her homework]. 

Then there are other types of clauses in which the choice of the mood morpheme affects the meaning 

of the sentence.  One case is with relative clauses, i.e., I'm looking for a translator who speaks English and 

French.  The observation is that if a translator refers to someone s/he knows, then the indicative is used; and 

if it refers to someone s/he has not yet met and who might not even exist, then the subjunctive is used.  There 

is a similar case when a future event that may or may not happen is talked about.  In a Spanish sentence like, 

I will call you when I arrive (Te llamo cuando llegue), arrive is usually in the subjunctive because the event 

has not yet occurred.  The indicative is used when the situation is habitual, I [always] call you when I arrive 

([Siempre] te llamo cuando llego.)  Always in the Spanish version is implied more so than the English 

version. 
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The other use of indicative and subjunctive contrasts, which is the focus of this dissertation, arises 

when negation is combined with the indicative embedding epistemic/belief phrases above, so that I don't 

know / think that; it's not obvious / clear that; I don't feel that [you are being unfair] and He doesn't say / 

claim that [she did her homework] not only could license an embedded subjunctive morpheme, some 

textbooks make the simplifying claim that the embedded indicative is ungrammatical.  

A simplified explanation of mood in Spanish is that the subjunctive mood is licensed under 

predicates that indicate doubt while the indicative is licensed under predicates that indicate certainty.  This 

account describes this mood licensing to be symmetrically reversed when the valence is reversed.   

Val Indicative Val Subjunctive 

[+] it's true that (es verdad)  — it's not true that (no es verdad) 

[+] it's certain that (es cierto/seguro) — it's not certain that (no es cierto/seguro) 

[+] to know that (saber) — to not know that (saber) 

[+] to think that (pensar) — to not think that (pensar) 

[+] to believe that (creer) — to not believe that (creer) 

 ...  ... 

[+] to not doubt that (dudar) — doubt that (dudar) 

Table 1: Simplified description of mood licensing under Spanish propositional attitudes 

This simplified description is due to the fact that it is the most probable pattern one finds in Spanish 

epistemic usage data; however, this pattern is not semantically fixed.  Most expert accounts, including the 

Real Academia Española (RAE 1991, 2009), observe several different contexts in which the speakers have a 

choice in mood morpheme that reflects differences in sentence meaning.  This is not the usual focus of most 

formal semantic analyses on mood. 

While there is abundant research on subjunctive licensors (see Portner 1999, 2011), and whether the 

same licensing property is universally applicable to all subjunctive contexts (Giannakidou 1997, 1998, 2009; 

Quer 1998, 2001; Farkas 2003), there is little work to explain what the different Spanish mood morphemes 

contribute to the meaning of the sentence.  Some authors attribute the morpheme choice in belief statements 
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to syntactic scope (Rivero 1971), and others attribute it to dialectal (Harris 1974; Silva-Corvalán 1985, 2001) 

and/or cross-linguistic variation (Farkas 2003; Portner 1999).  Many grammars cite (dis)agreement between 

the speaker and person who expressed the embedded proposition, a theory that Quer (1998, 2001) 

formalizes.  Among the technical difficulties mentioned in Portner (2011), Quer's theory incorrectly predicts 

that when the speaker and embedded subject are the same, there can be no mood choice.  Other grammars 

claim the subjunctive communicates more doubt, Irrealis (Givón 1994).  However, it is frequently noted that 

subjunctive is also used when there is no doubt (i.e. I am glad that …).  Villalta’s (2010) analysis extends 

Heim's (1992) notion that the subjunctive is used when contextually available alternatives are considered., 

but she does not give a rigorous semantics for mood choice embedded under belief assertions. 

1.2. Gradability and Mood 

There are two primary motivations for focusing this dissertation's resources on gradability and 

mood.  The first is that Villalta makes interesting observations and claims that may relate gradability to an 

overarching mood licensing theory that could be applicable to a variety of linguistic environments, including 

negated epistemics.  One of her most important contributions is her observation that mood selection appears 

to be correlated (in a non-statistical sense) with the inclusion of certain key adverbs and phrases that have 

been associated to gradability in adjectives in gradability literature (cf Kennedy & McNally 2005).  From a 

Computer Science standpoint, this is easy to test and learn automatically from text.  The second motivation 

for concentrating on gradability, especially in the subordinate clause, is that most gradable propositions can 

be measured in some form or another.  These measures can be statistically summarized, modeled and 

learned, as well as perceived distances from means or medians.  Crucially, straightforward algorithms can 

learn when it is appropriate to use one morpheme over another when a given measure deviates to some 

degree from the norm. 
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Relating these concepts to the theories, the most common descriptive (non-formal) account of the 

differences in meaning is that the subjunctive somehow indicates more doubt, but this notion is vague and 

only applies to negated belief predicates and not most other subjunctive licensing environments.  In this 

dissertation, I propose that the apparent difference in doubt corresponds to scalar interactions between the 

item under consideration and its alternatives, so that in a sentence such as 'I don't believe Bob is tall' whether 

or not the Spanish speaker uses the indicative or subjunctive corresponds to in what way the speaker believes 

Bob not tall and how this differs from whatever tall means in this context for the speaker.   

The first anecdotal glimpse of evidence comes from a conversation that originally motivated this 

study.  I asked a friend of mine if someone at a party had called her fat, would she answer 'I don't think I 

am.INDICATIVE fat' or 'I don't think I am.SUBJUNCTIVE fat' in Spanish.  She indicated that she would use the 

indicative because she knows that she is not overweight (which echoes any traditional description of the 

Spanish subjunctive: If there is no doubt use the indicative, else use the subjunctive). 

I asked my friend her weight and then how much she thought a girl her height would have to weigh 

in order to be considered overweight.  She weighed 40 kilos, and claimed that she would probably consider 

any woman her height overweight if she weighed 80 kilos or more.  I then asked my friend what if she 

weighed 50 kilos and someone called her fat: indicative; what if she weighed 60 kilos: probably indicative; 

what if she weighed 70 kilos at which point she replied she would use the subjunctive.  She said that she 

would use it and it would show a certain level of insecurity as if maybe she were somewhat fat.   

Initially, it appeared that the further the weight measure was away from her standard for a fat 

woman, the more likely the indicative would be used in the sentence 'I don't believe I am fat.' and conversely 

the closer the measure was to her standard, the more likely the subjunctive would be used in the same 

sentence.    It also seemed that the closer the weight measure was to her standard for the lexical antonym, the 

more likely the use of indicative seemed appropriate.  Furthermore, in casual dialog she correlated words 

such as definitely, probably and perhaps to specific measures, scalar alternatives and mood judgments— this 
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suggested an empirical method that could mathematically quantify whatever semantic interactions there may 

be between the indicative and subjunctive minimal pairs.  Extending this one conversation to more adjectives 

and more belief predicates forms the basis of the primary experimentation of this dissertation. 

If other gradable adjectives such as tall work the same way as fat, then we would expect (3) to be 

true when the speaker judges Juan's height to be within range of the speaker's standard range for a tall male, 

and (4) to be a valid option for when the speaker believes that Juan is 'far from tall' however that speaker 

defines this notion.  If this is found to be a true pattern across gradable adjectives, many speakers and their 

standards; then this introduces a previously unobserved, systematic difference between the moods and their 

meanings.   

(3) Pedro no cree que Juan sea alto   (subjunctive) 

Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.SUBJUNCTIVE tall 

 

(4) Pedro no cree que Juan es alto   (indicative) 

Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.INDICATIVE tall 

 

The second bit of evidence came from grammaticality judgments between gradable and non-

gradable adjectives in the same negated epistemic environments.   Sentence (5) shows that for many 

speakers, the prototypically non-gradable adjective pregnant (you either are or you aren't) can be embedded 

with either the indicative or the subjunctive.  Although not all native speakers like sentence (6) because for 

them one cannot be 'very pregnant'; of the speakers who do accept this phrase as grammatically possible, 

almost all reject the indicative form in sentence (7).  When asked why, one judge said that the indicative 

form somehow conflicts with the emphasis caused by the adverb in (7), even though the indicative in (8) 

seemed perfectly fine to her.  This means that there is something about the semantics of very fat and the 

semantics of very pregnant that differ in a way to which Spanish mood choice is sensitive. 
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(5) No creo que Juana está / esté embarazada. 

I don't believe that Juana is.INDICATIVE  /  is.SUBJUNCTIVE  pregnant 

(6) Creo que Juana está muy embarazada. 

I believe that Juana is.INDICATIVE  very pregnant 

(7) No creo que Juana ??está / esté muy embarazada. 

I don't believe that Juana ??is.INDICATIVE  /  is.SUBJUNCTIVE  very pregnant 

(8) No creo que Juana está / esté
1
 muy gorda. 

I don't believe that Juana is.INDICATIVE  /  is.SUBJUNCTIVE  very fat 

The last bit of evidence of gradability issues of the embedded clause comes from what the negated 

propositions are most likely to imply.  Example (9) shows that the subjunctive with metalinguistic negation 

easily implies not tall, but very tall, or Subjunctive  → ( ¬p  very p ).  Examples (10) and (11), much 

like (7), show that the indicative cannot imply some alternative greater than p.   

(9) Pedro no cree que Juan sea alto, de hecho cree que es muy alto.  (subjunctive) 

Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.SUBJUNCTIVE tall, in fact he thinks he's very tall 

(10) #Pedro no cree que Juan es alto, de hecho cree que es muy alto.  (indicative) 

#Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.INDICATIVE tall, in fact he thinks he's very tall 

(11) #Pedro cree que Juan no es alto, de hecho cree que es muy alto.  (indicative) 

#Pedro believes that Juan is.INDICATIVE not tall, in fact he thinks he's very tall 

 

                                                      

1
 Spanish has two forms of to be (estar and ser)  that often differ according to the adjective (in these sentences), but can 

also differ according to property permanence.   Ser is usually used with to be fat when it is trait that is typical of that 

person; however, estar also works to imply a more recent change in weight (i.e. she is looking a bit chubby lately).  I 

tested estar to make sure that the difference was the adjective's semantics and not the copula's. 
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Yet, some speakers claim that example  (12), though technically grammatical, does not "sound as 

good as" (9).  Of course, examples (13) and (14) show that the indicative works perfectly well with not tall, 

but short (Indicative  → [ ¬p  p ]).  

(12) ?Pedro no cree que Juan sea alto, de hecho cree que es bajo.   (subjunctive) 

?Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.SUBJUNCTIVE tall, in fact he thinks he's short 

(13) Pedro no cree que Juan es alto, de hecho cree que es bajo.   (indicative) 

Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.INDICATIVE tall, in fact he thinks he's short 

(14) Pedro cree que Juan no es alto, de hecho cree que es bajo.   (indicative) 

Pedro believes that Juan is.INDICATIVE not tall, in fact he thinks he's short 

 

It is no surprise that ¬p  p is grammatical because p entails ¬p.  It would also be uninteresting 

from a theoretical standpoint if we could simply conclude that the subjunctive somehow changes the 

meaning of ¬p  to the next monotonic scalar alternative very p; however, the weak acceptance of (12) along 

with the fact that not all native speakers agree with these grammaticality judgments, points to a much more 

difficult problem to analyze.   

1.3. Scalar Interactions 

I informally assume throughout this paper that gradability is a subset of scalarity.  Scalar refers to 

any ordered set of alternatives to the surface item that are induced by context, and that gradable refers to the 

default set of relevant alternatives that an interlocutor automatically considers without additional context.  

For example, a relevant set of verbs for to believe in one context could be { to doubt, to almost believe, to 

believe, to know} and a relevant set for tall in another context might be {very short, short, somewhat tall, 

tall, very tall}.  Both of these sets are scalar and gradable.   Kennedy and McNally’s (1999, 2005) introduce 

a typology of scale structures for adjectives as combinations of a feature triple consisting of a range of 
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degrees, polarity and dimension that correspond to each adjective.  In our relevant set for tall, the dimension 

is more or less height, the degrees would correspond to ranges of heights that interlocutors would take into 

consideration given the context, and the polarity is the ordering relation of these degrees.   Similarly, in the 

relevant set for believe the dimension is certainty or epistemic commitment, the degrees correspond to a 

range of degrees of certainty, and again the polarity is the ordering relation.  In Kennedy and McNally terms, 

scalar objects can be represented as the following feature tuple: ∆, S, P, where ∆ refers to the dimension, S 

refers to the set of alternatives that correspond to some range of degrees along ∆, and P refers to the polarity 

(relationship or ordering).   

If the main clause verb and the embedded proposition both have these same three scalar features, 

there should be some interesting mathematical combinations that can be illustrated with some slight 

groundwork and formalism.  Assume that when a verb and adjective are not evaluated as scalar in the 

context (i.e. there are no sets of relevant alternatives under consideration), only the contradiction or lexical 

antonym becomes the relevant alternative (similar to Chierchia 2004).   For example, the sentence I don't 

believe the window is open very strongly implies that the speaker believes the window is shut.  I claim that 

in this interpretation, the adjective exhibits a non-gradable scale attribute value, denoted here as   , where 

there are no scalar alternatives as they pertain to the gradable adjective. 

Open, however, is not always non-gradable.  Kennedy's (2007) frames this under the   'Interpretative 

Economy' constraint that says: "Maximize the contribution of the conventional meanings of the elements of a 

sentence to the computation of its truth conditions."   Kennedy primarily applies this constraint to deal with 

how prototypically, non-gradable adjectives seem to default to binary meanings, but context can coerce a 

more gradable interpretation from these adjectives.  In other words, a narrow set of alternatives can be 

widened into a much larger set of alternatives, perhaps not coincidentally, in a Kadmon and Landman (1993) 

sense.   This can be illustrated in an example inspired by Kennedy.  In (15) the gradable adjective open is 

understood as binary —either the door is open or not (open all the way);  in (16) the open hatch is assumed 
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to be at least partially open, but could be half way open or even all the way open.  In the interpretation 

of (16), I include even to show that there appears to be a focus-like
2
 introduction of alternatives naturally 

coerced from the given context, and that the most relevant alternative is the minimal interval greater than the 

antonym (i.e. anything 'not closed'). 

(15) If the submarine hatch is open, we will exit.  (Given: The submarine is docked.) 

Implies:  If the submarine hatch is open all the way, we will exit. 

(16) If the submarine hatch is open, we will die.  (Given: The submarine is underwater.) 

Implies:  If the submarine hatch is even partially open, we will die. 

This change from prototypically non-gradable to gradable also appears in question and answer 

scenarios.  Consider the statement: I don’t believe the window is completely open.   In this case, the speaker 

very strongly implies that s/he believes the window to be at least partially open.  This can be illustrated with 

how the continuation in (18) would be an odd answer to the question, Is the window open?, while (17) 

and (19) are reasonable answers. 

(17) I don’t believe the window is open.  I shut it last night. 

(18) I don't believe the window is completely open. #I shut it last night.
3
 

(19) I don't believe the window is completely open.  I partially closed it last night. 

In addition to several common theories to mood choice, I introduce one more that extends Villalta's 

with Kennedy and McNally like notation for both the independent and dependent clauses.  When the word is 

considered scalar ("gradable"),   , there is an alternative to the word under consideration, other than the 

lexical contradiction, that is somehow considered relevant to the discussion.  The polarity, as indicated by 

the arrow, denotes whether the most relevant alternative is one that has a higher degree ( → ) or lesser degree 

                                                      

2
 See Appendix  1.6.1 for basic information on Focus. 

3
 Note that the response is fine one assumes that it is a denial of a previous assertion (i.e. someone just claimed The 

window is completely open.), and that Farkas (2003) has noted that the indicative is favored in denial of pervious 

assertions.   
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( ← ) of measure than the current word.  Thus, in our toy sets, ∆believe,  
 , → would indicate that  to know 

is somehow relevant to the conversation, and ∆believe,  
 , ← would refer to to almost believe (or to suspect, 

etc.).    Assuming that non-gradable interpretations (  )  yield no distinctions in polarity because an 

alternative would always be the binary, logical contradiction (e.g. if something is not open in the non-

gradable sense, it must be shut).  I will denote this with a dash (—).  With these three features from the 

embedding clause and the embedded clause, in Table 2 we find the following set of all combinatory 

possibilities of scalar feature interactions in a sentence like (1) and (2).   

 
∆beliefs,  

 , — 

believe 
∆beliefs,  

 , → 

know (for sure) 

∆beliefs,  
 , ← 

almost believe 

∆grd,  
 , — 

tall 
a.     

    [    
   ] d.     

    [    
   ] g.     

    [    
   ] 

∆grd,  
 , → 

very tall 
b.     

    [    
   ] e.     

    [    
   ] h.     

    [    
   ] 

∆grd,  
 , ← 

almost tall 
c.     

    [    
   ] f.     

    [    
   ] i.     

    [    
   ] 

Table 2: Scalar semantic feature combinations 

This table is important, because given a few simple assumptions about scales' having three features 

and the assumption that the embedding and embedded clauses each can contain these scales, there should be 

at least 9 different ways to interpret the intended meaning behind a simple sentence such as I don't believe 

John is tall.  If this is the case, then it stands to reason that some of these different scalar combinations may 

tend to correspond with the indicative and others with the subjunctive in Spanish.   

These tendencies will be modeled probabilistically in this dissertation.  It will be shown that this 

method can model both the types of variation issues found in Spanish mood choice as well as the core 

semantic/pragmatic features. 

1.4. Methodology: Probabilistic Network Approach to Linguistic Ambiguity 

Focusing on scalar properties also allows us to statistically associate Spanish mood choice with the 

measures on the scales.  This then allows us to model hypothetical features in a probabilistic space.  In this 
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dissertation I use Bayesian Networks.  Bayesian Networks have many advantages.  They predict the most 

probable values and dependencies for all variables in the model.  This means that if we have hypothetical, 

linguistic variables, their probabilities can be modeled as one part of a larger machinery of feature 

interactions.  Bayesian Networks explicitly model the amount of doubt or certainty.  Bayesian Networks, and 

their hypothetical variables, can be learned by observing real usage, which means they can differentiate 

between feature combinations for different dialects, for example, by learning from newspaper articles from 

different regions. 

Due to the apparent complexities in the process of Spanish mood choice (i.e. dialectal variation; 

lexical, semantic and pragmatic ambiguities; prescriptive interference; and an ever-evolving linguistic 

system), this dissertation attempts a non-standard approach in linguistics.  This section briefly introduces the 

thinking behind the Bayesian Network approach; Chapter 3 expands this intuition into a more formal tool 

and translates some linguistic theories into basic Bayesian models; and Chapter 7 actually implements the 

approach as learned from real data. 

Although the intersection of Semantics and Probability Theory is hardly new, the approach described 

in this dissertation deviates from the tradition in that we model the probability of a linguistic theory based on 

large amounts of observed data, as opposed to the typical modeling of the probability of a given proposition 

based on some linguistic theory.  Some earlier studies that explore augmenting Theoretical Semantics 

(Pragmatics and/or Philosophy) with Probability Theory include Hamblin (1959), Kamp (1975), van 

Fraassen (1966, 1969, 1995), and depending on one's interpretation of fuzzy sets in semantics, Zadeh (1971, 

1975, 1978, 1982).
4
 More recent research that entertains this use of Probability Theory includes Cohen 

(2009), Frank (2011), Swanson (2011), Yalcin (2007, 2010), and Zadeh (2004), to name a few.  A gross 

generalization of this strand of probabilistic semantic research makes the claim that at least some types of 

                                                      

4
 Here, I assume as many others do, that probability theory is a type of fuzzy logic.  I review some of this work more 

thoroughly in Chapter  2. 
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asserted propositions are not simply true or false as is commonly assumed in traditional propositional logic 

and semantics.  The truth values of each constituent are either represented by probability values ranging from 

0 to 1, or the truth value of the predicate is true or false due to some probabilistic measures and/or 

circumstances.  What does not concern most of these researchers are the semantics of simple assertions like: 

Juan is tall, such that |[Juan is tall]| = 1 iff Juan is (considered) tall in the current world of evaluation.  

Instead, probability in semantics is more often concerned with the semantics of propositions that either 

explicitly or implicitly express less than absolute certainty like |[Juan is probably tall]|.   So, one simplified 

formulation might say something like (20): 

(20) |[Juan is probably tall]| = 1 iff out of all possible worlds in which Juan exists, Juan is considered 

tall in more than half of the worlds. 

Although the semantic work done to this effect is computational and has intuitive appeal in contexts 

expressing uncertainty, I take a very different approach.  Instead, I attempt to model the probability of the 

theory itself, as automatically learned from large amounts of data.  This allows for objective learning and 

evaluation of robust hypotheses intermingling various sociolinguistic, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and 

morphological constituents. 

The approach was inspired more by the probabilistic modeling work done in medical diagnosis (i.e. 

Heckerman & Nathwani 1992) and the physical sciences such as Gregory (2005) and  Jaynes (1986, 2003) 

(who happens to provide extensive logical proof  of  Bayesian Probability Theory's equivalence to 

propositional logic under a few simple assumptions).   What this type of theoretical modeling shows, is that 

1) a logical theory can be built upon observable and hidden features through partially assumed 

interdependencies and varying degrees of evidence; 2) as long as key variables are logically connected in 

some way and no event is completely impossible (zero probability), the values of all variables can be learned 
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(inferred), given enough data; and 3) competing hypotheses can be evaluated quantitatively through the 

probability space of the data.
5
   

For the completely uninitiated, the section "How probabilistic programming works" of one of 

Microsoft's online technical documents An Introduction to Infer.NET
6
 , in a few pages, gives one of the least 

intimidating, most intuitive and concise summary of  inference in probabilistic networks possible.
7
  The 

basic premise of the example they use is a whodunnit murder mystery, which is very similar to some of the 

subjunctive conditional examples found in (Edgington 1995).  There are a set of possible suspects and a set 

of possible murder weapons.  There is prior knowledge in the form of general character traits and flaws of 

each suspect, and there is knowledge about who has access to which possible weapons.  From these facts a 

reasoning network of assumptions and evidence is constructed.  If no new evidence is given, then the 

network can give a best guess probability estimate of who is the most likely murder suspect given all prior 

assumptions.  However, if more information is known, for example, that the murder weapon was definitely 

the candlestick, then we can reduce the network of all suspects who did not have access to the candlestick, 

this reduction in variables causes probabilistic updates to the network, and an adjusted probability estimate 

for the most likely suspect is given.   Because probabilistic networks encode the dependencies between 

variables, the reverse is also true.  If, instead, we actually know who the murderer is, we can also adjust our 

probability regarding the most likely murder weapon.  This approach can always yield the best guess of all 

values of variables in the model, given what is known. 

                                                      

5
 To the best of my knowledge, the only other linguistics researcher to suggest something remotely similar was Cohen 

(2009) in his concluding remarks, in which he very briefly speculates that one might be able to probabilistically model 

illocutionary force.  There was no mention of how this might be achieved. 
6
 http://research.microsoft.com/infernet/docs/InferNet_Intro.pdf  

7
 For the slightly more initiated, chapters 8 and 15 of Marsland (2009), and chapters 13 and 14 of Russel & Norvig 

(2003) give more in-depth descriptions, math and considerations regarding probabilistic networks.  And finally, Koller 

& Friedman (2009) offer extensive discussions of nearly all aspects of modern probabilistic networks. 

http://research.microsoft.com/infernet/docs/InferNet_Intro.pdf
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A similar approach to linguistics in this dissertation will be made.  In the sentence "I don't believe 

that John is tall" it stands to reason that there may be some ambiguities (e.g. I believe he's short; I believe 

he's only average; I believe he's very tall; I know he's tall; etc.), and that for each ambiguity there is a 

probability estimate as there is for each murder suspect.  It also stands to reason that these probabilities 

might be quite different in the cases like "I really don't believe John is tall" or "I don't believe that John is 

really tall."— in the former, it might be more probable that the speaker thinks John is actually short; in the 

latter it might be more likely that the speaker considers John to be just plain tall.  In this case we have a 

sentence with a set of possible words, where each word, morpheme and syntactic arrangement are added 

evidence that adjusts the probability of hidden semantic/pragmatic forces that generated the original sentence 

in the given context.   

From a theoretical standpoint, in a sentence like Juan is probably tall, the word probably can be 

considered overt evidence of some underlying, hypothetical linguistic feature (i.e. [EPISTEMIC COMMITMENT+] or 

[DOUBT-]) that the sentence Juan is tall also contains, but to a possibly more ambiguous degree.
8
    With 

Bayesian networks and evidential reasoning, this ambiguous degree can be partially inferred in the absence 

of evidence without having to stipulate any hard assumptions.  Furthermore, the model can also learn other 

underlying feature interactions such as how this ambiguous degree variable is changed when the negation is 

under the scope of probability operator: Juan is probably not tall.  

This approach can be applied to the hypothetical scalar features presented in this chapter: the 

dimension along which the degrees are measured, whether or not the scale is interpreted as gradable in the 

context and the polarity and/or ordering of degrees.  In this dissertation I simplify this tuple in two ways: the 

dimension is given and all ordering of degrees are generally positive.  For example, in the sentence Juan is 

tall, we know that |[tall]| is an increasing scale and that it is measuring height (and not likelihood as in a tall 

                                                      

8
 In Chapter  3.2.2, I work through an Irrealis Model in some detail that is similar to this example.  In Chapter  7.1.6 this 

model is learned automatically from corpus data. 
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tale).  This leaves us with determining whether or not the scale is gradable in the context and the polarity in a 

given clause. 

The assumption is that the presence of some linguistic terms indicates overt markers of these 

gradability features, and in cases in which there are no overt markers, there is some scalar ambiguity that can 

be probabilistically modeled.  This means that, although we already know that tall is normally (probably) 

gradable, in the sentences Juan is very tall and Juan is taller than Pedro, we know that tall must be gradable 

in these sentences because the adverbial modification introduces relevant alternative heights to the discourse.  

This may also be true of prototypically non-gradable adjectives such as pregnant and French.  The things 

that (21) and (22) could imply are limited to our understanding of the dimension of the adjectives.  

Sentence (21) implies that Juana is either far along in her pregnancy or at least appears that way, and 

sentence (22) could easily imply that Vladimir in some way or another acts more stereotypically French (e.g. 

he enjoys his cheese, wine and baguettes more so) than Jacque, or it could just as easily imply that Jacque is 

not the stereotypical Frenchman at all.  

(21) Juana is very pregnant. 

 

(22) Vladimir is more French than Jacque. 

 

Putting this into a Bayesian terms: the prior probability is how likely we expect tall or French to 

invoke a non-binary scale of alternatives based on previous personal experience, and the likelihood portion 

of the equation is the probability that tall or French is scalar given the discourse (context, C), including the 

fact that there is an overt marker of gradability, a comparison operator (i.e. -er, more) or an adverbial 

modifier of degrees (Kennedy & McNally 2005).  This implies that although the hypothetical prior 

probability of tall's being interpreted as scalar is much higher than that of French, the high probability of a 

comparison operator's invocation of scalar alternatives could lead one to infer that French is considered 

gradable in this context.   Likewise, evidence of a sentence fragment's polarity can be observed by the 
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presence of NPI or PPI and the probability of a scale's increasing or decreasing ordering relation can be 

probabilistically inferred. 

 

(23)  (        |               
 (      |        (      |              

 (      |       
  

 

Identifying the proposed gradability features through sentences with all overt gradability markers 

such as very or comparison operators allows us to use Bayesian probabilistic methods to estimate the 

probability of a given gradability feature in sentences that do not have all overt markers, just as in the 

whodunit example.  Thus, the best theory encoded as a probabilistic network will be able to best predict the 

correct mood choice given whatever features are found in all of the sentences tested. 

Unfortunately, before one can effectively create and test probabilistic linguistic models, a number of, 

sometimes iterative, steps must be taken: 

1. Data needs to be collected. 

2. Language data needs to be transformed into a way that can be computationally processed.  This 

often includes selecting discrete subsets of the data. 

3. Possible patterns in the data are observed, to see if / how successful the data collection and 

transformation steps where. 

4. Once the patterns appear to coincide with our theories and expectations, we can train and test our 

linguistic models.   

5. The models that perform best may inform new iterations such as data collection and/or 

processing, new models, until we feel that "knowledge" pertaining to the problem has been 

obtained. 
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The Knowledge Discovery in Data methodology (often depicted with a graphic similar to Figure 1) 

usually involves each of these steps in such a way that often after completing a later step, one learns 

something new that motivates changes to the earlier process and causes the researcher to reiterate the steps.  

It is important to acknowledge this process early on because this dissertation will iteratively take a few steps 

forward and a few steps back before we can lay out and organize the knowledge this methodology produced 

for understanding the mood choice problem. 

 

Figure 1: Knowledge Discovery in Data Steps 

1.5. Dissertation Overview 

The organization of this dissertation mirrors most knowledge discovery tasks:  1) there is an initial 

hypothesis or problem and the problem boundaries are explored, including reviewing what has already been 

done, 2) data is collected and transformed into a more computationally accessible format, 3) the data is 

reviewed with respect to the problem and boundaries, 4)  the data may be transformed in a more meaningful 

way to address the problem, 5) models are developed and tested.  Finally, steps 2-5 are repeated until 

knowledge that either supports or disproves the hypothesis is garnered.  Applying this methodology to 

theoretical linguistics is new.  Furthermore, at the end of most of these steps, this dissertation makes a 

tangible contribution to the field: 
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1. This dissertation associates gradability with mood in a level of detail that has never been done. 

2. New datasets are developed that allow further research into Spanish epistemics, mood and 

gradability. 

3. Patterns and observations are highlighted —many provide support to previous theoretical 

research; some are completely new. 

4. The key linguistic elements, ranked by statistical measures, are compared to previous research. 

5. Theoretical models and hypothesis testing can be performed given each linguistic theory. 

These contributions are found throughout the dissertation.  This chapter briefly presented the 

problem of Spanish mood choice, provided an initial hypothesis based on scalar interactions of the main 

clause and the embedded clause, and provided some basic background information for future chapters.   

Because this dissertation adopts tools and techniques common to both Linguistics and Computer Science, I 

also include an appendix of simplified terminology and definitions for these two fields at the end of this 

chapter.   Chapter 2 then briefly reviews the literature on mood as it most pertains to the Spanish mood 

choice problem.  Chapter 3 continues with a review of the state of the art of Spanish mood choice, but from 

the perspective of probabilistic modeling.   It will translate some of the theories into some initial, 

probabilistic linguistic models, as well as proposing a new model that will extend previous theories in order 

to address some of the theoretical semantic/pragmatic concerns sketched in this chapter.  However, because a 

probabilistic model consists of both relationships and co-occurrence quantities found in data, the following 

few chapters (4 - 6) will be devoted to how the training and test data were obtained and processed.  Of these 

data chapters, Chapter 4 describes process of creating and the resulting structure of the first two textual 

corpora.  These corpora were formed with the primary purpose of informing decisions on building the 

ultimate data source, from which the probabilities of the models were learned.  Chapter 5 applies a series of 

common machine learning techniques to learn the most important features and relationships from these two 

initial data sources.   Many different combinations of these most important features were then are queried 
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against crowd-sourced grammaticality judgments in which the context was partially controlled.  The 

methodology and some basic summary statistics of the resulting data are in Chapter 6.  Chapter 7 then uses 

this dataset to inform the models presented in Chapter 3, and empirically evaluates these models.  Chapter 8 

then re-evaluates the initial semantic hypothesis presented in this chapter, given the results from the 

experiments from Chapter 7.  Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation with the next necessary steps at 

addressing the Spanish mood choice problem. 

1.6. Appendix: Dissertation terminology 

This dissertation integrates very technical aspects from different fields of science.  Some analysis 

techniques, terminology and notation that are common in one field may be completely unknown in other 

fields; so, this section is intended to help bridge that gap with a simplistic glossary of terms.  Terminology 

will be broken into two broad categories: Computer Science and Linguistics.  Later, definitions will be made 

more precise when needed. 

1.6.1. Linguistics Terminology 

 Clauses / Predicates 

 Matrix / Main / Embedding Clause - roughly the main clause of the sentence.  In the sentence 

'I hope that you bring your friends.', 'I hope that' is the embedding clause.  Typically, when 

discussing sentences that I contrive will be called "matrix /main clauses", and sentences that 

occurred in textual corpora will use "embedding clauses" because the latter often contains other 

elements that can affect mood choice. 

 Main / Matrix Clause - when used in this dissertation means that we can assume there is no 

higher clause, so that the embedded mood morpheme is licensed by the main / matrix clause. 

 Embedding Clause - when used means that there may be a higher clause, which could be 

licensing the embedded mood morpheme.  E.g. I'm sad that you believe that John is a crook.  
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The Spanish equivalent would probably have the word believe in the subjunctive, but could 

also have the word is formed with the subjunctive morpheme even though this isn't a 

negated belief statement.  

 Subordinate / Dependent / Embedded Clause - the clause embedded under the main or 

embedding clause. 

 Complementizer - The complementizer is sometimes used to link the embedding and embedded 

clauses.  'that' in the sentence above is the complementizer.  In English, it is usually optional; in 

Spanish it is usually required.  The most common complementizer in Spanish is que or 'that'. 

 Clause / Predicate Types - linguistic classification to types of clauses, often on the types of the 

main verbs. 

 Causative Predicate - "The Twinkies made me do it." 

 Desiderative Predicate - Expresses some amount of desire regarding a proposition "I want / 

prefer / hope that you change your mind". 

 Emotive Factive - Emotional reaction to some fact: "I was happy / glad / disappointed that you 

ate the leftover pizza." 

 Modal Predicates -  "It's possible / probable that it will rain" 

 Intensionality - Sometimes broken into Weak vs. Strong Intensional in Farkas (1985, 1992a, 

2003) correspond to Giannakidou's verdical and nonveridical classes.  Note that the Farkas 

(2003) usage swaps strong and weak from the earlier formulations in favor of Giannakidou's 

formulation. 

Strong Intensional (Farkas, 2003) 

1. positive epistemic predicates (believe know) 

2. predicates of assertion (say, assert) 

3. fiction predicates (dream, imagine) 
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Weak Intensional (Farkas, 2003) 

1. desideratives (want, wish, desire) 

2. directives (command, request, instruct) 

 Modality 

 Buletic Set - the set of possibilities one hopes to be true 

 Doxastic Set  - the set of possibilities one believes to be true 

 (Verbal, Morphological) Mood - refer to the morpheme in the subordinate clause 

 Indicative - often associated with a "just the facts" interpretation. 

 Subjunctive - often associated with at least some hypothetical trait or feeling (e.g. If I were rich, 

I would buy a Lamborghini.) 

 Focus (Operator) - appears in many linguistic contexts that introduce a set of alternatives under 

consideration.  In English this can be illustrated with the words such as even and only (Rooth, 1985, 

1992), or with intonational stress/emphasis.  A statement like (i) is telling the listener that the 

speaker thinks that Bob kissed Alice as opposed to some other girl; and (ii) is telling the listener that 

the speaker thinks that Bob kissed Alice as opposed to something else that he could have done to 

her.  Notice that (ii)'s relevant alternatives are things like {propose, have an affair with, …}, but not 

things that are somehow less than kiss in some sort of scale like {say hello to, shake her hand, offer 

her gummy bears…}  does not seem relevant, as can be shown in the continuations (iii) and (iv).   

 

i. Bob kissed only Alice. 

ii. Bob only kissed Alice. 

iii. Bob only kissed Alice, he didn't propose to her. 

iv. ?Bob only kissed Alice, he didn't say hello to her. 

  

Focus also appears to be related to —but does not explain— the Spanish subjunctive in 

some contexts as noted by Villalta (2007, 2010), see Section 2.4.  In the epistemic contexts 

studied in this dissertation, (v) and (vi) show similar focus interactions: (v), when emphasis 
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is put on the word Alice, seems to imply that Bob kissed one of the other girls in the domain 

of discourse; (vi), when the kissed is stressed, implies that Bob did something else to Alice.  

(vii) and (viii), show that the scale above has been reversed in this context.   

v. I don't think that Bob kissed AliceF. 

vi. I don't think that Bob kissedF Alice. 

vii. ?I don't think that Bob kissedF Alice, he just proposed to her. 

viii. I don't think that Bob kissedF Alice, he just said hello to her. 

 

 Infelicitous - In semantics infelicitous is often used to denote sentences that, though technically 

grammatical, are inappropriate or make no logical sense in the case provided.  '#' before the 

sentence means that it is infelicitous.  

 Polarity Items - indicate words that are only grammatically found in the scope of certain sentence 

valences. 

 Negative Polarity Items (NPI) - Words that can only be interpreted in the scope of 

negation: "I don't have any money." versus "I have any money." 

 Positive Polarity Items (PPI) - Words that can more easily interpreted outside the 

scope of negation: "I also have a red car too!" versus "I don't have a red car too!' 

 Scalar Implicatures - can be thought of as when something is highly implied, but cannot be 

assumed strictly true.  For example, "I don't have $5" implies that the speaker has less than five 

dollars; however, sentences like "I don't have $5; I have 6!" tell us that an amount higher on the 

scale is technically possible. 

 Scope -  Generally, word or phrase is in syntactic scope when it is embedded in a larger phrase; 

however, this is largely dependent on various theoretical assumptions.  Other than the embedding 

and embedded clause scope, the most important scope in this dissertation is the scope of negation.  

For example, in 'I don't think that John is tall', one could argue that n't takes scope over 'think that 

John is tall' or that it just takes scope over 'tall' and is equivalent to 'I think that John is not tall.' 
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1.6.2. Computer Science & Probability Terminology 

 Attribute / Variable - Is the type of data, such as verb or mood morpheme, for each we are 

assuming a discrete set of values.  It can be thought of as something that may impact in some way 

the phenomenon that you have observed.   

 Hidden / Latent Variable - a hypothetical variable that is not directly observable.  

 Semi-hidden Variable - is a variable that is not directly observable, but is directly calculated 

based on some other visible variable. 

 Feature - a feature, in this work, is considered the value of an Attribute / Variable.  For 

example, if the Attribute is Embedding Verb, the value might be to doubt. 

 Conditional Probability - The probability of some variable given some other observed fact. 

 Joint Probability - The probability of a multiple Variables occurring together. 

 Posterior Probability - The probability of a variable and all of its dependencies after the data has 

been observed.  Often the posterior probability of one dataset is used to initialize prior probability 

parameters for a second dataset. 

 Prior Probability - The probabilities of variables before observing the data.  It encodes your 

previous assumptions regarding a variable before testing a hypothesis on new data.  If there are no 

assumptions, the uniform distribution can be used.  Often multiple datasets are used so that the 

Posterior Probability from one dataset is used as the prior probability of a new dataset. 

 Marginal Probability - The Marginal Probability is the probability of the values of a subset of 

variables for a model without any joint dependencies of the remaining variables.  It is derived from 

the Joint Probability by marginalizing out all uninteresting dependencies and renormalizing.   

 Learning - refers to Machine Learning algorithms 

 Supervised Learning  / Classification / Prediction - When a class label can be associated with 

an instance of data, supervised learning attempts to learn and predict these labels.  In the context 
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of mood sentences, this task could be the task of learning what kinds of words or features are 

present in sentences with indicative and subjunctive morphemes, so that it could predict the 

correct mood morpheme on future sentences. 

 Unsupervised Learning / Clustering - when labels are not present, researchers often cluster 

instances together based on some sort of similarity or distance metric, and then use a domain 

expert to assign a class label to the clusters.  For this dissertation, a clustering task might be to 

cluster the main clause verbs according to the types that are most likely to license the 

subjunctive mood. 
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2. Literature Review 

Although the subjunctive mood has been studied extensively in theoretical linguistics (see Portner 

1999, 2011; Villalta 2007), the focus on that work is nearly always what licenses the subjunctive mood in a 

given context; not what the mood choice contributes to the sentence's meaning.  When a linguistically-

trained native speaker is asked about the difference in meaning between a mood choice, minimal pair 

sentence, as mentioned in the introduction, the primary explanations tend to align with one of the following 

perspectives:  1) grammatical / prescriptive / lexical / corpus-based, 2) sociolinguistic, 3) syntactic, 4) 

semantic / pragmatic, and 5) discourse-oriented.   This chapter focuses on the linguistic theories from the 

perspectives 3-5 that are most relevant to this dissertation's problem. 

All of the theoretical accounts make false predictions, and nearly all suffer from at least one of three 

crucial faults:  1) they do not allow for the semantic/pragmatic alternation of the mood morphemes; 2)  they 

do not allow for the first person singular in the matrix clause to use a subordinated indicative in a subjunctive 

licensing environment; or 3) they offer very vague concepts of doubt that only apply to negated epistemics 

instead of other environments that require the subjunctive morpheme.  Additionally, almost no theoretical 

accounts have no means of dealing with the type of variation, sociolinguistic or production "errors", found 

when utterances do not obey the typical grammars.   

2.1. Doubt - (ir)realis 

The RAE (1991, 2009) and many descriptive accounts adopt, at least partially, a 'Realis/Irrealis' 

approach (cf., Alarcos Llorach 1994, Badía Margarit 1953, Gili Gaya 1961, Givón 1994).   The RAE (2009, 

25.7b) claims that the negation of some level of certainty is the single most important role of the subjunctive 

morpheme.  The most typical descriptions of the indicative/subjunctive contrast under epistemics deals with 

how much a speaker doubts the embedded proposition.   The generalization is that Pedro believes… and 

Pedro doesn't doubt… license the indicative because the speaker is pretty sure about the embedded assertion, 
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while Pedro doesn't believe and Pedro doubts… license the subjunctive because there is at least some doubt 

about the embedded assertion. 

This makes intuitive sense for this dissertation.  After all, if Pedro really does not believe at all that 

Juan is tall, then Pedro is pretty sure about this belief, and the indicative would be the most likely 

grammatical choice.  Because the meaning distinction between the subjunctive and indicative is an explicit 

part of this theory, it is attractive for this dissertation.  However, this theory offers an arbitrary delineation 

between doubt and certainty.  It is unknown what the appropriate grammatical choice would be if Pedro were 

more than 50% sure, but less than 70% sure.  Yet worse, a major problem with this descriptive theory —as 

well as many other theories on mood that try to generalize what the subjunctive morpheme does— is that 

you can be 100% sure in Spanish and still be required to use the subjunctive morpheme with emotive 

factives:  Pedro is glad that Juan is.SUBJUNCTIVE tall.  Here there is no doubt that Juan is tall, but the 

subjunctive is generally required when expressing an emotional reaction to some fact.  Therefore, the 

subjunctive morpheme by itself does not imply doubt. 

Conversely, there can be some explicit doubt about something that one believes or almost believes, 

and the indicative is always used: 

(24) Creo que posiblemente va a llover    (indicative) 

I believe that it will.INDICATIVE possibly rain 

(25) Casi creo que va a llover     (indicative) 

I almost believe that it will.INDICATIVE rain 

In short, the irrealis approach does not adequately define the distinction between the indicative and 

subjunctive in Spanish, and it is somewhat imprecise with the facts. 
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2.2. Assertive / Non-Assertive  

Both traditional grammars and theoretical linguists have looked at the problem from an 

assertion/non-assertion point of view.  Hooper (1975) offers an important syntactic tool for testing predicates 

that are considered assertive: preposing.  It is argued that the predicates that allow preposing correspond to 

the indicative (c.f. Bolinger 1968, Hooper 1975, Terrell and Hooper 1974 and many others).    This test as it 

might pertain to this dissertation is shown in  (26).  The non-preposed, Spanish versions of the sentences 

in  (26) would show that a, d, and e would normally select the subjunctive mood, and a and b always 

correspond to indicative uses.
9
  

(26) a. *He's tall, it's likely 

b. He's tall, I believe 

c. He's tall, I think 

d. *He's tall, I don't believe 

e. *He's tall, I don't think 

Unfortunately, this type of analysis suffers from the same fault as the simplifying, prescriptive 

grammars: it classifies the matrix verb class, but not the individual usage.  This is even the case for Farkas 

(2003) who included an Optimality Theoretic analysis of mood.  It does not allow for the choice between 

mood morphemes to express different meanings.  Nevertheless the intuition behind the assertion / non-

assertion is still fruitful to consider.  Notice the differences between the embedded propositions of the 

following English sentences and: 

(27) Pedro doesn't think that abortion should be legal. 

 

                                                      

9
  (26) a'.  Es probable que sea alto. (subjunctive) 

b'.  Creo que es alto.  (indicative) 

   c'.  Pienso que es alto.  (indicative) 

   d'.  No creo que sea alto.  (subjunctive) 

   e'.  No pienso que sea alto.  (subjunctive) 
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(28) Pedro doesn't think that Juan is tall. 

 

Number  (27) may seem more assertive than  (28).   Let's assume that we walked up to some friends 

who were talking about Pedro.  You quickly deduce that he previously asserted something relevant to your 

friends' conversation.   From the little amount of context you heard, you might formulate some hypothetical 

assertions that Pedro could have made.  Perhaps these alternatives are: {Abortion is terrible, Abortion is not 

necessary, Abortion cannot be justified, Abortion should not be legal}.  Finally your friend concludes  (27).  

From this information, the original assertion is obvious and the availability of possible alternative assertions 

seems greatly limited if not impossible. 

Compare this to the same scenario of joining a conversation late, only this time from the little bit you 

can glean, your hypothesized set of Pedro's previous assertion is something like: { John is short, John is very 

short, John is almost tall, John is barely tall, John is somewhat tall, John is neither tall nor short}.  In this 

case, if one of the interlocutors concludes  (28), it is much more difficult to deduce Pedro's original assertion.  

Not only are there several possible alternative assertions, but some seem to be finer grained than others (i.e. 

tall vs. very tall).   I argue that this contrast is due to the relationship between gradability and scalar 

alternatives.   I return to this in the discussion of Villalta in Section  2.4. 

Some prescriptive grammars (i.e.: Porto Dapena 1991 or Ridruejo 1999) give an account of the 

subjunctive/indicative contrast under embedded epistemics.  They say that if the speaker uses the indicative, 

then the speaker is asserting that the embedded proposition is true, regardless of what the subject of the 

sentence believes.  Likewise, if the speakers use the subjunctive, they remain ambivalent to the subject's 

belief.  Consequently, the Spanish speaker agrees that Jane is not a good student in  (29)a, but in the case 

of  (29)b the speaker is leaving the asserted proposition of whether or not Jane is a good student open to 

discussion. 

(29) a.  John doesn't believe that Jane is.INDICATIVE  a good student. 
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      b. John doesn't believe that Jane is.SUBJUNCTIVE  a good student. 

 

As Ridruejo points out, if the subject and the speaker were the same person, then the indicative form 

should be logically redundant (i.e. I don't believe p and I agree that I don't believe p) or 

(        (          (          (    )), and, as such, is ungrammatical (infelicitous).  This does not 

seem to be the case, though.  The preliminary data I have collected seem to indicate that for many speakers 

there is a change in meaning that corresponds to the alternation in the embedded mood morpheme, even 

when the subject and speaker are both the first person singular.   

2.3. Model Shift - Quer (1998, 2001)  

Quer studies the role of the subjunctive mood in discourse.  His stance is essentially a formal, 

semantic analysis of the previous descriptive analyses of mood.  Following Giannakidou's formulation of 

strong intensional predicates (1997),
10

 he proposes that these predicates license the subjunctive mood in 

languages such as Catalan and Spanish because they signal a 'model shift.'   A model is defined as the sets of 

worlds in the current context as defined by the matrix clause.  The shift is defined as a change in the context 

of evaluation.  The mood morphology is "the overt marking of a change in the model for the evaluation of 

                                                      

10
 Weak vs. Strong Intensional in Farkas (1985, 1992a, 2003) correspond to Giannakidou's verdical and nonveridical 

classes.  The Farkas (2003) usage swaps strong and week from the earlier formulations in favor of Giannakidou's 

presentation. 

 

Strong Intensional (2003) 

1. positive epistemic predicates (believe know) 

2. predicates of assertion (say, assert) 

3. fiction predicates (dream, imagine) 

 

Weak Intensional (2003) 

1. desideratives (want, wish, desire) 

2. directives (command, request, instruct) 
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the proposition or property expressed by the embedded clause.  From this perspective, mood morphology 

conveys information about model flow in the discourse." (2001, p81).   

(30) a. El degà no creu [que els estudiants es mereixin.SUBJUNCTIVE un premi.]M
E

(dean) 

b. El degà no creu [que els estudiants es mereixen.INDICATIVE un premi.]M
E

(speaker) 

The dean does not believe that the students deserve a prize. 

      (Quer 1998, ex 67) 

 

In the Catalan example (30) there are two epistemic models that are relevant to the discourse: the 

speaker's epistemic model, ME(speaker), and the dean's, ME(dean).   Quer's argument is that the shift in (30)a 

is  ME(speaker)ME(dean), which means that the speaker shifts his/her epistemic model to the dean's; 

while (30)b does not change models, the embedded clause is evaluated with respect to the speaker's 

epistemic model:  ME(speaker)ME(speaker).  Quer argues that the shift with negative assertive 

predicates (30)a is much like an indirect quote of the dean.  He then claims that this type of shift is 

semantically impossible in the first person because the speaker and the subject are the same person with the 

same epistemic models ME(I)ME(speaker).  He argues that with the indicative in (31) the speaker is 

asserting both that the students deserve a prize and that s/he does not believe that the students deserve a 

prize. 

(31) #No crec que els estudiants es mereixen.INDICATIVE un premi. 

I don't believe that the students deserve a prize. 

(Quer 1998, ex 68) 

 

According to this, it should not be possible to say 'I don't believe that Juan is.INDICATIVE tall' in 

Spanish, but it is shown to exist in Spanish with a semantic/pragmatic difference from the subjunctive 
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counterpart.  Yet, other problems exist for Quer's point of view.  According to Quer and most others who 

study the subjunctive mood, the matrix clause licenses the shift from the indicative to the subjunctive, but, as 

pointed out in Portner (2011) it is not clear how or why a given predicate triggers —or not— the model shift 

in the first place.  Furthermore Quer tries to explain this in terms of model types, but does not adequately 

layout how to differentiate and evaluate these model type interactions.  For example, why should a shift from 

an epistemic model to a buletic model, ME(x)MBul(x),
11

 signal model shift when subject point of view is 

the same just like ME(x)  ME(x)?  This leaves many open questions. 

2.4. Gradable Matrix Clauses - Villalta (2007, 2010) 

Villalta (2007, 2010)  focuses largely on desideratives (want, wish, hope) from a scalar alternatives 

perspective.  She analyzes the Spanish subjunctive mood in the same way that many analyze NPIs (cf. 

Fauconnier 1975,  Krifka 1995, Lee & Horn 1994), in which a scalar context is compared against its 

alternatives.   For her, desiderative predicates are gradable in that a person may desire one thing more than 

another, and the subjunctive mood is licensed through a focus-like mechanism that expresses contextually 

available, alternative desires.    

Her semantic analysis is a modal, non-dynamic semantics amendment to that which was presented in 

Heim (1992); so, even though general mood licensing Spanish is what Villalta studies, I start with Heim.  

Heim's preliminary modal semantics, as presented in Villalta (2007) is (32), which defines want roughly as 

for all worlds that the individual  believes possible (the doxastic set), the worlds in which p is true are 

better for  than if p were not true. 

(32) ||want||(p)()(w) = 1 iff 

  w'  Dox: Simw'( p ) >,w Simw'( ¬p ) 

                                                      

11
 E.g.: 

Espero que sea más alto.  (subjunctive) 

   I wish [I/he/she] were taller. 
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Heim notes that there is a problem with just ¬p because this would introduce an infinite number of 

alternative worlds.  She corrects this by restricting ¬p to be propositions only within the individual's doxastic 

set (viz. an individual can only consider possibilities that they believe in) : 

(33) ||want||(p)()(w) = 1 iff 

  w'  Dox: Simw'( Doxa(w) p ) >,w Simw'( Doxa(w) ¬p ) 

 

Villalta uses the predicate glad to show that the issue is more complicated than a binary opposition 

between the similarity of p and ¬p.  She points out that with Heim's formulation, individuals may not get 

what they most desire, but would nevertheless be happy with the result.   

A brief example is with grades.  A student takes a multiple choice quiz on a subject for which he did 

not study.  He wants an A, but believes he probably earned a D.  If later he were to receive a B, or even a C, 

then those worlds would be better for him than what he believes to be the actual world.  This only shows that 

the opposition between the actual world and what the individual wants to be the actual world is not a binary 

opposition.  Villalta modifies Heim's framework by replacing ¬p with a set of contextually available 

alternatives (as in Rooth's focus semantics), and eventually relaxes the doxastic set constraints.  Her final 

formulation is (34). 

(34) ||gladC||
g
(p)()(w) = 1 iff 

 q: q  g( C )  p  q: p >DESα,w q 

Where g( C ) is defined as the set of relevant contexts and  >DESα,w is defined as 

a) For any w, w', w''  W, w' >α,w w'' iff w' is more desirable to α in w than w''. 

b) For any p W, q W, p >DESα,w q iff w''  q  w'  p such that w' > α,w w'', and it is 

not the case that w'  p, w''  q such that w'' > α,w w'. 

(Villalta 2007, p.106) 

In prose, this says that for proposition p, there is at least one relevant, scalar alternative q that is 

worse than p for the individual  in the current world. 
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It is important to note that in Spanish there is no subjunctive/indicative choice with desideratives as 

there are with negated belief predicates.  When an individual wants someone else to do something using a 

desiderative matrix clause, the subjunctive is used almost without exception in Spanish.  Villalta argues that 

this is the case because when someone wants something it is because they do not already have it; hence, 

there is always at least one relevant alternative to the current situation.   

For Villalta, the availability of any relevant, gradable alternatives to the current state of affairs 

licenses the subjunctive morpheme.  She analyzes mostly desiderative predicates, building off of this 

analysis of Spanish's verb to want, which always selects the subjunctive mood in this construction.  In her 

concluding chapter of (2007), Villalta does briefly look at the subjunctive/indicative contrasts that occur 

when embedded under negated epistemics.  She offers some preliminary ambiguity diagnostics that make the 

implicit assumption that mood choice varies per usage.  Presumably, her idea could be applied the types of 

epistemic contexts studied in my dissertation with the following hypothesis: If there are no contextually 

relevant alternative beliefs, then the indicative would be used; otherwise the subjunctive would be licensed.    

The problem with this analysis with epistemic verbs —whether negated or not— is that there should 

always be alternatives to the proposition under epistemic consideration.  After all, if Pedro doesn't believe 

that Juan is tall, it seems that he believes at least one other thing is possible in the same way that wanting 

something always implies that someone wants at least one thing that they don't already have.  This would 

suggest that the subjunctive should always be used and that there would be no semantic/pragmatic distinction 

in the indicative/subjunctive contrasts.   The most obvious hole in this thought, though, is that in the case of 

denial of previous assertions —which, by many accounts, select the indicative— there is virtually always at 

least one alternative.  A speaker will not be inclined to deny someone else's assertion unless they have 

another proposition in mind. 

Villalata does, however, briefly consider a couple of Spanish predicates that can select either the 

subjunctive or indicative: sentir ('to feel/be sorry') and decir ('to say/tell').  She uses focus tests as well as 
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gradability tests.  Although the focus tests seem to work okay with sentir (the use of the indicative and focus 

in the embedded clause seem incompatible), this is not the case with decir.  In Spanish it is possible to focus 

any element under I said that with a perfectly compatible use of the embedded indicative.  Moreover, 

Villalta notes in (footnote 14, 2010) that as her formulation stands, contrary to fact, the subjunctive 

morpheme should be licensed under any focus operator.  This means that focus alone cannot account for the 

subjunctive morpheme.   

Her other primary diagnostic, though, is essential for studying mood's meaning in a given utterance.  

She claims that the indicative cannot be used after sentir or esperar if the verb is modified by enormously, 

but the subjunctive can, which she takes to indicate the gradability of the predicate. 

(35) a. Siento enormemente que te hayan.SUBJUNCTIVE hecho daño. 

I am enormously sorry  that they have hurt you. 

b. *Siento enormemente que va.INDICATIVE a haber un problema. 

I sense enormously that there is going to be a problem. 

     (Villalta 2010, ex 142 & 143) 

 

(36) a. Espero enormemente que venga.SUBJUNCTIVE mi hermano. 

I enormously hope that my brother will come. 

b. *Espero enormemente que vendrá.INDICATIVE mi hermano. 

I enormously anticipate that my brother will come. 

(Villalta 2010, ex 144 & 145) 

 

Villalta argues that the modification of the matrix verb by adverbs such as enormously signal that the 

verb takes on a gradable nature and that this gradable nature requires the subjunctive mood.  Nevertheless, it 

is not immediately clear how this concerns epistemics.  After all, according to Villalta, without negation 
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creer ('to believe') can be modified by enormemente, but pensar ('to think') cannot; yet, both verbs appear to 

work the same with respect to mood, which goes against Villalta's diagnostic in any strict sense.    

(37) Creo enormemente que Juan es.INDICATIVE alto. 

I believe enormously that Juan is tall 

Although her diagnostic of enormemente and mucho modification may be questioned by some,
12

  it 

ought to be noted why this is important.   On one hand, if this is true, it can be probabilistically modeled with 

enough data, so that we can determine if there is a statistical significance between adverbial modification of 

the main clause verb and the subjunctive mood morpheme.  On the other hand, this adverbial modification is 

the same type of diagnostic that Kennedy and McNally (2005) use to develop a typology of adjectival scales, 

which suggests that there may be a relationship between gradability of the main clause and the gradability of 

embedded properties. 

 Kennedy and McNally claim that there are three parameters are specified in the lexical entry of the 

adjective: a set of degrees that represent measurement values; a dimension that represents the measurement 

(abstract or real world); and an ordering relation to indicate the polarity.  With an adjective like expensive, 

the scale would be a set of prices, the ordering relation would be positive or increasing, and the dimension 

would be cost. Given these parameters, they argue for the following scalar typology for all gradable 

adjectives: 

 

(38) Kennedy & McNally (2005)'s typology of scale structures 

a.   S(0, ∞), R, ∆    

b.   S[0, ∞), R, ∆   

c.   S(0,1],   R, ∆    

d.   S[0,1],   R, ∆     
 

                                                      

12
 Some native speakers have claimed that  (37) was ungrammatical.    
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Where S is the scale function that returns a range of degrees, R is the ordering relation (either ≥ or ≤) 

,and ∆ is the dimension that the degrees measure.  The ordering relation, as mentioned, helps determine the 

polarity of the relevant dimension.  This is what is used for determining polar antonyms such as tall / short 

as they share the same dimension and degrees, but these adjectives express an inverse ordering relation on 

the shared degrees. The measure function for tall might then return a height in degrees somewhat more than 

what would be considered the standard or average height given the context and item it modifies. So that the 

contrast between tall and short might be represented as 

 

(39) a. |[tall]|  = f : D → S(0,1), ≤height  

b. |[short]|  = f : D → S(0,1), ≥height 

The dimension helps comparisons among adjectives that have the same ordering relation.  For 

example, tall and intelligent are both positively oriented, but one measures height and the other measures 

something more abstract, I.Q. perhaps.  Kennedy and McNally (2005) show that adjectives that compare the 

same dimension can, indeed, be compared: 

(40) a. They call him ‘The Bus’ because he’s kind of as wide as he is tall. (National Public Radio 

broadcast, 1/26/02) 

 

b. [This comparison] is unfair both to him and the quarterbacks like Dan Marino and John Elway 

who excelled for almost as long as [Peyton] Manning is old. (Chicago Tribune, 11/2/00) 

 

They furthermore show that adjectives that do not share the same dimension cannot be easily (non-

metaphorically) compared: 

(41) a. ??They call him ‘The Bus’ because he’s kind of as wide as he is intelligent. 

b. ??These quarterbacks excelled for almost as long as Peyton Manning is talented. 

The range subscript of the scale function in (38) represents the type of scale structure they argue 

gradable adjectives have.   Gradable predicates can be categorized by these scales that they are associated 
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with.  Broadly, there are open scales that have no maximal value like tall, which can refer to any size 

depending on the object the adjective is describing in the given context; and there are closed scales 

adjectives like dry or closed that do not vary (much) per contexts.  This leads to another important feature: 

entailment.  For example, antonyms of closed scale adjectives entail one another.  Something that is not dry 

is by definition wet, but something that is not tall is not necessarily short, it could be average.  This will 

become more important when we look at standards.  Another way that we know closed scale adjectives have 

endpoints is by the adverbials that can be used to modify them.   Proportional modifiers can modify the 

closed scale adjectives, but not the open scale (examples based on Kennedy & McNally, 2005): 

(42) a. completely / half  {empty, full, open, closed} 

b. ??completely / ??half  {tall, expensive, long, old} 

(43) a.   slightly / perfectly   {empty, full, open, closed} 

b. ??slightly / ??perfectly   {tall, expensive, long, old} 

 

These last modifiers slightly and perfectly show an even finer grained analysis.  What is key about 

these two adverbs is that, as shown in (Rotstein & Winter, 2004), slightly can be used as a diagnostic for 

adjectives with lower closed scales, and perfectly can be used to indicate upper closed scales as long as the 

polarity of the adjective is known.   Therefore, adjectives that represent totally open scales should resist 

modification by both of these adverbs, and adjectives that have completely closed scales should allow free 

modification of both adverbs.  

 

open scales 

≥ ??perfectly / ??slightly {tall, deep, expensive, likely} 

≤ ??perfectly / ??slightly {short, shallow, inexpensive, unlikely} 

  

lower closed scales 

≥ ??perfectly / slightly {bent, bumpy, dirty, worried} 

≤ perfectly / ??slightly {straight, flat, clean, unworried} 
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upper closed scales 

≥ perfectly / ??slightly {certain, safe, pure, accurate} 

≤ ??perfectly / slightly {uncertain, dangerous, impure, inaccurate} 

 

closed scales 

≥ perfectly / slightly {full, open, opaque} 

≤ perfectly / slightly {empty, closed, transparent} 

2.4.1. Standards of Comparison  

They also argue that adjectives can also be categorized by standards of comparison.  One type of 

standard is relative and perfectly corresponds to the open scales described above.  Predicates such as tall, as 

hinted at above, are relative to the context.  The height of the average 'tall man' in the US might come out to 

5'11", while the average 'tall man' in the NBA might be 7'+.  An example based on (Kennedy & McNally 

2005) shows this shift sentence internally: 

(44)  Mercury is a small planet, but it's still quite large. 

 

Note that this shift is much more difficult with other adjectives, which indicates a non-shiftable or 

absolute standard: 

 

(45)  ?The students are awake, but they're still somewhat asleep. 

 

These absolute standards have two different types: minimal and maximal.  Minimal standards such 

as wet are called minimal because anything with minimal amounts of water is still technically considered 

wet.  Other examples are awake, visible, open, and bent.  It's important to note that entailment is built into 

this classification when comparisons are analyzed. 

(46) My towel is wetter than my shorts.    both are wet  (Katz 2005, ex. 18) 
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Dry, on the other hand, has no minimal amount of dryness --any minimal amount of water on an 

object prevents it from being considered dry.  These types of adjectives are maximal standards. Other 

examples include full, flat, closed, straight.   And the same entailment pattern as above does not quite hold: 

(47) My towel is drier than my shorts.   both are dry 

 

In fact, both are implied to be wet.  The standards can be thought of as abstract normal values that 

the degrees are compared against.  A simplified semantics might be something along the lines of (11): 

(48) |[tall]| = x[ size( x ) height stall ] 

 

Where size is a set of degrees ordered along the height dimension and stall is what it means to be tall 

in this context.  Another good example of how this context shifts that was mentioned in (Kennedy 2007) 

is  (49): 

(49) Everyone in my family is tall. 

 

In this example stall is relative within a quantified structure: for all men in the family, their degree of 

height is considered tall for standard men; for all women, their degree of height is considered tall for 

standard women; and even for all babies, their degree of height is considered tall for standard babies.  The 

exact semantics for what it means to be standard, is debatable.  Nevertheless, there is a strong contrast with 

quantifying statements as in  (50): 

(50) Every door in my house is open. 

 

Kennedy and McNally argue that the default reading for sopen does not vary per context.  That is all 

doors in my house are opened a little bit regardless of what kind of door or house it is.  They say default 

because they acknowledge that a constructed context can sometimes force an absolute standard into being 

more relative (as repeated above):  

(51) If the submarine hatch is open, we will die.  (Given: The submarine is underwater.) 
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(52) If the submarine hatch is open, we will exit.  (Given: The submarine is docked.) 

In  (51) we understand open to mean any amount of openness will allow water to seep in, drowning 

us all; in  (52) we understand that open means completely open, so we can crawl out.  This means that 

gradable adjectives that have totally or partially closed scales tend to have absolute standards, but not 

always, which is what makes machine classification of these adjectives so difficult. 

So, Villalta with her adverbial modification of subjunctive licensing predicates implies that there are 

some scalar similarities between gradable adjectives and predicates.  Although it is not clear how much of 

this gradable typology applies to verbs,  there may be some great insight in this type of Kennedy and 

McNally (1999, 2005) type of analysis of gradability and scale topology.  For example, in English there is a 

certain semantic/pragmatic oddity with the same indicative and subjunctive licensing predicates when 

modified by negation and the adverb partially.  All sentences in (53) indicate that the matrix verb applies to a 

partial set. 

(53) a. I partially ran the marathon. 

b. I partially see the building. 

c. I partially see what you mean. 

d. I partially believe what you say. 

 

However, when negation is introduced, what is implied varies.  (54)a implies a completed 

event.  (54)b can imply a person's seeing a completely visible building —only if it is uttered to deny a 

previous assertion (i.e. You partially see the building.  I don't partially see the building, I see the whole 

thing!) as in the indicative use mentioned in section 2.2.  (54)c and d both imply that part of what someone 

means is accepted as true, and part is false.  Interestingly enough, these last two cases would require the 

subjunctive mood in Spanish.  

(54) a. I didn't partially run the marathon.        
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I completed the marathon 

b. I don't partially see the building.         ?  

I see the whole building 

 

c. I don't ?partially/completely see what you mean.      

I partially see what you mean 

 

d. I don't ?partially/completely believe what you mean.  

I partially believe what you mean 

 

2.5. Neg-Raising and NPIs 

Rivero (1971) studies the differences in meaning between indicative/subjunctive alternations in 

Spanish as a function of syntactic movement of negation: Neg-Raising (there Neg-transportation) (cr. 

Gajewski 2005, 2007).  For her, Spanish sentences for 'I don't believe that Juan is.INDICATIVE is tall' is 

semantically equivalent to 'I believe that Juan is.INDICATIVE not tall.'   She observes, and Villalta (2007) 

reiterates, that the presence of the embedded indicative and an embedded NPI (palabra de 'any…at all') is 

impossible in Spanish unless negation is also in the embedded clause.  In other words, the embedded 

subjunctive appears to interpret main clause negation in the embedded clause, but the indicative does not. 

 

(55) a. Mi hermano cree que no entiendes palabra de francés   (indicative) 

    My brother believes you don't know any French at all. 

b. Mi hermano no cree que entiendas palabra de francés.   (subjunctive) 

    My brother doesn't believe you know any French at all. 

c.  *Mi hermano no cree que entiendes palabra de francés.   (indicative) 

    My brother doesn't believe you know any French at all. 
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         (Rivero, 1971, ex6) 

In terms of this dissertation, we can use the NPI en absoluto ([not] at all) to modify the adjective
13

 

tall to get the same pattern.  She argues that (56) and (57) show that negation is understood in the embedded 

clause, while negation is interpreted in the matrix clause of (58). 

(56) Pedro cree que Juan no es alto en absoluto.  (indicative) 

Pedro thinks that Juan is not tall at all. 

(57) Pedro no cree que Juan sea alto en absoluto.  (subjunctive) 

Pedro doesn't think that Juan is tall at all. 

(58) #Pedro no cree que Juan es alto en absoluto.  (indicative) 

Pedro doesn't think that Juan is tall at all. 

The first observation I make is that this case may correspond to the scalar interaction predicted by 

cell (a) of Table 2:     
    [    

   ] because if    corresponds to the interpretation of the contradiction 

or lexical antonym for both the matrix clause and the embedded predicate, you would have BELIEVE( short ) 

which could be understood as BELIEVE( ¬tall ).    Neg-Raising may account for some uses of indicative, but 

there might be more uses to be found through experimentation of other feature combinations.  The second 

observation is that polarity (the ordering of alternatives to tall) still differs between the indicative and 

subjunctive.  If negation is interpreted in the embedded clause when the subjunctive morpheme is used, then 

why does the continuation in (61) —with its embedded negation— sound so much worse than (59) for many 

of my grammaticality judges?    

(59) Pedro no cree que Juan sea alto, de hecho cree que es muy alto.  (subjunctive) 

Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.SUBJ tall, in fact he thinks he's very tall 

(60) #Pedro no cree que Juan es alto, de hecho cree que es muy alto.  (indicative) 

                                                      

13
  (58) may be possible to some speakers if en absoluto modifies Pedro doesn't believe, but never possible if it modifies 

the adjective 'tall'. 
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#Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.IND tall, in fact he thinks he's very tall 

(61) #Pedro cree que Juan no es alto, de hecho cree que es muy alto.  (indicative) 

#Pedro believes that Juan is.IND not tall, in fact he thinks he's very tall 

The following sentences show that with the reversed polarity of alternative scales, the 

grammaticality judgments are reversed, which suggests that the ordering relation of gradable alternatives is 

also very relevant to the study of mood. 

(62) #Pedro no cree que Juan sea alto, de hecho cree que bajo.   (subjunctive) 

#Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.SUBJ tall, in fact he thinks he's short 

(63) Pedro no cree que Juan es alto, de hecho cree que es bajo.   (indicative) 

Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.IND tall, in fact he thinks he's short 

(64) Pedro cree que Juan no es alto, de hecho cree que es bajo.   (indicative) 

Pedro believes that Juan is.IND not tall, in fact he thinks he's short 

Chapter 8 will explore these interpretations as feature combinations in more detail. 

2.6. NPIs, Scalar Alternatives and Mood in Italian - Chierchia (2004) 

 Chierchia (2004) also looks at NPIs and connects them to mood in Italian.  He builds a framework 

based off of Fauconnier (1975, 1979, 1980) and Krifka (1995) in which he grammaticalizes scalar 

implicatures embedded under NPIs.  The relevance of Chierchia's semantics should be obvious: he explicitly 

mentions negated epistemics, mood, embedded scales and their interaction with embedding scalar predicates 

studied in this dissertation.    Perhaps more relevant are the interactions between scales in the matrix and 

subordinate clauses, which is perhaps the phenomenon described as the scalar interactions that I propose as a 

way of extending Villalta's semantics, enumerated in Table 2 in Chapter 1. 

The Krifka-Chierchia semantic/pragmatic approach is a gramaticalization of Gricean 

informativeness (1975).  The Gricean take on scalar implicatures is that people tend to communicate in the 

most informative manner possible.  This means that when people assert that John is tall, they may indirectly 
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imply that John is not very tall because otherwise, they would have said that John is very tall in the first 

place since it is more informative.
14   In other words, the logic could be represented in English as John is xi 

but not xi + 1,  where i  refers to the index of tall and i+1 refers to the next item on the scale of heights, very 

tall— this is essentially Krifka's rule (1995).  Chierchia then applies this rule to a recursive logic that moves 

from embedded clauses up to the main clause, and he further argues that NPIs block this strengthening rule. 

In his only subjunctive example, he claims following Giannakidou (1997), that irrealis mood is the 

same as an NPI, and then gives a brief example in Italian showing mood contrasts under relative clauses.  He 

notes that OR, when embedded under the indicative mood, implicates an exclusive OR  reading (one or the 

other, but not both); but when embedded under the subjunctive mood, there is no implication that can be 

understood as one or the other or even both.    

(65) a.  I hope that there will be someone who speaks.INDICATIVE English or French, but not both.  

 

b.  #I hope that there will be someone who speaks.SUBJUNCTIVE English or French, but not both.  

    (Chierchia 2004, ex. 52, in English and slightly modified) 

 

At first glance, it is not obvious how exactly (65) might pertain to this dissertation.  In general, there 

are some significant incompatibilities with his work and this dissertation: 1) he mostly focuses on NPIs and 

only briefly mentions mood, assuming their equivalency, 2) the one example with subjunctive mood is not 

embedded under epistemic clauses, but rather relative clauses, 3) in Italian, unlike Spanish, mood is licensed 

by non-negated epistemic clauses
15

 and 4) the scale of alternatives that he primarily studies are misleading 

                                                      

14
 Assume that a friend will only date very tall men; so, you fix your friend up on a blind date with John who is just 

under 6 feet tall.  Your friend asks you about the blind date, "How tall is John?" To which you answer, "He's tall."  You 

know that you are not technically lying, but you may be misleading because you are not being as informative as you 

ought to be. 
15

 In Italian the subjunctive mood often appears in non-negated epistemic phrases: 

(i) Credo che sai felice   (subjunctive) 

I believe that she is happy. 
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because there are only two alternatives {or, and} that also double as Boolean operators, which makes 

intuitive polarity judgments especially difficult with negation.   Number 1) is debatable in the context of 

Spanish mood because NPIs like any are not licensed in many English environments in which the Spanish 

equivalent licenses the subjunctive.  For example, although both phrases would use the subjunctive in 

Spanish, I don't believe you bought any lottery tickets works in English and Spanish, but the NPI in *I'm glad 

you bought any lottery tickets does not work.  Therefore, more data needs to be collected that either affirms 

or rejects the correlation between NPIs and mood in Spanish.  Numbers 2) and 3) require both quantitative 

and qualitative analysis of the data (e.g. Italian and Spanish may diverge on gradable properties of to 

believe).  Number 4) requires data testing larger scales of ordered alternatives that don't happen to also be 

Boolean operations.  Much of this quantitative work with the data can be found in Chapters 4 and 6. 

 

2.7. Probability, Fuzzy Logic and Imperfect Perceptions 

As mentioned in the introduction, the literature on probability in logic or semantics is vast (cf. Cohen 

2008), and a few of the authors even mention mood.  For the most part, similarities with this kind of use of 

probability in this paper ends there.  Virtually all of the literature focuses on the probability to which a 

proposition is true or at least believed to be true.   Assuming that fuzzy logic is implemented through some 

sort of probabilistic mechanism, Zedah's work (2001, 2004) —which builds off of much of his work (i.e. 

1997, 1999, 2000)— is no different on this point.  He firmly argues against bivalent truth values in natural 

language; however, his primary argument is that instead of modeling doubt or meaning, we ought to be 

modeling the level of precision in the perceptions of the discourse participants in order to derive the 

continuous truth value.  For him a gradient truth value is a probabilistic function based on the precision and 

                                                                                                                                                                                

     (Portner, 1999, ex 2) 
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granularity of the interlocutors' perceptions of the world.  He proposes a computational framework he calls 

Precisiated Natural Language (PNL) that models the "crispness" or fuzziness of a perception, as well as its 

level of granularity, regarding a proposition under discussion.  It intends, for example, to translate real world 

knowledge, such as average heights of Spanish men, restrict this knowledge to men in their 20s, and then 

relate that fuzzy perspective to the proposition that |[Juan is tall]|. 

Zedah notes that PNL is not a finished product: "PNL is in its initial stages of development and [his 

work] is an outline of the basic ideas that underlie PNL rather than a definitive theory" (Zedah 2004, p74). 

He does not discuss epistemic commitment nor mood, since he explicitly claims that PNL is not intended to 

be a semantic theory: 

 "PNL is not intended to be used in applications such as text processing, summarization, syntactic 

analysis, discourse analysis, and related fields.  The primary function of PNL is to provide a 

computational framework for precisiation of meaning rather than to serve as a means of meaning 

understanding and meaning representation. "  

 (Zedah 2004, p75) 

Despite his management of expectations, some of his basic ideas —unlike most probabilistic 

semantic theories— do share some important traits with the theory and approach to studying mood that I 

propose.   The most important of these ideas is how what he calls a Generalized Constraint or soft constraint 

is determined.   A standard constraint for (66) might be something like  |[Juan]|  |[tall people]| or Juan is an 

individual belonging to a group of tall people.   Whereas a Generalized Constraint is more in the form of  J 

is
R
 T, whereby  T refers to some sort of fuzzy set that is related to the variable J  by the fuzzy set relation R, 

which for Zedah can be "blank", possibilistic, probabilistic, usuality, veristic, random set, fuzzy graph, 

bimodal and Pawlak set.   The propositions (66)  could be expressed by various configurations of fuzzy set 

relations and fuzzy set types.   For example the "precisiated" form of proposition (66)  in (67), implies that 
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there is no knowledge about Juan's height; so, one can assume a random variable such that 20% of the 

population is tall and that the statement (66) should be considered significant to the discourse because it's 

unlikely the least likely alternative given what the speakers know about world and Juan.  (68), on the other 

hand, implies that we have at least a rough idea about Juan's height and that the measure falls in what could 

be a normally distributed set of heights considered to be tall. 

(66) |[Juan is tall]| 

(67) p: Juan is tall → p*: Juan  is
Rand

 H(0.3\short + 0.5\average + 0.2\tall) 

(68) p: Juan is tall → p*: Height( Juan ) is
Prob

 N(tall, σ
2
 ) 

As noted by Zedah, this is not necessarily semantically interesting, and it leaves too many loose ends 

to be a rigorous theory.  What is more interesting, though, is how he proposes that one determines which 

fuzzy set and set relation alternatives are relevant.  He argues that this is accomplished by assuming an 

implicit question to restrict the fuzzy sets, which does have history in the subjunctive literature building off 

of Hamblin (1973) and Karttunen (1977)'s work with questions, leading to types  of implied alternatives 

found in Villalta's work.   If the speaker said that "Juan is tall" and the implicit, relevant question were (69), 

then Zedah's  the PNL behind the assertion would be  (67), and inference engine could assume that the 

relevant alternatives were short, average, and tall in its logical inference calculations.  (70) might be a way 

of claiming the exact height is what is relevant
16

.  And (71) might explain the assertion "Juan is tall" as a 

yes/no answer.  The main point is that much of the probability theory behind Zedah's formulation relies on 

implicit questions, which he uses to restrict relevant alternative sets similar to those used by Villalta's theory.    

(69) q: How tall is Juan?  → q*: Juan is
Rand

 H(0.3\short + 0.5\average + 0.2\tall)? 

(70) q: How tall is Juan?  → q*: What is Mheights( Juan )? 

                                                      

16
 I speculate about this formulation.  Although  (69) and  (71) are very similar to implicit question formulations found in 

(2004),  (70) is my best guess of how PNL might capture this sentiment. 
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(71) q: Is Juan tall?  → q*: Height( Juan ) is
Prob 

N(tall, σ
2
 )? 

In sum, although Zedah's sketch shares some underlying similarity with alternative set semantic 

theories of mood, he is most concerned with an overall likelihood of the proposition and how imperfect 

perceptions lead to the likelihood.  He is not necessarily concerned with the features of a theoretical 

linguistic model, the linguistic structure of feature interdependencies, nor what is implied by these 

probabilities and underlying linguistic structure.  Nevertheless, a probabilistic form of Zadeh's fuzzy logic 

semantics could be straightforwardly derived from what I propose (once the model's parameters have been 

trained)  by marginalizing out the hidden variables and other non-semantic features, and then inducing an 

equivalent non-directed (Markov) model. 

Since overall meaning and theoretical semantics are not part of his goal, there are similarities 

between what Zedah proposes and the non-semantic Null Hypothesis Model in Sections 3.2.1 and 7.1.4.  He 

considers anything that can be perceived as gradable to be inherent in fuzzy sets, or probabilistic ratios per 

Jaynes (2003).   He argues that since not all people would agree on the perceived meaning of |[tall]|, it should 

return a probability value that would compositionally (semantically) combine with other probabilities of the 

proposition's constituents (i.e. adverbs) in the sentence to yield an overall probability of the proposition.   

2.8. Conclusions 

In previous literature, the two closest lines of research to studying interactions between scalar 

contexts and mood are Villalta (2007, 2010) and Chierchia (2004).    However, neither of these gives us 

satisfactory answers.   Villalta does not fully study the differences in meaning between the indicative and 

subjunctive morpheme when they occur as minimal pairs, gives only a cursory glance at negated epistemics 

in the dissertation conclusion, and does not separate contextual alternatives from the embedding clause from 

the embedded clause.  Chierchia, on the other hand, seems promising because he does study the difference in 

meaning from a minimal pair point of view, as well as incorporate a mechanism to handle the effects of 
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gradability in embedded clauses on the embedding clauses.  Unfortunately, it is not clear how his work is 

related to the Spanish subjunctive in this dissertation because he assumes that NPIs and subjunctive mood 

are the same, and then concentrates almost entirely on NPIs, barely mentioning mood.  The one example that 

he does look at mood, he looks at mood in Italian relative clauses, which may or may not be related to mood 

in negated epistemic clauses in Spanish.  What is needed to explain the mood choice problem presented in 

Chapter 1, is a semantics that can relate the contextually available alternatives of the embedded clauses with 

the contextually available alternatives of the embedding clauses and the mood morpheme in Spanish, and 

both of these researchers study the availability of contextual alternatives to the mood morpheme. 
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3. Probabilistic Linguistic Models 

The purpose of this chapter is to motivate the use of probabilistic networks for theoretical linguistics, 

and translate some of the primary mood choice theories and assumptions into expository networks of 

linguistic features.  This exercise will allow us to practice encoding linguistic theory into probabilistic 

networks; see what might be gained with each model; and prepare us for the type of data that will need to be 

collected, so that the parameters (probabilities) of the models can be automatically learned from real data, 

which will allow us to make fewer linguistic assumptions. 

3.1. Motivations 

The simplifying generalization of negated epistemic sentences like (72) in Spanish is that the 

subjunctive mood is the most commonly selected morpheme, but indicative morpheme "feels right" under 

certain circumstances.  It appears that for many speakers the two choices imply different things that are not 

often mentioned in either standard descriptive accounts of the Spanish subjunctive or theoretical semantics.  

So, this dissertation intends to make it more precise what these different things implied are, especially taking 

into account that the degree to which Juan may be considered tall or short affects the mood choice. 

(72) I don't believe that Juan is tall. 

There are, however, numerous difficulties. On one front, dialect, education, register play a role in 

mood choice that has nothing to do with the sentence meaning.  For example, some speakers in the 

Caribbean tend to choose the indicative over the subjunctive in all contexts, and some speakers even use the 

subjunctive primarily in formal scenarios (much like whom for some English speakers).  Although I want to 

concentrate on speakers who do detect a difference in meaning between the two morphemes, it is assumed 

that to some extent these sociolinguistic factors are always present to some degree and may account for some 

noise in the process I wish to model.   The inability to control for this linguistic noise makes it difficult to 

formulate any strong syllogisms describing Spanish mood choice (i.e. If negation and to believe, use the 
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subjunctive).  So, a probabilistic method might say something more like: if negation and to believe, probably 

use the subjunctive, and when the indicative is used, it is because of some improbable indicative event that 

occasionally happens for whatever reason.  Although this would model variation in mood choice, it does 

nothing to model a difference in meaning. 

As mentioned a few different types of meaning differences have been noted in previous literature.  

The most frequent in descriptive treatises of the subjunctive in epistemic contexts is based on the notion of 

degrees of doubt, (ir)realis: if there is more doubt, use the subjunctive.  As we have seen, this gives a vague 

notion for mood choice in epistemic sentences, but means nothing for sentences like: I'm happy that Juan is 

tall, which uses the subjunctive in Spanish even though the speakers know for sure that Juan is tall.  For the 

few theoretical semantic/pragmatic accounts that mention the option of mood choice in epistemic contexts, 

the indicative is often described as the negation of a previously asserted or decided proposition.  It is 

sometimes possible to construct contexts and elicit the theoretically predicted morpheme from Spanish 

speakers regarding previously asserted propositions.  This explanation does not account for the fact that 

many speakers would choose a different morpheme for sentence (72) depending on just how tall or short 

Juan is, without anyone's having asserted that Juan was tall.  One might try to argue that although not an 

explicit proposition, the speaker may have internally decided some mental judgment regarding Juan's height, 

and that this judgment is communicated through their choice in morpheme.  This, again, does not explain 

how the subjunctive is used when it is definitely decided and/or asserted that Juan is tall in I'm happy that 

Juan is tall.  This suggests that there are multiple, underlying semantic/pragmatic factors in determining 

Spanish mood choice.  A probabilistic model would help model the import of each of these hidden factors 

given varying amounts of evidence. 

Villalta (2007, 2010) highlighted the fact that overt evidence such as the presence of words other 

than negation and the embedding verb in a sentence seemed to be correlated with mood choice.  She showed 

this with embedding verbs when modified by adverbs and also when polarity items were in the sentence.  For 
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example, when sentir que ('to feel that' or 'to be sorry that') was modified by enormemente ('enormously') the 

indicative choice is not allowed; or in (2007) when a positive polarity item like también ('also') was in the 

embedded clause the subjunctive was not allowed to be embedded under negated epistemics.   This points to 

semantic ambiguity when these overt features are not present, and greatly diminished ambiguity when they 

are— this is what Bayesian networks do. 

Another motivation comes from the work done on NPIs in general.  As mentioned there has been a 

great deal of work that has noted strikingly similar distributions of the mood morpheme and NPIs.  For 

example, in sentences (73) — (77) we find sentences in which the English NPI any is licensed and ones in 

which it is not, which is perfectly parallel to when the subjunctive mood would probably be used in Spanish.  

Thus, the assumption is that the mood morpheme is a Spanish NPI, which by most theoretic 

semantic/pragmatic accounts, produces predictable superset and subset implied meanings.  I do not 

necessarily contest this assumption, but rather wish to model what the indicative implies when it is present in 

these prototypically NPI licensing environments. 

(73) #I know that you found any evidence. 

(74) #I believe that you found any evidence. 

(75) I don't believe you found any evidence 

(76) I am happy you found ANY evidence     (with stress on any) 

(77) I am happy you found any evidence that would lead to his conviction. 

Modeling the semantics/pragmatics of mood choice in Spanish is akin to modeling the 

sentences (73) - (77) with and without the word any.  Sentences (73) and (74) without any become 

grammatical; sentence (75) would have pretty close to the same meaning, and both (76) and (77) without the 

word any would no longer imply that the speaker did not previously think it probable that evidence would 

ever be found.  This does not mean that any is what implies this doubt, as can be seen in (78).  Even if one 
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overheard two strangers' talking, (78) clearly implies that the speaker had previously thought that something 

other than finding evidence was the most probable outcome. 

(78) I am happy you FOUND evidence.     (with stress on found) 

What the sentence implies from a superset-subset perspective can be partially observed by a number 

of overt variables such as intonational cues, the past tense morpheme of to find and the conditional (would) 

in the embedded clause, or even other indications such as the speaker's previously asserting that she doubted 

anyone would ever find any evidence.   Without these explicit indications, as in sentence (79), the possibly 

implied meaning is ambiguous.  It probably implies that the speaker at least suspected a worst case scenario 

of no evidence, but might be just a simple assertion about the speaker's emotional state.  Obviously, if we 

knew that the speaker thought it impossible that evidence would ever be found, then we know that the 

speaker is expressing surprise. 

(79) I am happy you found evidence that would lead to his conviction. 

The point here is that evidential reasoning based on weak syllogisms  —a key advantage of Bayesian 

inference models—  appears to be very much like what humans do when interpreting the implied meanings 

in NPI licensing domains such as these.  

If we equate the use of any in the English sentences (76) through (79) to the subjunctive morpheme 

in Spanish and the indicative Spanish morpheme to the sentences without any, we would have to explain the 

fact that any is optional under emotive factives like to be happy in English, but the embedded indicative is 

far less likely in Spanish especially with respect to meaning.
17

  This means one of two things: either the use 

of the subjunctive in some cases has been grammaticalized so that the morpheme is always used regardless 

of what it implies, or in Spanish some alternative meanings are always implied due to the semantics of the 

                                                      

17
 For a few speakers the indicative is sometimes acceptable with emotive factives under some circumstances.  

Although I have personally noted this to be more frequent with some dialects, I have not narrowed down what the 

semantic/pragmatic circumstances are. 
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main verb.  Either scenario (or combination of the two) can be easily modeled and learned in a probabilistic 

Bayesian model. 

To summarize, a theory that accounts for differences in meaning for mood choice in Spanish faces 

the following challenges: 

1. For many Spanish speakers the choice between the subjunctive and indicative is intuitively 

related to the notion of doubt, especially with epistemic verbs. 

2. The most probable mood choice in some types of embedded clauses is strongly dependent, 

though never guaranteed, upon negation of the embedding clause verb.  In the cases in 

which there is almost no choice for the mood morpheme, the dependence on some overt 

features of the embedding clause is even stronger (i.e. I want you to…, I'm happy that…). 

3. Some occasionally present words appear to diminish the amount of ambiguity in predicting 

which mood morpheme is in the embedded clause when these other words are observed.  

4.  There are known sociolinguistic causes for morpheme preferences that create some noise 

that are not easily measured or controlled for given a traditional semantic theory. 

5. There are other hidden factors such as context (previous assertions, presuppositions, etc.) 

that affect mood choice.  When the context is known, one mood morpheme over another 

becomes much more probable.  Crucially, the converse is also true: the presence of some 

features such as NPIs allow interlocutors to reason about probable contexts when they are 

unknown. 

These challenges all highlight advantages to assuming a Bayesian model: 

1. Bayesian models explicitly model the amount of doubt or certainty for each variable in the 

system. 

2. Bayesian models explicitly capture known dependencies that one cares most about, while 

remaining ambivalent to independent factors in the model. 
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3. Bayesian models allow for vague or hidden variables that one can reason about given a set 

of interdependencies. 

4. All probabilistic models (with non-zero probabilities) allow for estimates of the amount of 

noise in a system. 

5. Hidden variables easily represent competing, theoretical hypotheses given the rest of the 

model.  This means that the probability of one hypothesis's being better than another can be 

calculated objectively giving rise not only to the most likely hypothesis, but also a ranking 

of the competing hypotheses. 

All of these points will be made more obvious in Section 3.2 where I translate some common 

Spanish subjunctive theories and my own into set of probabilistic hypotheses. 

3.2. Preliminary Models 

In this section I sketch some preliminary Bayesian network model equivalents to some competing 

linguistic theories on Spanish mood choice.   

Model Linguistic Assumptions 

Null Hypothesis 

Mood is determined solely by negation and main clause 

verb combinations. 

 

However, the most likely morpheme, per verb and 

negation, is randomly switched for some unknown reason. 

Dialect 

1 & 2 

Mood is mostly determined by negation and verb 

combinations. 

 

However, depending on the dialect, there are varying 
degrees of noise. 

Irrealis 

Mood is determined by the amount of doubt. 

 

Doubt is determined by combinations of negation, the 

main verb, and any main clause adverbs. 

 

Additionally, Doubt could be inferred by the mood 
morpheme. 

Villalta Gradability Mood is determined by whether there are contextually 
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Model Linguistic Assumptions 

available alternatives under consideration. 

 

Verb and negation combinations signal the possibility of 

alternatives. 

 

The presence of some adverb-verb combinations signals 

gradability, which also affects mood choice. 

 

Polarity items correspond with mood choice. 

Extended Gradability 

Mood is determined by what the main clause could as 

well was what the embedded clause could imply 

 

What is implied in both clauses is determined by two 

hidden features: Gradability and Polarity. 

 

Gradability is determined by the predicate (Verb) and the 

presence of some Adverbs. 

 

Polarity of the main clause is determined by the Verb and 

Negation; Polarity of the embedded clause is determined 

by the Polarity of the higher clause and Negation in the 

lower clause (in this dataset). 

 

Overt evidence of the underlying Polarity can be 
witnessed by the presence of positive or negative polarity 
items. 

Table 3: Primary Mood Choice Hypotheses 

 

These models maintain the principal assumptions of each linguistic theory, but employ reduced toy 

values, assumptions, and fictional probabilities for expository use.  Later chapters will focus on the data from 

which these models will learn, as well as refinements to these models that will improve accuracy of mood 

prediction.    As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, here we show that linguistic assumptions can be 

encoded reliably into probabilistic models, give the reader experience with analytical usage of these models, 

and present the baseline models for future evaluation of the competing theories.  Chapter 7, specifically, will 

upgrade these models to perform with high levels of accuracy.   
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3.2.1.  Meaningless Models 

This section presents two probabilistic models that account for the variation in mood choice, but do 

not account for differences in meaning between the indicative and subjunctive.  The first model is the 

simplest.  Many introductory Spanish textbooks suggest a set of simple rules for deciding between 

subjunctive and indicative based on negation and the embedding clause verb such as:   

1. no  creer → Subjunctive : else if creer → Indicative 

2. no  dudar → Indicative : else if dudar →Subjunctive 

3. decir  [ASSERT+] → Indicative  (when decir is asserting some proposition)
18

 

In other words, to not believe or to doubt require the subjunctive and saying or asserting something 

always embeds indicative.  After examining the data, however, we might conclude that there is about an 18% 

chance that the indicative is embedded under no and creer, and that there is at least a 10% chance that the 

subjunctive is in the embedded assertion under decir.  A simple probabilistic model, then, removes the hard 

constraint of propositional logic, so that infrequent events might give us probabilities such as  P(Indicative  | 

creer, no) = .18.  This is not too interesting.  It simply says that mood depends on the verb and negation, and 

that there is about an 18% chance that the normal rule yielding the Subjunctive morpheme, is not followed 

for some unknown or unimportant reason.  This is the Null Hypothesis Model.  The Null Hypothesis 

classifier that would try to predict mood choice in Spanish sentences would randomly select the Indicative at 

the prior probability rate from some set of data (18% of the time in this example).    

                                                      

18
 In Spanish, telling someone else to do something with decir  requires the Subjunctive morpheme in the subordinate 

clause.  Often, from the Irrealis perspective this is explained by claiming the speaker that requests an action of someone 

else does not know whether or not that person will ever complete that request. 
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V1 Neg1

Mood

believe
doubt
say

[+]
no

 

Figure 2: Null Hypothesis Model: P(Mood | Verb, Negation) 

 

The graphical format in Figure 2 simply says that the main clause verb and main clause negation are 

independent, and mood is entirely dependent on the verb and negation.  The statistical dependency is 

expressed by the arrows, and the double circle around Mood indicates that this is the primary variable we 

wish to predict.  Expressed by the chain rule, the joint probability in this graphical model of all variables  is 

expressed as: 

(80) P( Neg1, V1, Mood) = P( Mood | V1, Neg1 )  P( V1 )  P( Neg1 ) 

The Sociolinguistic Model, also ignores differences in implied meaning, but does ascribe some of the 

variation of the mood morpheme to sociolinguistic factors.  This model maintains that the verb and negation 

partially cause mood choice as in the Null Hypothesis, but also adds other known variables like a Dialect and 

Register variable as well as a hidden Noise variable that accounts for all other types of possible noise in 

mood choice.   The primary reason for introducing this model with a hidden Noise variable is to give the 

reader familiarity with what is gained with a hidden node in probabilistic networks: it allows us to reason 

explicitly about hidden or partially observable theoretical factors that contribute to the completely observed 

evidence, and it can be used to make predictions about what should be observed when one hypothesizes a 

value for the hidden node.  Subsequent models will use these types of hidden variables to reason about 

underlying semantic features instead. 
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What is gained with this hidden node should be apparent by comparing this model to the previous.  

Whenever the lower probability event occurred in the Null Hypothesis Model, one had to assume that it was 

due to random noise in the data.   However, we know something else about linguistic noise in the Spanish 

subjunctive context that the Null Hypothesis ignores.  Namely, that sometimes the free variation occurs for 

no good reason and sometimes there is a good reason.
19

   One example is that writers are more likely to be 

consistent with their grammar when writing newspaper articles compared to when writing Tweets; hence, 

less noise and more noise would be expected, respectively.  Although we expect the amount of noise to differ 

between registers and that this could affect mood choice, most native Spanish speakers would never claim 

that there was a causal relationship between the Register and Mood.  An intermediate, hidden node allows us 

to model this intuition while still allowing Register to influence Mood probabilistically.  Similarly, some 

Spanish dialects appear to be in different stages of losing the subjunctive altogether.  In this case, there are 

two possible causal variable interactions perceived: 1) some dialects may be towards the end of losing mood 

choice, so that given a dialect Indicative may almost always be chosen; 2) some dialects may be 

grammaticalyzing mood in some embedded contexts, so that the subjunctive is always used in contexts that 

traditionally allowed for mood choice; and 3) some dialects may be in a state of complete free variation, 

indicating more noise but not necessarily indicating different ratios of Indicative to Subjunctive given the 

Verb and Negation from other dialects (e.g. 18% of this sentences from Dialect XYZ are indicative with 

creer and no; however, the actual indicative sentences from Dialect XYZ are completely inconsistent with 

the relatively consistent indicative sentences of the other dialects).  Additionally, the choice of mood in text 

could also be due to an infinite set of other unlikely events such as typographical errors
20

 that we cannot be 

                                                      

19
 The Null Hypothesis Model is a classical probabilistic AND operator (described in many probabilistic reasoning books 

since Pearl 1988).  The latent Noise variable added to this model is a noisy-AND operator as proposed in (Heckerman 

1993; Pearl 1988; and Srinivas 1993).  The motivation for the noisy-AND operator in these works is basically the same 

presented here: to allow for leak probabilities of unknown or unimportant causes. 
20

 In many cases the difference in mood morpheme in Spanish is the difference between an a and an e. 
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expected to know or model explicitly.  Instead, it would be nice to say something like if there is noise in the 

data, make the normally less likely mood morpheme more likely; and if we know something that may 

increase or decrease the likelihood of noise in the data, adjust the likelihood of that noise variable according 

to known observations (prior probabilities).   The abstraction of a noise variable allows us to reason about 

the two classes of noise in this system —the types we know and/or care about and the types we don't— as 

well as drawing distinctions in perceived causal dependencies that may affect the amount of noise in the 

system modeled.    

The linguistic dependencies that I will assume for the model are the following: 

1. The Mood morpheme depends directly on the main Verb, Negation, Dialect and linguistic 

Noise. 

2. Register does not directly affect mood choice, but rather the amount of linguistic Noise in 

the data. 

3. The amount of linguistic Noise depends at least partially on Dialect and Register. 

 

In probabilistic terms these interdependencies are expressed as (81), or graphically in Figure 3, 

where the blue node is a hidden variable for which a value cannot be directly observed.
21

 

(81) P( Mood, V1, Neg1, Register, Dialect, Noise ) =  

P( Noise | Register, Dialect) × P(Mood | V1, Neg1, Dialect, Noise)  

P( Register )  P( Dialect )  P( V1 )  P( Neg1 ) 

                                                      

21
 Where space permits, conditional probabilities will be included in the graphic.  Otherwise the computed marginal 

probabilities, without any observed evidence, will be outlined in a black box.  The Appendix contains all conditional 

probabilities used in this chapter.   
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Dialect

Register InF F InF F InF F

.53 - true 0.65 0.15 0.5 0.15 0.55 0.15

.47 - false 0.35 0.85 0.5 0.85 0.45 0.85

MXESPR

Noise

V1 Neg1

Mood

.4 - believe

.2 - doubt

.4 - say

.7 - [+]

.3 - no

.64 - Indicative

.36 - Subjunctive
Noise

Dialect
Register

.3 -  Puerto Rican

.15 - Spanish

.55 - Mexican

.1 - formal

.9 - informal

 

Figure 3: Graphical model for sociolinguistic factors and mood 

 

We also observe the following relative statistics in a hypothetical corpus to reinforce some this 

model's assumptions: 

1. In our imaginary corpus there are three dialects: Puerto Rican (30%), Spanish (15%) and 

Mexican (55%). 

2. The register is informal 90% of the time and formal the remaining 10%. 

3. Sentences with creer account for 40% of the sentences; dudar  20% and decir assertions 

40%. 

4. 70% of these sentences have no negation; the remaining 30% of the sentences have the word 

no modifying the embedding verb. 

We also assume the following conditional probabilities to enforce some somewhat hypothetical 

intuitions: 
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1. Noise:  The estimated probability that there is noise in a sentence given a formal Register is 

15% for all dialects.  If the Register is informal the chance of noise is 65% for Puerto Rican, 

50% for Spanish and 55% for Mexican dialects. 

2. Mood: focusing on creer for this example, we observe or assume the following, which is 

expressed in numeric form in Table 4: 

a. We assume that when there is no noise and no negation, the probability of the 

indicative to be very high, slightly higher for the Puerto Rican dialect. 

b. When there is noise and no negation the chance of indicative and subjunctive is 

basically neutral, but again slightly elevated for the Puerto Rican dialect. 

c. When there is negation and no noise we assume that all dialects prefer the 

subjunctive, but this preference varies some depending on dialect. 

d. When there is noise and negation both Mexican and Spanish dialects have an even 

chance of selecting the indicative, but the odds for the Puerto Rican to select the 

indicative is much higher. 

Negation [+] no 

Noise true false true false 

Dialect PR ES MX PR ES MX PR ES MX PR ES MX 

Indicative 0.55 0.5 0.5 0.95 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.3 

Subjunctive 0.45 0.5 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.7 

Table 4: Example conditional probability table for creer 
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Reasoning with this model follows straightforward Bayesian Network calculations.
 22

   The network 

then allows us to calculate the posterior probabilities of every node, with or without evidence.  The basic 

procedure is the following:   

1. Multiply all values of the conditional probability table by the corresponding values of all 

dependent variables. 

2. Sum all of these weighted probabilities for each class of the node. 

3. Renormalize (if there was observed evidence). 

 
Dialect PR ES MX 

 
Register Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal 

Noise 
true 0.65 0.15 0.5 0.15 0.55 0.15 

false 0.35 0.85 0.5 0.85 0.45 0.85 
Table 5: Conditional probabilities for Noise 

For example, if we assume the conditional probabilities in Table 5, the prior probabilities of 90% 

and 10% for Informal and Formal, the priors 30%, 15% and 55% for Puerto Rican, Spanish and Mexican 

Dialects, the marginal probabilities for Noise would be in (82) with the linguistic Noise probabilities in bold 

and Dialect priors in italics. 

(82) Marginal probabilities of Noise with no evidence: 

Noisetrue = .65 .3  .9 + .15  .3  .1 + .5  .15  .9 + .15  .15  .1 + 

   .55  .55  .9  + .15  .55  .1  0.5303 

Noisefalse = .35 .3  .9 + .85  .3  .1 + .5  .15  .9 + .85  .15  .1  + 

.45  .55  .9  + .85  .55  .1   0.4698 

If one were to also know that the Dialect of the speaker was Puerto Rican, than we can ignore all 

joint values involving Spanish and Mexican as in (83). 

                                                      

22
 All calculations in this chapter are exact inference with simple variable elimination / marginalization and 

factorization following (Anderson et al. 1989) because these toy models have relatively few parameters.  Note that 

approximate inference schemes are standardly used for much more complicated models due to the intractability of the 

very complex joint distribution calculations. 
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(83) Marginal probabilities of Noise with evidence: 

Noisetrue | PR = .65 .3  .9 + .15  .3  .1  .18;  
          |  

          |              |  
  = 60% 

Noisefalse | PR = .35 .3  .9 + .85  .3  .1  .12; 
           |  

          |              |  
  = 40% 

 Through these types of calculations, given no evidence, the marginal probability that the 

indicative will occur in this model is about 64% and the probability that there is noise is about 53%.  If 

we observe that creer is in the sentence the probability that the indicative is in the embedded clause 

lowers slightly to 63% (because assertive decir, which almost always takes the indicative is no longer an 

option).  The probability of Noise being present is unaffected.  If we observe that both no and creer are 

present, the probability of the subjunctive becomes more likely at about 54% and the probability of Noise 

remains the same.  It is not higher because we don't know anything about the dialect, register or amount 

of noise.  However, if we also observe the indicative morpheme embedded under creer and no as in 

sentence (84) our ability to reason about the presence of noise in this model drastically changes due to the 

fact that the joint probability of all features together is encoded in the Bayesian network given the 

evidence. 

(84) No creo que Juan es alto.    (indicative) 

I don't believe Juan is tall 

(85) Inferences possible given  (84): 

a. P( Noisetrue  | believe, no, indicative )  .69 

b. P( Informal | believe, no, indicative )  .92 

c. P( Spanish | believe, no, indicative )  .11 

d. P( Puerto Rican | believe, no, indicative )  .41 

e. P( Mexican | believe, no, indicative )  .47 
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(86) Inferences given  the subjunctive version of (84): 

a. P( Noisetrue  | believe, no, subjunctive )  .39 

b. P( Informal | believe, no, subjunctive)  .88 

c. P( Spanish | believe, no, subjunctive)  .18 

d. P( Puerto Rican | believe, no, subjunctive)  .20 

e. P( Mexican | believe, no, subjunctive)  .61 

 

Given sentence (84) and our model, we can make the following inferences in (85): the posterior 

probability of Noise is now almost 69%, the probability of the Register to be informal is now 92% and the 

probability for the speaker to be Puerto Rican has gone up from 30% to 41% while the probability of the 

speaker's being Spanish has gone down from 15% to about 11%.  If another sentence had no, creer and the 

embedded Subjunctive in this model, we could come to very different conclusions.  Namely, the chance for 

there not to be noise is more probable than improbable at 60%; the probability that the Register is informal 

less at 88% and the probability that the speaker is Puerto Rican has gone down to 20%. 

(87)   Inferences given  the subjunctive version of (84) in informal data: 

a. P( Noisetrue  | believe, no, subjunctive, informal )  .43 

b. P( Informal | believe, no, subjunctive, informal)  1.00 

c. P( Spanish | believe, no, subjunctive, informal)  .19 

d. P( Puerto Rican | believe, no, subjunctive, informal)  .19 

e. P( Mexican | believe, no, subjunctive, informal)  .62 

 

Finally, let us assume that we observed Negation, creer and the Subjunctive morpheme in an 

informal data source.  According to the Sociolinguistic Model we can derive the probabilities in (87).  

Compared to (86), the additional evidence only changes the probabilities for nationalities slightly, less than 
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.005, and the probability of Informal given Informal is tautological.  What might not be immediately 

expected is that the probability for Noise goes up even though the prototypical rule of Negation, creer and 

Subjunctive was followed.  The Null Hypothesis model implies that when the prototypical rule is followed, it 

is because it is the most likely rule, but the Sociolinguistic Model also gives an indication of how likely that 

the following of the prototypical rule is due to random chance. 

In brief, the observed evidence can be help explain the unobserved causes given they hypothesis 

space represented as a Bayesian network.  The main point is that given a few observations and some hidden 

variables based on reasonable assumptions, a great deal of theoretical reasoning can be made.  This 

technique can be extended to models that capture differences in semantic/pragmatic meaning. 

3.2.2. Irrealis Model 

Although the Irrealis Model is really only applicable to epistemic clauses, as we have seen, it offers 

some initial insight in how one might use Bayesian variables to reason about the semantics of a sentence.  It 

is also the simplest model after the Null Hypothesis Model.  The form of a basic Irrealis Model simply 

indicates that the probability of a given mood morpheme depends on a hidden Doubt variable (true or false, 

for simplicity's sake) and that Doubt is minimally dependent upon the embedding verb and whether or not 

there is negation.  Obviously with this model, if the verb is to doubt and there is no negation, then the Doubt 

variable will most likely be true, which in turn would make the subjunctive morpheme most likely.  We also 

assume that the amount of Doubt is not only indicated by the verb and negation, but also by adverbs 

expressing epistemic certainty such as probably,  certainly,  and possibly. 
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V1 Neg1

Mood

Doubt
.55 - true
.45 - false

Epistemic
Adv

.33 - certainly

.33 - probably

.33 - possibly

.4 - believe

.2 - doubt

.4 - say

.7 - [+]

.3 - no

Doubt true false

.55 - Indic. 0.11 0.9

.45 - Subj. 0.89 0.1

 

Figure 4: Irrealis probabilistic graphical model 

For the independent variables, I assume the following prior probabilities: 

1. to believe and to say occur at the same rate, and both verbs are more frequent than to doubt 

(40%, 40% and 20%, respectively). 

2. Negation of the main verb occurs in 30% of the sentences. 

3. The epistemic adverbs contain equal probabilities. 

  

We entertain some intuitive assumptions about epistemic scalar interactions of these variables: 

1. To doubt communicates more doubt than to believe, and to not doubt communicates less 

doubt than to not believe.  No assumption is made as to how much doubt to say and to not 

say entail. 

2. Without interactions with other linguistic elements, the epistemic adverbs also normally 

align along a scale from more certain to more doubtful: certainly > probably > possibly. 
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3. On a scale of more certain to less certain, —without evidence of negation— the adverbial 

and verbal combinations exhibit the following relative rankings, in tabular form in Table 6: 

a. I {certainly, probably, possibly} believe > I {certainly, probably, possibly} doubt 

b. I doubt > certainly doubt 

c. I certainly {believe, say} > I {believe, say} 

d. I {probably, possibly} doubt > I doubt 

e. I {believe, say} > I {probably, possibly}{believe, say} 

f. I possibly doubt > I probably doubt 

g. I probably {believe, say} > I possibly {believe, say} 

Adv.

Verb

Neg. [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no

true 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.75 0.8 0.25 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.75 0.6 0.25 0.45 0.5

false 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.25 0.2 0.75 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.25 0.4 0.75 0.55 0.5

decirdudarcreer creer

possiblyprobablycertainly

decir creer dudar decirdudar

 

Table 6: Conditional probabilities for Doubt (true or false) 

4. The negation of the relative semantic scales in 3 are much less intuitive.  Other than those 

stated in 1, no assumptions are made for possibly, probably and to say in this model.  It is 

assumed that I certainly don't believe is more doubtful than I don't believe, and I certainly 

don't doubt is more certain than I don't doubt. 

 

Given these fairly uncontroversial assumptions and priors, one can reason in theoretically interesting 

ways.  For example, if we know nothing else about the sentence other than certainly appears in the 

embedding clause, we would infer that doubt was only 41% possible and the indicative was the most likely 

morpheme at 57%.  Instead of observing certainly, if we were to observe possibly, doubt becomes more 

likely at almost 49% and the chance of the indicative morpheme goes down to almost 52%.  More 

interestingly, if we only know that we have a subjunctive morpheme in this toy model, then there is an 88% 
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chance that the sentence communicates doubt.  Furthermore, the probability for possibly to be used goes 

from 33.33% to almost 36%, while the probability of certainly drops to about 31%. 

Given just creer and no in this model, there is an 80% chance of doubt and a 73% chance of the 

subjunctive, which also seems to be a pretty good model for the type of variation in mood in these sentences 

that one might see in a corpus.  One advantage that this model holds over the previous two models is that it 

gives a probability for some of the intended meaning behind the sentence and morpheme choice.   Another 

advantage that this model is that the machine learning of the probabilities for the embedding verbs like 

emotive factives (glad, sad), which require the subjunctive in the embedded clause, would learn extremely 

low probabilities for the embedded indicative morpheme regardless of the values for negation.  

Unfortunately, as pointed out a number of times, the probabilities of the hidden variable that system would 

be learning, must be something other than doubt because emotive factives assume the truth of the embedded 

proposition. 

3.2.3. Villalta Gradability Model 

Villalta (2007, 2010) proposes that this something-other-than-doubt is the contextual availability of 

alternative outcomes in terms of focus-like semantics.  For her, at least one alternative to the state of affairs 

expressed by the embedded proposition is sufficient to license the use of the subjunctive morpheme, and that 

in some cases the scalar ordering of multiple alternatives is necessary for computing the semantics.  She 

observes that there appears to be a correlation between the embedded subjunctive and the presence of some 

gradability features like comparison structures and intensifying scalar adverbs in the embedding clause.  She 

also makes a generalization in (2007) that in positive polarity items in the embedded under epistemic clauses 

tend to accompany the indicative morpheme and that negative polarity items in the embedded clause tends to 

accompany the subjunctive morpheme. 
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From my interpretations of her theory, I assume the following dependencies for a probabilistic 

model representing the gradability theory for mood, presented graphically in Figure 5: 

1. Whether or not an embedding verb is considered "gradable" in a given context is at least 

partially dependent upon the verb itself.
23

 

2. If some types of adverbs are in the embedding clause, this is evidence of the verb's 

gradability.  I refer to these adverbs as gradable adverbs, even though they are technically 

adverbs that modify the gradable properties of the verbs or adjectives. 

3. Whether or not there are alternatives is partially dependent upon the verb, whether it is 

gradable, and whether there is negation. 

4. The mood morpheme is dependent upon whether there are alternatives and if there are any 

polarity items, and whether they are positive or negative. 

5. Finally, given what we know about polarity items, they are at least partially dependent upon 

the embedding verb and negation. 

                                                      

23
 This does slightly stray from Villalta's explicit modal semantics, but is implicitly suggested as a general way to 

classify verbs that may license the subjunctive, and in (2007, 2010) it was also used to disambiguate the two different 

interpretations of sentir (the meaning that licenses the subjunctive is to be sorry that and the meaning that requires the 

indicative is to feel/suppose that). 
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Mood
.5 - Indicative
.5 - Subjunctive

Is 
Gradable

Alt

.44 - [none]

.44 - alt1

.12 - alt2

PI

Neg1
.7 - [+]
.3 - no

V1

.40 - creer

.15 - dudar

.40 - decir

.05 - alegrar

Adv

.63 - [none]

.21 - [positive]

.16 - [negative]

Is Gradable true false

.6 - [none] 0.55 0.65

.2 - [gradable] 0.30 0.10

.2 - [other] 0.15 0.25

Adv.

Verb creer dudar decir alegrar

.5 - true 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

.5 - false 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Is

Gradable

 

Figure 5: Proposed Villalta probabilistic model 

I also provide the following intuitive assumptions to create some initial probabilities to reason with: 

1. The model makes no assumptions about which verbs are more or less "gradable" and 

assumes that only to doubt and to be glad that
24

 explicitly generate alternatives. 

2. Generally, polarity items are more rare than not, and positive polarity items are more 

frequent than negative polarity items. 

3. No without doubt is more likely to license a negative polarity item than a positive polarity 

item. A lack of negation and doubt means a positive polarity item is more likely than a 

negative. 

                                                      

24
 Villalta argues that when someone is glad, it is because the outcome that they are glad about was better than a 

contextually available alternative. 
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4. Doubt without negation is likely to license a negative polarity item.  The other verbs are 

more likely to license positive polarity items. 

5. Although no alternatives are generally more likely than any alternative, Alternative 1 is 

always more likely than alternative 2, which in turn would be more likely than other 

alternatives if they were in this model. 

6. Alternatives 1 and 2 are generally more likely to be generated when there is negation, or 

when the verb is to doubt (without negation), or when the verb is considered gradable.  

Furthermore, if there is either negation or to doubt and the verb is considered gradable, then 

the alternatives are much more likely to be generated. 

7. No adverb is much more likely than any adverb.  When the verb is not gradable, no adverb is 

slightly more likely than any adverb.   When a verb is gradable, an adverb that signals 

gradability is more likely than a different type of adverb, but still much less likely than no 

adverb. When the verb is non-gradable, an adverb is more likely than a gradable adverb, but 

still much less likely than no adverb. 

8. The subjunctive morpheme is more likely to be used given the availability of any contextual 

alternative or a co-occurring negative polarity item.  If both are true, the probability of the 

subjunctive morpheme is elevated even more. 

 

Given these dependencies, relative assumptions and prior probabilities for the independent variables 

(see Appendix, for exact numbers and selected calculations), the posterior probabilities of the Indicative and 

Subjunctive morphemes are almost equal with almost a 51% chance for the subjunctive morpheme.   This 

model appears to capture reasonable likelihoods for grammatical results (89) - (92), where unobserved 

features are marginalized out of the joint probability, and in parenthesis, what Villalta's theory should 

predict.   Namely, given all of the assumptions and dependencies, alegrarse ('to be glad' that), if observed 
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gives more than a 70% likelihood that the subjunctive morpheme will follow with or without a variety of 

other features such as negation or gradable adverbs.   

(88) I believe that p      (indicative) 

 

P(subjunctive | believe , [+])  .39 

 

(89) I don't believe that p      (indicative or subjunctive) 

 

P(subjunctive | believe, no )  .69 

 

(90) I don't completely believe that p    (subjunctive) 

 

P(subjunctive | believe, no, gradable ADV )  .75 

 

(91) I don't completely believe that any-p    (subjunctive) 

 

P(subjunctive | believe, no, gradable ADV, NPIndicative )  .78 

 

(92) I'm glad that p      (subjunctive) 

 

P(subjunctive | glad, [+])  .69 

 

Not only does this Villalta Gradability Model seem to adequately model grammatical likelihoods, it 

also predicts which semantic/pragmatic alternative is most likely, so that (92) also updates the marginal 

probability of the Alt node, making  alternative 1 is 64% likely, alternative 2 is 21% likely and no 

alternatives is 14% likely.   In other words, this model also predicts the pragmatics of the sentence. 

Nevertheless, her model predicts that the subjunctive morpheme will be used if there are any valid 

alternatives to the embedded propositions.  This can lead to some incorrect grammatical situations if the 

embedded proposition is gradable.  The embedded proposition in (93) is |[John is tall]|, so we would expect 

that if the speaker thought of any other alternative such as |[John is short]| or |[John is extremely tall]| one 

would expect the subjunctive. However, many native speakers would judge the indicative use (93) and (94) 

as grammatically acceptable in these contexts.   
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(93) I don't believe that John is tall.    (subjunctive or indicative) 

(94) ?I don't believe that John is tall; he's short.   (indicative is weakly acceptable) 

(95) I don't believe that John is tall; he's very tall.   (indicative is acceptable) 

One might easily redefine what it means to be an alternative to fix the definition for licensing the 

subjunctive morpheme, but Villalta herself (2010) notes another problem for her theory due to her treatment 

of the subjunctive as a focus operator and what we know about scope with multiple focus operators.  

Supposedly, the mood morpheme cannot be a focus sensitive operator because it does not block other focus 

sensitive operators.  The example she provides is repeated here as (96). 

(96) Victoria only wants Sofia to bring A CHOCOLATE CAKE.   (subjunctive) 

(Villalta, p52, 2010) 

Hence, her theory incorrectly predicts that only should not be able to associate with A CHOCOLATE 

CAKE because the closer, focus sensitive subjunctive has also indicated focused alternatives.  According 

Villalta's theory of the Spanish subjunctive and commonly accepted theory of only, there would be two sets 

of alternative outcomes that are under consideration in this sentence, which is not supposed to be possible 

given the most commonly accepted theories on focus operators: 

1. Only: Victoria only wants chocolate cake and nothing else that Sofia could possibly bring. 

2. Subjunctive: Of the many things that could happen other than Sofia's bringing the chocolate 

cake, Victoria most wants Sofia to bring the chocolate cake.  (i.e. someone other than Sofia 

could bring the cake, Sofia could leave the cake at home, or Sofia could bring an apple pie.) 

Thus, on one hand we have some incorrect predictions, perhaps linked to the definition of 

alternatives, and on the other hand we have a possible issue based on the normal locality constraints placed 

on focus operators and the sets of alternatives.   It seems important, though, that Villalta notes a correlation 

between gradable adverbs in the embedding clause and the subjunctive, but the incorrect predictions her 

model makes are due to gradable factors in the embedded clause.  This may point to a need to model the 
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gradable features of both embedding and embedded sentence fragments.  Furthermore, although one could 

look to second occurrence focus literature (i.e. Beaver et. al 2007; Büring 2008; and Fery & Ishihara 2009) 

to address the multiple only and subjunctive alternative sets in Villalta's original framework; however, the 

interactions between multiple operators also fit naturally into the probabilistic network I propose. 

3.2.4. Extended Gradability Model 

In this section I extend the Villalta inspired gradability model to account for gradability in both the 

embedding clause and the embedded clause, which is functionally very similar to a probabilistic 

interpretation of the pragmatic framework presented in Chierchia (2004).    Before I extend the Villalta 

gradability model, it might be useful to take a step back and consider the origins of Villalta's focus-like 

interpretation of mood and scalar alternatives through the better understood focus operator only (Rooth 

1992).   The reason for this is twofold.  First, it allows us to figure out how to model better understood 

ordered alternatives.  Second, in the example I provide, we can probabilistically model multiple sources of 

scalar implicatures, which I argue are necessary for understanding mood choice with embedded gradable 

predicates. 

The probabilistic model should allow us to reason about what a sentence with only implies.  First, 

consider the situation without only.  You see a couple in a restaurant and a guy exclaims to his partner who is 

looking at the check: "I have 60 dollars."   You heard nothing else in the conversation.  There was no odd 

intonation.  If you take this utterance to be a common type of thing to be said in a restaurant, you might not 

think about it further.  However, if some evidence lead you find the utterance odd, you might put on your 

Gricean cap and try to reason about what the guy meant other than the fact that he had $60.  You conclude 

that there are three possibly implied meanings in (97). 

(97) a. I have $60, which is more than enough.     I'll pay. 

b.  I have exactly $60 for the bill.        I'll pay the bill; you pay the tip. 
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c.  I have $60, which isn't enough.       You need to chip in. 

If anything were implied by his statement, (97) (c) might seem to be the most likely considering the 

prices of restaurants in Washington DC.  Yet, the other two options also seem likely, especially if you 

considered other possible prior knowledge such as whether or not the restaurant were an inexpensive, fast 

food chain where one can eat a meal for less than $10.  Also, note how easy it would be to know what was 

implied if you knew what his partner had said in the utterance before.  Consider three alternative, preceding 

utterances (98). 

(98) a. The bill is $40. 

b.  The bill is $60. 

c.  The bill is $100.  

If the other discourse participant had said that the bill was $100, then interpretation  (97) (c) would 

be almost certain.  If we knew that the bill was $60, then the statement "I have $60" means the speaker will 

pay, and if it is at a place where tip is customary, perhaps the other person would be expected to pay for the 

tip.  And if we knew that the bill were $40 and the speaker had replied, "I have $60." then it is almost certain 

that the speaker intends to pay. 

Compare this scenario to the one in which the guy uses only in (99).  This time we are fairly certain 

that he does not have enough money to pay the bill.  Even if we knew that the restaurant is inexpensive, it 

still clearly implies that he does not have enough money.  In line with Krifka (1995), only with a scalar 

quantity n implies: n   ¬GREATERTHAN( n ), where some dollar amount greater than n is required to satisfy 

some previous context such as the situation presented in the previous utterance (98). 

(99) I only have $60. 

The relation between only and the implied scalar meaning also allows us to reason about the context 

and what his partner might have said while looking at the bill.  (99) would probably be an infelicitous reply 
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to (98)(a) — the bill's being less than $60; it might be an okay reply to (98)(b) if one knows that it is 

customary to leave a 15% tip; and (98)(c) would be the most likely scenario — the bill is more than $60.  

Now, let us add more prior knowledge about the couple:  it is happy hour (food is generally cheaper) and 

after dinner the couple is going to see a movie, which in Washington DC costs at least $28.  Knowing these 

facts actually makes (99) a perfectly reasonable reply to (98)(a) if (100) were implied.    

(100) I only have $60    I have enough for dinner, but not enough for dinner and a movie. 

The converse situation is also interesting.  If we don't know that the couple is going to the movies, 

but did hear the utterance (98)(a) preceding (99) (said with a non-sarcastic tone), we would have to assume 

that there is something else in the context that would make his $60 insufficient.  In other words, the probable 

scalar alternatives that we could reason about shifted with evidence from paying for dinner and a dollar 

amounts scale to a scale provided by contextual alternatives, here being the things they can afford to do on a 

date: {dinner  movie, dinner  movie }.  The focus operator only when modifying a scalar quantity allows 

one to reason more effectively about context shift because it usually implies that the exact scalar amount is 

insufficient in some way other than paying the bill.   

Putting all of this together into a Bayesian network for only highlights clarifications that we can 

make in the Villalta Gradability Model.  Given what we have just seen intuitively, there are three possibly 

overt variables: how much money the speaker has, how much money the speaker owes, and whether or not 

the speaker uses the word only.  There are also at least two hidden variables: the implied meaning the 

speaker intends and unknown context that may or may not be relevant.  If the Boolean unknown context is 

relevant, the speaker is more likely to imply something than not.  The implied meaning has four values: 1) I 

have more than enough, 2) I have just enough, 3) I don't have enough, and 4) nothing is implied.  The use of 

only is evidence of the implied meaning that the speaker wishes to communicate. 
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We owe 
...

.33 - Owe $40

.33 - Owe $60

.33 - Owe $100

.25 - [nothing is implied]

.20 - I have more than enough

.21 - I have just enough

.34 - I don’t have enough

I have ...
.33 - $40
.33 - $60
.33 - $100

Other
Context

.5 - true

.5 - false

only

Implied

Implied [nothing] [more...] [just...] [not…]

.30 - true 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.80

.70 - false 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.20

 

Figure 6: Probabilistic model for only 

 

We can then assign some hypothetical probabilities that respect the pragmatic and semantic 

observations we have made (again, probabilistic form of these assumptions are in the Appendix): 

1. If nothing, more than enough or just enough is implied, there is a 95% chance that only will be 

false (not in a sentence).  If not enough is implied, there is an 80% chance that only will be used 

(of course, speakers could also imply not enough with intonational cues or context alone). 

2. The amount of money in possession, the amount owed and the possibility of context influencing 

the possibility of some other context all make no assumptions regarding prior probabilities. 

3. The probabilities assigned to each implied meaning are such that: 

a. If there is no other context, nothing is implied 48% of the time.  If there is relevant context 

causing pragmatic accommodation, nothing is implied 2% of the time. 

b. If there is no other context, what is implied depends on the amount of money in possession 

and the amount owed: 
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i. If the amount in possession is less than the amount owed, there is a 48% chance that 

not enough is implied. 

ii. If the amount in possession is equal to the amount owed, there is a 48% chance that 

just enough is implied. 

iii. If the amount in possession is greater than the amount owed, there is a 48% chance 

that more than enough is owed. 

iv. The rest of the implied possibilities have a probability of 2%. 

c.  If there is context and the amount owed is greater than the amount in possession, then there 

is 94% probability that not enough is implied.  The assumption here is that if there is some 

context that forces an implicature and a person does not have enough money, it is very 

difficult to imagine a scenario in which they are implying that they have just enough or more 

than enough due to set entailment relations. 

d. If there is relevant context that gives rise to some implied meaning and the person has 

enough or more than enough money, the probabilities of the implied meanings are all just as 

in b.i - b.iii.  However, because the context variable can give rise to some sort of implied 

meaning, nothing is 2% and the two other remaining meanings have a probability of 25%.  

This basically allows context to coerce the scalar meanings that might not be the most 

obvious.  

With these dependencies and these probabilistic ratios, the only probabilistic model makes similar 

predictions as the semantic/pragmatic model as well as allowing further interference.  For example, hearing 

just sentence (101) with no other observations in this model tells us that most likely nothing was implied 

with a 34% .   If we had also heard that the bill was $40 before the speaker replied with (101), then the most 

likely implied meaning of More than enough has a 54% probability. 

(101) I have $60. 
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a. P( ImpliedAt Value | Have $60, Onlyfalse )  .34 

b. P( ImpliedMore than enough | Have $60, Onlyfalse )  .29 

c. P( ImpliedNot enough | Have $60, Onlyfalse )  .09 

d. P( Contexttrue | Have $60, Onlyfalse )  .42 

e. P( ImpliedMore than enough | Have $60, Owe $40, Onlyfalse )  .54 

f. P( ImpliedNot enough | Have $60, Owe $40, Onlyfalse )  .03 

g. P( Contexttrue | Have $60, Owe $40, Onlyfalse )  .45 

 

(102) I only have $60.  

a. P( ImpliedAt Value | Have $60, Onlytrue )  .04 

b. P( ImpliedMore than enough | Have $60, Onlytrue)  .04 

c. P( ImpliedNot enough  | Have $60, Onlytrue )  .87 

d. P( Contexttrue | Have $60, Onlytrue)  .70 

e. P( ImpliedMore than enough | Have $60, Owe $40, Onlytrue)  .16 

f. P( ImpliedNot enough | Have $60, Owe $40, Onlytrue)  .71 

g. P( Contexttrue | Have $60, Owe $40, Onlytrue)  .79 

 

However, if we had heard that the bill was $40 and the speaker used only as in (102), this changes 

the probability to 71 % for not enough.  Most importantly, the observations in this model through evidential 

inference also change the probability of the other context variable from the initial 50-50% to almost 79%.  

What this shows us, is that when the "normal behavior" of the scalar relations appears to violate the normal 

pragmatics/semantics, this model can point to other likely pragmatic sources that can imply alternative 

meanings.  
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In other words, this type of model allows for multiple alternative generating operations and the 

relationship between these operations encoded in the probabilities.  Although in this model we use "context" 

to generate other alternatives, in a Bayesian framework, multiple focus operators can easily be encoded, so 

that it is the case that the syntactically closest operator generally block others, but when the right evidence is 

observed, the less likely operator can also generate competing semantic alternatives.   

In sum, this model shows that a probabilistic graphical model can predict alternative meanings 

implied that correspond both to intuition and theoretical observations.  It also shows how to model when 

multiple alternative generating factors contribute to the possible scalar meanings implied.  We can now 

probabilistically model the two sets of scalar feature interactions that I proposed. 

The gradability features that I proposed to be relevant in mood choice are essentially 1) whether or 

not the predicate is gradable, 2) the polarity of the most relevant grades and 3) the dimension of these grades.  

For the purpose of the model, I assume the dimension to be given so that with epistemic verbs, the relevant 

dimension is degrees of belief, for being tall the degrees are some measure of height, etc.  The other two 

features combine to imply 4 different things : 

1. At Value: If the predicate is interpreted as non-gradable and if the polarity is positive, nothing is 

implied other than that which is explicitly stated. 

2. Contradiction: If the predicate is interpreted as non-gradable and the polarity is negative, the 

contradiction or antonym is implied. 

3. Greater than: If the predicate is interpreted as gradable and the polarity is positive, the next, 

most relevant scalar alternative that has a higher degree than the current object is implied. 

4. Less than: If the predicate is interpreted as gradable and the polarity is negative, the next, most 

relevant scalar alternative that has a lower degree than the current object is implied. 

Most of the same dependencies for the Villalta model are maintained here, except they apply to both 

the embedding and the embedded clauses and there are a few more hidden nodes: 
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1. Whether or not a predicate is considered "gradable" in a given context is at least partially 

dependent upon the verb itself.  In this model, gradable means more likely to have relevant 

scalar alternatives. 

2. If some types of adverbs are in the embedding clause, and this is evidence of the verb's 

gradability. 

3. The polarity of the embedding sentence fragment depends on the verb, negation.   

4. The polarity of the embedded clause depends on the polarity of the embedding clause and 

negation in the embedded clause.
25

 

5. The appearance of polarity items are indications of this polarity value. 

6. Scalar alternatives that may be implied depend on whether a relevant scale exists and the 

polarity of these scales.  These implied values come to be nothing is implied, the opposite or 

contradiction is implied, or some other scalar item that is greater than or less than the 

current scalar item under consideration. 

7. This model also includes two hidden mood nodes upon which the overt mood morpheme 

depends.
26

 

8. The hidden mood node is dependent upon what is implied by the scalar values and polarity 

of that sentence fragment. 

 

Many of the relative probabilities and assumptions here are similar to those in the Villalta model; 

however, because there are more hidden variables and because we are modeling the features of the 

                                                      

25
 Since this example assumes simple adjectival properties such as to be tall in the embedded phrase, I make the 

simplifying assumption that the embedded polarity does not depend on the embedded verb ("is" in all examples here).  
26

 These nodes are for expository purposes only because it is a lot easier to assume that two indicatives lead to an overt 

indicative, than to try to reason how greater in the main clause and antonym in the imbedded clause interact.  Later 

chapters will infer the probabilities of  these values directly, letting common inference algorithms learn these 

assumptions for us. 
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embedded clause, the model is much more complex.  The following assumptions are in graphical form in 

Figure 7 below and in tabular form in the Appendix. 

1. Of the 4 verbs, I assume that glad is the most likely to have scalar alternatives following 

Villalta's arguments.  I assume that believe and doubt are also likely to have scalar 

alternatives and to say (assert) is much less likely to have scalar alternatives. 

2. I assume no adverb in the fragment to be 60% of the time.  If the fragment is gradable, there 

is a 30% chance that a gradable adverb will appear and a 10% that some other adverb will 

appear.  If the fragment is non-gradable, these two ratios are reversed. 

3. In the embedding clause for all verbs except for to doubt  I assume that if there is negation, 

there is 90% chance that the polarity is negative.  In the absence of negation, I assume a 90% 

chance that the polarity is positive with to believe and to say; 60% with to be glad.
27

  I 

assume polarity under to doubt  to be the reciprocal of to believe.    

4. The polarity of the embedded clause at least 90% in any case that the embedding clause 

polarity is negative or the embedded clause is negative.  When they both are negative, there 

is a 99% chance that the polarity is negative.  If both the embedding clause polarity and the 

embedded clause polarity are positive, there is a 90% that the polarity is positive. 

5. There are two embedded propositions in this model: being tall and being pregnant.   If the 

proposition is tall, there is a 90% chance the proposition is gradable.  Otherwise, there is a 

10% chance that pregnant is considered gradable. 

                                                      

27
 The motivation for the lower probability is the ability to embed any under to be glad with the right intonational stress: 

(i) #He believes that you found ANY evidence. 

(ii) He is glad that you found ANY evidence. 

(iii) He doubts that you found any evidence. 

(iv)  #He says that you found any evidence. 
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6. The implied meanings of both clauses have 4 values relative to the predicate in that clause: 

[nothing is implied], contradiction / antonym, less than and greater than. 

a. If the predicate is gradable and  

i. if the polarity is positive, there is a 75% chance that greater than is valid, 

5% that less than is valid, and 15% that nothing or contradiction is 

implied.
28

 

ii. if the polarity is negative, there is a 75% chance that less than is valid, 15% 

for contradiction and 5% for the remaining options. 

b. If the predicate is not considered gradable in the context and 

i. if the polarity is positive, there is a 85% chance nothing is implied and 5% 

for the remaining options. 

ii. if the polarity is negative, there is a 85% chance for contradiction and 5% 

for the remaining options. 

7. Both hidden mood nodes reduce the implied meanings to either the subjunctive or indicative 

with the following probabilities: 

a. If nothing is implied, there is a 99% chance for the (hidden) indicative. 

b. If contradiction or greater than p is implied, there is a 50% chance for indicative. 

c. If less than p is implied, there is a 10% chance for indicative. 

8. The two hidden mood nodes then combine with the following relative probabilities 

                                                      

28
 If the polarity is positive, then it should be least likely that what is implied is in any way less than the current value.  

Just to reiterate, these values are fictional examples to show how these features might work together.  Later chapters 

will attempt to infer these probabilities from corpus data to help indicated valid linguistic assumptions. 
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a. If both internal mood nodes are indicative, there is a 99% chance that indicative will 

be the overt morpheme chosen; and if both are subjunctive, there is a 99% chance 

that subjunctive will be chosen. 

b. If the embedding clause, internal node is indicative and the subordinate is 

subjunctive, there is a 70% that the indicative will be the surface morpheme.  If the 

embedding clause internal node is subjunctive, and the subordinate is indicative, 

there is still a 90% chance that the surface morpheme will be subjunctive. 

 

If we query this model with different types of evidence we can see what this model predicts for the 

mood morpheme probabilities that are comparable with those from the Villalta Gradability Model as shown 

in (103) - (107).  Both models seem to correctly model not only mood choice with epistemic verbs, but also 

emotive factives. 

(103) I believe that p      (indicative) 

 

P(subjunctive | believe , [+])  .44 

 

(104) I don't believe that p      (indicative or subjunctive) 

 

P(subjunctive | believe, no )  .69 

 

(105) I don't completely believe that p    (indicative or subjunctive) 

 

P(subjunctive | believe, no, gradable ADV )  .73 

 

(106) I don't completely believe that any-p    (subjunctive) 

 

P(subjunctive | believe, no, gradable ADV, NPIndicative )  .75 

 

(107) I'm glad that p      (subjunctive) 

 

P(subjunctive | glad, [+])  .65 
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Mood

Gradable 
1

Implied1

Verb1

.40 - creer

.15 - dudar

.40 - decir

.05 - alegrar

Adv1

Polarity1

Mood1 Mood2

Implied2

p
.5 – tall
.5 - pregnant

Polarity
Item2

.60 - pos

.40 - neg

Polarity2
.43 - pos
.57 - neg

Neg1
.7 - [+]
.3 - no

Neg1
.7 - [+]
.3 - no

Gradable 
2

.5 - true

.5 - false

Adv2

.6 - none

.2 - grad

.2 - other

.24 - nothing

.31 - contrad.

.25 - less than

.20 - gtr than

.34 - nothing

.23 - contrad.

.19 - less than

.24 - gtr than

.60 - none

.17 - pos.

.23 - neg

Polarity
Item1

.60 - none

.24 - pos.

.16 - neg

.60 - indicative

.40 - subjunctive

.47 - true

.53 - false

.60 - none

.19 - gradable

.21 - other

.52 - indicative

.48 - subjunctive

.53 - indicative

.47 - subjunctive

 

Figure 7: Extended gradability model.  1 denotes the embedding clause; 2 denotes the embedded clause 

 

So, given that this model is much more complicated than the Villalta Gradability Model, we must 

wonder what is gained.   One answer may lie in the differences between the implied meanings of the two 
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models.  In the Villalta Gradability Model, a specific alternative to the current state of affairs is implied if 

the subjunctive is selected, otherwise nothing is implied.     

(108) I don't believe that Juan is tall      (indicative) 

(109) I don't believe that Juan is tall      (subjunctive) 

(110) I don't believe that Ana is pregnant      (indicative) 

(111) I don't believe that Ana is pregnant      (subjunctive) 

The Extended Gradability Model, on the other hand, may be more descriptive about the implied 

meanings.  According to this model, (108) implies that the speaker does not believe, but disbelieves p (46% 

for contradiction), and that the speaker is most likely to consider Juan less than tall (50%) and the second 

most likely alternative is that Juan is short (21%).  Whereas in the subjunctive counterpart (109), the speaker 

is most likely to not fully believe (less than believe is 62%), but still implies that Juan less than tall (64%) 

and/or short (19%).  In the indicative sentence (110), the model again most likely implies that the speaker 

disbelieves (44% for contradiction), but since the pregnant is not very gradable in this model (10%), the 

implied embedded proposition is that she is the contradiction of pregnant (64%).  Finally, the subjunctive 

version (111) again implies that the speaker less than fully believes (64%), but the contradiction of pregnant 

even is higher at 71%.   

What this means is that, while this model contains expressly fabricated probabilities, if machine 

learning of these probabilities were to produce similar semantic relativity between these nodes based on 

corpus data, this model would help explain the common Irrealis notion of doubt (the less than belief state 

in (109) and (111)), the correlation between the Indicative as a denial of a previous assertion (contradiction 

of a belief state in  (108)  and (110) ), and also model the ordering of relative alternatives under 

consideration. 

The second thing possibly gained is that the extended model abstracts all scalar alternatives in the 

embedded clause so that it can be generalized to a machine learning routine.   In my interpretation of 
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Villalta's theory, I defined a fixed set of alternatives and from this set the model would predict the most 

likely alternative based off of the speaker's modal base and ordering source.  Thus, if her model were to 

consider the embedded proposition that |[Juan is tall]|, the alternatives would have to be manually stipulated 

as something like short, very tall, almost tall, for each predicate, and the probabilities of each of these 

alternatives would have to be hardcoded for the predicate and context of each sentence.  It is not immediately 

obvious how one would order these alternatives differently for sentence like (108) or (109), because there 

aren't supposed to be alternatives for the indicative choice.   Even if we reduce all of her possible alternatives 

to nothing, contradiction, less than, greater than as in the Extended Model; it would make the assumption 

that relations between the alternatives of being tall versus the alternatives of being pregnant would even be 

equal. 

A third possible benefit of the extended model also lies in the possibility of inferring the 

probabilities of the hidden implied nodes.  Although both implied nodes (embedding and embedded) have 

different marginal probabilities, the underlying joint probabilities are the same in this toy model.  This means 

that if one had a reliable way or learning one of the two nodes, these relative probabilities can be copied to 

the other node without having to resort to the type of subjective speculation of probabilities that were 

manually selected for this model. 

3.3. Discussion 

This chapter lays out the fundamental ideas for a new perspective of probabilistic linguistics that can 

incorporate different features of sociolinguistics, syntax, semantics, pragmatics and morphology into one 

coherent, predictive and quantitative theory.  These models allow us to reason about some of the most likely 

hypothetical linguistic features (syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and morphological) that we cannot observe 

directly in every sentence.   Instead we observe a limited set of evidence (i.e. words in a sentence) and allow 

the probabilities to point to the most likely underlying hypothetical features given a set of conservative 
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assumptions.   I showed that even when uninformed assumptions (uniform probability estimates) were used 

for the hidden features, multiple observed variables, ancestors and descendants of the hidden features, could 

make some states of the hidden features much more probable than any of the other states.  I also showed that, 

with this technique, if one assumes any particular value/state for a hypothetical variable in the network, we 

could also reason about what the most likely generated output, set of linguistic features (i.e. sentence), 

should be— which is fundamental to generative linguistics.  Nevertheless, one of the biggest objections to 

this type of theoretical reasoning that one may have is that all of the models in this chapter were created with 

seemingly arbitrary toy probabilities that were chosen in order to make the model work.     It is a little like 

making up a hypothesis and then making up the rules and data to support the hypothesis. 

This was not exactly the case.  First, the different linguistic hypotheses presented here have been 

motivated and developed independently of these models and this dissertation in previous theoretical 

linguistic literature.  Second, the probabilities of most of the connected variables were chosen arbitrarily, but 

were always within proportion to their linguistic dependencies in order to enforce the previous linguistic 

generalizations that had been made in previous literature.  Doing this is no different than any other semantic 

framework that enforces semantic constraints on other elements based off of linguistic observations.  The 

only parameters that were completely arbitrary were the probabilities of the variables without dependencies 

(such as the prior probabilities for no's being 30% in many of the models).  However, again, this was for 

expository purposes to show how such interdependencies could be modeled to make semantic predictions 

probabilistically based on fairly intuitive notions. 

An important advantage that this probabilistic method of linguistics has over other methods is that 

there is vast amount of literature and computational techniques on how to automatically learn the parameters 

of these models from real data without having to assume many arbitrary conditional probabilities.  In the 

case of the probabilities of the independent variables that are always observed in the data, very good 

estimates can be assumed to be the ratios of one state to the other states or prior probabilities that can be 
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found in a large corpus.  For example, the number of times that believe is in the main clause, compared to the 

number of times that doubt is in the main clause, compared to the number of times that say is in the main 

clause in the Spanish Gigaword Corpus (Mendoça et al. 2009).    In fact, given a large enough corpus —one 

that has all visible features that co-occur frequently enough to be evaluated, one could just query the co-

occurrence of every combination of features, normalize, and assume those to be the joint probabilities.  

Unfortunately one seldom has access to a dataset that includes every single combinatory possibility of 

features, especially with language, which leads to all of the Machine Learning literature on approximate 

learning and inference of these models. 

The approximate learning technique I will adopt later in this dissertation is based on random 

sampling.  Random sentences will be iteratively selected and the observed evidence as sets of joint features 

will iteratively update the proposed Bayesian network's joint probabilities.   To give an intuitive idea of how 

this technique works, consider the following context.  You are stuck teaching a large mandatory, 

introductory course of 50 students.  You want to know how mature the class is in order to plan appropriate 

homework assignments and due dates; so, you would like to know the distribution of freshmen, sophomores, 

juniors and seniors in your specific class, but you don't really feel like asking all 50 students.  A conservative 

option would be to initially assign equal probabilities to each grade level (.25, .25, .25 and .25, respectively), 

and randomly ask 5 students.  If we assume that there are subsequent courses that build on the material 

taught in the mandatory class, then we might assume that generally there will be more underclassman 

(freshmen and sophomore) than upperclassman, and also perhaps that that there are more freshman than 

sophomores.    As long as one does not bias the random selection (i.e. tend to ask the older looking students 

or the students that come to the first class prepared), the odds are that out of the 5 students you randomly ask, 

the majority will be freshman and sophomores.   One uses this information from the sample, say 3 freshmen 

and 2 sophomores to update the uniform probabilities with these counts (e.g. .25 +( 3.25), .25 + (2.25), 

.25, .25), renormalize (.44, .33, .11, .11), and then you have a conservative estimate of the joint distribution 
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of grade levels for the class by only querying 10% of the population.    An exhaustive search for the one 

senior who happened to get through four years without having taken the introductory class first will, more 

times than not, come out null, which means it may not be worth the effort of asking all 50 students, since the 

update to the initial assumption of a uniform distribution guarantees that it is never completely impossible 

that a senior attends the course.  Of course, one might argue that the probability of juniors should be higher 

than the probability of seniors.  Maybe we care about this distinction or maybe not, but whether or not a 

more extensive search (asking more students) or less conservative prior estimates (assuming the priors from 

previous classes), is domain specific. 

The next three chapters will take a necessary detour from the probabilistic models presented here in 

order to better understand the domain data that from which these models will learn their parameters.  The 

next chapter will describe some large text corpora with summary statistics and rankings, not only to describe 

the data that the models will learn from, but also to help solidify our expectations and linguistic assumptions.  

In the example above, the analogy would be to verify whether or not the number of juniors in the class are 

more likely than the number of seniors by some amount that we should care about.  The following chapter 

will give a general snapshot of the data, before we try to pare it down to something more manageable.  More 

manageable, in probabilistic terms for this dissertation, means generally relevant, discrete values, only the 

top linguistic features, and special care to derive anything that might be useful for the hidden and semi-

visible features. 

The primary technique to reduce the data will be class-based or supervised feature selection, which 

tells us what are the most important features we want to capture in the models.  For example, the wedding 

ring feature may provide high accuracy in the example above, but the odds of having a student with a 

wedding ring in class may be extremely low because 1/200 students are married on this campus.  Instead, the 

overall performance might be better if one considers the amount of stubble or facial hair a student has 

because a much larger population of students will have at least some facial hair.  This is important for the 
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purposes of probabilistic modeling because it allows us to justify caps on the number of values for a variable.  

For example, instead of considering all possible adverbs, maybe a very small subset are actually relevant to 

mood.  The features selected will then be added to the models presented in this chapter. 

The final data chapter, the chapter following the supervised experiments, will describe a new corpus 

that takes into account the expectations learned in the next two chapters, as well as encoding important 

contextual information that is not easily accessible (computationally) from text alone.  This contextual 

information will consist of implied meanings that correspond to the epistemic judgments and grammatical 

mood choice, so that the one of hidden variables in many of these models can be observed directly.  This 

final corpus will constitute the primary source of parameter learning for the models described in this chapter.  

Chapter 7 will refine slightly the models presented here, automatically learn the conditional probabilities that 

we made up here, and then will evaluate these models by which can best predict mood. 
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3.4. Appendix: Probability Tables 

3.4.1. Sociolinguistic Model 

 

Dialect

Register InF F InF F InF F

.53 - true 0.65 0.15 0.5 0.15 0.55 0.15

.47 - false 0.35 0.85 0.5 0.85 0.45 0.85

MXESPR

Noise

V1 Neg1

Mood

.4 - believe

.2 - doubt

.4 - say

.7 - [+]

.3 - no

.64 - Indicative

.36 - Subjunctive
Noise

Dialect
Register

.3 -  Puerto Rican

.15 - Spanish

.55 - Mexican

.1 - formal

.9 - informal

 

Figure 8: Graphical representation 
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Verb

Negation

Noise

Dialect PR ES MX PR ES MX PR ES MX PR ES MX

Indic. 0.55 0.5 0.5 0.95 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.3

Subj. 0.45 0.5 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.7

Verb

Negation

Noise

Dialect PR ES MX PR ES MX PR ES MX PR ES MX

 Indic. 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Subj. 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Verb

Negation

Noise

Dialect PR ES MX PR ES MX PR ES MX PR ES MX

Indic. 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Subj. 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Mood

decir (assertive)

Positive [+] Negation

true false true false

Mood

dudar

Positive [+] Negation

true false true false

true false

Negation

creer

Positive [+]

falsetrue

Mood

 

Table 7: Conditional Probability Distribution (CPD) for P(Mood | Verb, Negation, Noise, Dialect) 

3.4.2. Irrealis Model 

 

V1 Neg1

Mood

Doubt
.55 - true
.45 - false

Epistemic
Adv

.33 - certainly

.33 - probably

.33 - possibly

.4 - believe

.2 - doubt

.4 - say

.7 - [+]

.3 - no

Doubt true false

.55 - Indic. 0.11 0.9

.45 - Subj. 0.89 0.1

 

Figure 9: Graphical representation 
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Adv.

Verb

Neg. [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no

true 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.75 0.8 0.25 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.75 0.6 0.25 0.45 0.5

false 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.25 0.2 0.75 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.25 0.4 0.75 0.55 0.5

decirdudarcreer creer

possiblyprobablycertainly

decir creer dudar decirdudar

 

Table 8: Conditional probabilities for Doubt (true or false) 

 

 

 

3.4.3. Villalta Gradability Model 

Mood
.5 - Indicative
.5 - Subjunctive

Is 
Gradable

Alt

.44 - [none]

.44 - alt1

.12 - alt2

PI

Neg1
.7 - [+]
.3 - no

V1

.40 - creer

.15 - dudar

.40 - decir

.05 - alegrar

Adv

.63 - [none]

.21 - [positive]

.16 - [negative]

Is Gradable true false

.6 - [none] 0.55 0.65

.2 - [gradable] 0.30 0.10

.2 - [other] 0.15 0.25

Adv.

Verb creer dudar decir alegrar

.5 - true 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

.5 - false 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Is

Gradable

 

Figure 10: Graphical representation 
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Verb

Neg. [+] no [+] no [+] no [+] no

[none] 0.65 0.65 0.5 0.5 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65

PPI 0.25 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.25 0.1 0.25 0.1

NPI 0.1 0.25 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.25 0.1 0.25

decirdudarcreer alegrar

Polarity

Item
 

Table 9: Conditional probability distribution for Polarity Item 

Neg.

Is Grad.

Verb creer dudar decir alegrar creer dudar decir alegrar

[none] 0.10 0.55 0.20 0.55 0.40 0.65 0.03 0.65

alt1 0.70 0.40 0.70 0.40 0.50 0.30 0.70 0.30

alt2 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.27 0.05

Neg.

Is Grad.

Verb creer dudar decir alegrar creer dudar decir alegrar

[none] 0.50 0.03 0.25 0.03 0.60 0.35 0.60 0.35

alt1 0.40 0.70 0.55 0.70 0.20 0.45 0.20 0.45

alt2 0.10 0.27 0.20 0.27 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20

[+]

no

Alternatives

Alternatives

true false

true false

 

Table 10: Conditional probability distribution for Alternatives 

 

Alternatives

Polarity Item [none] [pos.] [neg.] [none] [pos.] [neg.] [none] [pos.] [neg.]

Indic. 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.11 0.4 0.11 0.25 0.35 0.25

Subj. 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.89 0.6 0.89 0.75 0.65 0.75
Mood

[no alternative] alternative 1 alternative 2

 

Table 11: Conditional probability distribution for Mood 
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3.4.4. Scalar Only Model 

We owe 
...

.33 - Owe $40

.33 - Owe $60

.33 - Owe $100

.25 - [nothing is implied]

.20 - I have more than enough

.21 - I have just enough

.34 - I don’t have enough

I have ...
.33 - $40
.33 - $60
.33 - $100

Other
Context

.5 - true

.5 - false

only

Implied

Implied [nothing] [more...] [just...] [not…]

.30 - true 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.80

.70 - false 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.20

 

Figure 11: Graphical model for only 
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I have …

We owe …

Context true false true false true false

nothing 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.48

more than enough 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

just enough 0.48 0.48 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

not enough 0.48 0.02 0.94 0.48 0.94 0.48

I have …

We owe …

Context true false true false true false

nothing 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.48

more than enough 0.48 0.48 0.25 0.02 0.02 0.02

just enough 0.25 0.02 0.48 0.48 0.02 0.02

not enough 0.25 0.02 0.25 0.02 0.94 0.48

I have …

We owe …

Context true false true false true false

nothing 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.48

more than enough 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.25 0.02

just enough 0.25 0.02 0.25 0.02 0.48 0.48

not enough 0.25 0.02 0.25 0.02 0.25 0.02

$40 $60 $100

$100

$40 $60 $100

$40

$60

$40 $60 $100

 

Table 12: Conditional probabilities for what is implied 

3.4.4.1. Calculation and Reasoning 

Calculating the posterior marginal probability for Implied given no evidence: 

1. Sum all values given each possible state (nothing, more than enough, just enough, not 

enough): 

         ∑   |            

 

 

            ∑   |               

 

 

 

             ∑   |                 

 

 

             ∑   |                

 

 

 

 

2. Normalize by total of all states (18, here) 
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Calculating the marginal probability for Implied given evidence, here, "We owe $40": 

1. Discard all conditional probabilities of owing amounts other than $40.   Reducing the table 

given the evidence. 

I have … $40  $60  $100  

We owe … $40  $40  $40  

Context true false true false true false 

nothing 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.48 

more than enough 0.02 0.02 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 

just enough 0.48 0.48 0.25 0.02 0.25 0.02 

not enough 0.48 0.02 0.25 0.02 0.25 0.02 

 

2. Sum all values and normalize. 

         ∑   |               

 

 

            ∑   |              

 

 

   

             ∑   |                 

 

 

               ∑   |                

 

 

   

 

Evidential reasoning of Implied given that Only was used in the sentence: 

1. Compute the joint probability distribution for all variables in the entire network by 

multiplying all probabilities referring to the connected variables.  

2. Observe the evidence by removing all values in which Only is false. 

3. Marginalize out all uninteresting variables. 

4. Renormalize. 

 

Once the joint probability of the network is inferred (Table 4), all probabilities are calculated by 

excluding all rows inconsistent with the observed variables and then renormalizing. 

 

P( Context Have Owe Only Implied) = Prob. 

true, $40, $40, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $40, $40, true, At Value = 0.001333 

true, $60, $40, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $60, $40, true, At Value = 0.001333 
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P( Context Have Owe Only Implied) = Prob. 

true, $100, $40, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $100, $40, true, At Value = 0.001333 

true, $40, $60, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $40, $60, true, At Value = 0.001333 

true, $60, $60, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $60, $60, true, At Value = 0.001333 

true, $100, $60, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $100, $60, true, At Value = 0.001333 

true, $40, $100, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $40, $100, true, At Value = 0.001333 

true, $60, $100, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $60, $100, true, At Value = 0.001333 

true, $100, $100, true, At Value = 0.000056 

false, $100, $100, true, At Value = 0.001333 

true, $40, $40, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $40, $40, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $60, $40, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $60, $40, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $100, $40, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $100, $40, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $40, $60, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $40, $60, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $60, $60, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $60, $60, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $100, $60, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $100, $60, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $40, $100, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $40, $100, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $60, $100, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $60, $100, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $100, $100, false, At Value = 0.001056 

false, $100, $100, false, At Value = 0.025333 

true, $40, $40, true, More Than = 0.000056 

false, $40, $40, true, More Than = 0.000056 

true, $60, $40, true, More Than = 0.001333 

false, $60, $40, true, More Than = 0.001333 

true, $100, $40, true, More Than = 0.001333 
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P( Context Have Owe Only Implied) = Prob. 

false, $100, $40, true, More Than = 0.001333 

true, $40, $60, true, More Than = 0.000056 

false, $40, $60, true, More Than = 0.000056 

true, $60, $60, true, More Than = 0.000694 

false, $60, $60, true, More Than = 0.000056 

true, $100, $60, true, More Than = 0.001333 

false, $100, $60, true, More Than = 0.001333 

true, $40, $100, true, More Than = 0.000056 

false, $40, $100, true, More Than = 0.000056 

true, $60, $100, true, More Than = 0.000056 

false, $60, $100, true, More Than = 0.000056 

true, $100, $100, true, More Than = 0.000694 

false, $100, $100, true, More Than = 0.000056 

true, $40, $40, false, More Than = 0.001056 

false, $40, $40, false, More Than = 0.001056 

true, $60, $40, false, More Than = 0.025333 

false, $60, $40, false, More Than = 0.025333 

true, $100, $40, false, More Than = 0.025333 

false, $100, $40, false, More Than = 0.025333 

true, $40, $60, false, More Than = 0.001056 

false, $40, $60, false, More Than = 0.001056 

true, $60, $60, false, More Than = 0.013194 

false, $60, $60, false, More Than = 0.001056 

true, $100, $60, false, More Than = 0.025333 

false, $100, $60, false, More Than = 0.025333 

true, $40, $100, false, More Than = 0.001056 

false, $40, $100, false, More Than = 0.001056 

true, $60, $100, false, More Than = 0.001056 

false, $60, $100, false, More Than = 0.001056 

true, $100, $100, false, More Than = 0.013194 

false, $100, $100, false, More Than = 0.001056 

true, $40, $40, true, Just Enough = 0.001333 

false, $40, $40, true, Just Enough = 0.001333 

true, $60, $40, true, Just Enough = 0.000694 

false, $60, $40, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 

true, $100, $40, true, Just Enough = 0.000694 

false, $100, $40, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 
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P( Context Have Owe Only Implied) = Prob. 

true, $40, $60, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 

false, $40, $60, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 

true, $60, $60, true, Just Enough = 0.001333 

false, $60, $60, true, Just Enough = 0.001333 

true, $100, $60, true, Just Enough = 0.000694 

false, $100, $60, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 

true, $40, $100, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 

false, $40, $100, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 

true, $60, $100, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 

false, $60, $100, true, Just Enough = 0.000056 

true, $100, $100, true, Just Enough = 0.001333 

false, $100, $100, true, Just Enough = 0.001333 

true, $40, $40, false, Just Enough = 0.025333 

false, $40, $40, false, Just Enough = 0.025333 

true, $60, $40, false, Just Enough = 0.013194 

false, $60, $40, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

true, $100, $40, false, Just Enough = 0.013194 

false, $100, $40, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

true, $40, $60, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

false, $40, $60, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

true, $60, $60, false, Just Enough = 0.025333 

false, $60, $60, false, Just Enough = 0.025333 

true, $100, $60, false, Just Enough = 0.013194 

false, $100, $60, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

true, $40, $100, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

false, $40, $100, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

true, $60, $100, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

false, $60, $100, false, Just Enough = 0.001056 

true, $100, $100, false, Just Enough = 0.025333 

false, $100, $100, false, Just Enough = 0.025333 

true, $40, $40, true, Not Enough = 0.021333 

false, $40, $40, true, Not Enough = 0.000889 

true, $60, $40, true, Not Enough = 0.011111 

false, $60, $40, true, Not Enough = 0.000889 

true, $100, $40, true, Not Enough = 0.011111 

false, $100, $40, true, Not Enough = 0.000889 

true, $40, $60, true, Not Enough = 0.041778 
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P( Context Have Owe Only Implied) = Prob. 

false, $40, $60, true, Not Enough = 0.021333 

true, $60, $60, true, Not Enough = 0.011111 

false, $60, $60, true, Not Enough = 0.000889 

true, $100, $60, true, Not Enough = 0.011111 

false, $100, $60, true, Not Enough = 0.000889 

true, $40, $100, true, Not Enough = 0.041778 

false, $40, $100, true, Not Enough = 0.021333 

true, $60, $100, true, Not Enough = 0.041778 

false, $60, $100, true, Not Enough = 0.021333 

true, $100, $100, true, Not Enough = 0.011111 

false, $100, $100, true, Not Enough = 0.000889 

true, $40, $40, false, Not Enough = 0.005333 

false, $40, $40, false, Not Enough = 0.000222 

true, $60, $40, false, Not Enough = 0.002778 

false, $60, $40, false, Not Enough = 0.000222 

true, $100, $40, false, Not Enough = 0.002778 

false, $100, $40, false, Not Enough = 0.000222 

true, $40, $60, false, Not Enough = 0.010444 

false, $40, $60, false, Not Enough = 0.005333 

true, $60, $60, false, Not Enough = 0.002778 

false, $60, $60, false, Not Enough = 0.000222 

true, $100, $60, false, Not Enough = 0.002778 

false, $100, $60, false, Not Enough = 0.000222 

true, $40, $100, false, Not Enough = 0.010444 

false, $40, $100, false, Not Enough = 0.005333 

true, $60, $100, false, Not Enough = 0.010444 

false, $60, $100, false, Not Enough = 0.005333 

true, $100, $100, false, Not Enough = 0.002778 

false, $100, $100, false, Not Enough = 0.000222 
Table 13: Joint probabilities for entire Scalar Only model 
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3.4.5. Extended Gradability Model 

 

Mood

Gradable 
1

Implied1

Verb1

.40 - creer

.15 - dudar

.40 - decir

.05 - alegrar

Adv1

Polarity1

Mood1 Mood2

Implied2

p
.5 – tall
.5 - pregnant

Polarity
Item2

.60 - pos

.40 - neg

Polarity2
.43 - pos
.57 - neg

Neg1
.7 - [+]
.3 - no

Neg1
.7 - [+]
.3 - no

Gradable 
2

.5 - true

.5 - false

Adv2

.6 - none

.2 - grad

.2 - other

.24 - nothing

.31 - contrad.

.25 - less than

.20 - gtr than

.34 - nothing

.23 - contrad.

.19 - less than

.24 - gtr than

.60 - none

.17 - pos.

.23 - neg

Polarity
Item1

.60 - none

.24 - pos.

.16 - neg

.60 - indicative

.40 - subjunctive

.47 - true

.53 - false

.60 - none

.19 - gradable

.21 - other

.52 - indicative

.48 - subjunctive

.53 - indicative

.47 - subjunctive

 

Figure 12: Extended gradability model.  1 denotes the embedding clause; 2 denotes the embedded clause 
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verb1 creer dudar decir alegrar

true 0.7 0.7 0.1 0.99

false 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.01
Gradable1

 

p tall preg.

true 0.9 0.1

false 0.1 0.9
Gradable2

 
Table 14: Joint probability tables for gradable nodes 

 

Polarity1 pos. neg.

[none] 0.6 0.6

PPI 0.39 0.01

NPI 0.01 0.39

Polarity 

Item 1
 

Polarity2 pos. neg.

[none] 0.6 0.6

PPI 0.39 0.01

NPI 0.01 0.39

Polarity 

Item 2
 

Table 15: Joint probability tables for polarity item nodes 

 

Verb1

Negation1 pos neg pos neg pos neg pos neg

positive 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.6 0.1

negative 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.4 0.9

alegrarcreer dudar decir

Polarity1

 

Polarity1

Negation2 pos neg pos neg

positive 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.01

negative 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.99
Polarity2

pos neg

 
Table 16: Joint probability tables for polarity (feature) nodes 

 

Gradable1 true false

No Adv 0.6 0.6

[gradable] 0.3 0.1

[other] 0.1 0.3

Adv1

 

Gradable2 true false

No Adv 0.6 0.6

[gradable] 0.3 0.1

[other] 0.1 0.3

Adv2

 
Table 17: Joint probability tables for adverb nodes 

 

Gradable1

Polarity1 pos neg pos neg

[nothing] 0.15 0.05 0.85 0.05

contradict. 0.05 0.15 0.05 0.85

less than 0.05 0.75 0.05 0.05

grtr than 0.75 0.05 0.05 0.05

Implied1

true false

 

Gradable2

Polarity2 pos neg pos neg

[nothing] 0.15 0.05 0.85 0.05

contradict. 0.05 0.15 0.05 0.85

less than 0.05 0.75 0.05 0.05

grtr than 0.75 0.05 0.05 0.05

true false

Implied2

 
Table 18: Joint probability tables for implied alternative nodes 

 

Implied nothing contra. less than grtr than

Indic. 0.99 0.50 0.10 0.50

Subj. 0.01 0.50 0.90 0.50

Hidden

Mood1

 

Implied nothing contra. less than grtr than

Indic. 0.99 0.50 0.10 0.50

Subj. 0.01 0.50 0.90 0.50

Hidden

Mood2  

Table 19: Joint probability tables for hidden mood nodes 
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Mood1

Mood2 Indic Subj Indic Subj

Indicative 0.99 0.70 0.10 0.01

Subjunctive 0.01 0.30 0.90 0.99

Indic Subj

Overt

Mood  

Table 20: Joint probability tables for overt mood node 
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4. Initial Textual Corpus Data 

The goal of this chapter is to get a general feel for the mood choice distribution from a corpus 

perspective, before the data is subsequently filtered and abstracted to a key set of features pertaining to 

Spanish mood choice in the next chapter.   Using the probabilistic whodunit murder analogy, this chapter can 

be thought of as the collection of video footage of any cameras in the proximity of the murder just before, 

during and after the approximate time of the murder.  The following chapter, in this analogy, would be more 

like isolating and focusing on the exact frames that show the key suspects entering or leaving the premises. 

Here I describe the development of two textual corpora, followed by a description of the derivation 

of the initial data mining features and inter-corpora differences.  I also include an extensive data 

characterization report of the linguistic features derived in both corpora, and note some initial trends that 

seem to indicate some features that are important in both corpora.  This chapter errors on the side of 

verbosity with numerous data tables, so that these data may be useful to other researchers in the field.  

Because knowledge discovery is an iterative process, this chapter should also be thought of as a preliminary 

step for more advanced data analysis methods that identify significant features in Spanish mood selection, 

which will eventually inform the training of the probabilistic language models sketched in the previous 

Chapter 3.   

Both textual corpora in this chapter consist almost entirely of sentences that indicate some sort of 

present tense, belief / propositional attitude statement in the main clause and a subordinate clause expressing 

some proposition.  These corpora give some empirical weight to previous linguistic observations, provide 

background statistical models for more complex analyses, and allow for a number of common machine 

learning experiments.  One corpus is extracted from Twitter data feeds; another is extracted from the second 

edition of the Spanish Gigaword corpus (Mendonça et al. 2009).   Furthermore, these two base corpora will 

be split and remerged in meaningful ways to help us study the problem. 
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It is good practice to have multiple, real datasets for evaluating hypotheses and experiments.   This is 

all the more important because the final dataset that will inform the probabilistic models will be created 

through a series of surveys, which may introduce other bias or inconsistencies that we would not expect in 

normal language usage.  The two base data sources were chosen because they are both large sources of text, 

yet they both have interesting differences due to genre.   On one hand, the newswire text from the Spanish 

Gigaword has been edited along stringent grammatical and editorial guidelines.  It represents a fairly 

standard use of Spanish and is far less likely to contain "grammatical errors".  The main drawbacks are 1) it 

is not like spontaneous speech, 2) the genre is less likely to express propositional attitudes explicitly outside 

of quotations and 3) the origin of the authors' Spanish is completely unknown (one Gigaword news source is 

North American, another is French and the third is Chinese).  Tweets, on the other hand, are informal dialogs 

with other Tweeters.  Often an entire conversation can be retrieved, as well the origins of the Tweeter, and 

occasionally the latitude and longitude of the specific Tweet the moment it was sent.  The Twitter data is 

extremely abundant (I estimate a single day of all Spanish Tweets to be between 10 million and 30 million at 

the time of this writing); so, there is always more data if needed.   The main drawback is that a large percent 

of these messages are filled with numerous short-text conventions.   

These two corpora of different genres can also be combined into one dataset that may approximate a 

more general usage of written Spanish.    At times, there may be justifications to also consider this combined 

representation as well.  One reason for doing this would be to find fundamental linguistic patterns that 

pertain to both genres, and thus more likely to generalize to an underlying semantic pattern.  A second reason 

for doing this is —even with these large datasets— sparsity of data (specific feature combinations) may still 

be a problem, which may adversely affect the outcome of probabilistic experiments. 

I turn to the specifics of these individual data sources as they were collected and processed. 
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4.1. The Spanish Gigaword 

The Spanish Gigaword (Mendonça et al. 2009) consists of 1,091,823,000 words (white-spaced 

tokens) of newswire text from three different news sources in Spanish (Agence France Presse 1994-2008, 

The Associated Press 1993-2008, and  Xinhua News Agency 2001-2008).  Each sentence of each article was 

extracted, filtered by regular expressions and tagged for part of speech using the Freeling tagger (Carreras 

2004).  Using regular expressions, sentences that did not have the form belief verb…complementizer…verb  

were discarded (where belief verb was from a closed set of 29 lemma forms, given below in the data 

characterization, Table 25).  This yielded 690,365 possible 'belief statements', of which a second pass of 

syntactic filtering on the parts of speech discarded more exemplars, leaving the final count at 235,933.  The 

large reduction was due to the longer sentence format of the genre, which means there were often multiple 

subordinate and relative clauses that made it more difficult to computationally infer the necessary verb 

complementizer verb format studied in this dissertation. 

4.2. Tweets 

The Twitter feeds were processed with the same procedure as the Gigaword data, with one minor 

additional step before part of speech tagging.  Twitter was queried for one day in December, 2011, for the 

same verbal forms found in the Spanish Gigaword.  This initially yielded 1,373,236 Tweets expressing 

propositional attitudes, of which the same regular expressions used for the Gigaword processing filtered out 

many exemplars.  Of the filtered 547,135 Tweets that remained, the previously mentioned part of speech 

tagging and syntactic filtering removed more Tweets, leaving the final Twitter corpus at 346,513 sentences.  

In order to tag the tweets with the same exact part of speech tagger that was used for the Spanish Gigaword 

corpus, the Tweets had to be normalized with minor edits first.  Since the original regular expressions had 

already filtered out most of the less orthographically sound Tweets, only eleven transformational rules 

(Table 21) were sufficient to part of speech tag these remaining Tweets.  The part of speech tags were then 
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aligned to the original, non-normalized textual tokens to maintain fidelity of the Tweet.  References in this 

dissertation to the part of speech tags of the Twitter data refer to the normalized versions, references to the 

actual text or words refer to the original Tweet unless otherwise noted.   

Twitter Normalized Form 

q or k que   ('that', the complementizer) 

d de   (of) 

pq porque (because) 

dnde donde (where) 

RT null 

http://url.url   (any url) URL 

jaja    (any regex variant) ‼
29

 

:)       (any smiley regex variant) ! 

@WillTell  (any 'to' variant) Juana (or María or Pedro if other name in Tweet) 

#hashtag hashtag (the word without the # sign) 

siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! si! (repeated characters collapsed to one character
30

) 

Table 21: Tweet transformational rules 

4.3. Derivation of Textual Attributes 

Once the two corpora were tagged with part of speech, the derivation of the textual attributes was 

straightforward.  The derivation of attributes can be thought of as an abstraction of the text to the most 

essential elements of a subjunctive/indicative belief statement
31

.  As such, the following attributes were 

initially extracted from each of the sentences in both corpora: 

1.  NegationCount - number of negation words (defined below) in the sentence 

                                                      

29
 The Freeling part of speech tagger appears to correctly tag multiple exclamation marks, which allows for finer 

grained distinctions if need be. 
30

 Spanish orthography allows very few letters to repeat consecutively, and when the letters do, it is nearly always in a 

predictable phonological context.  For example, rr is only possible in the middle of a word.  Some of these phonological 

exceptions were written in the normalization code.  No attempt was made to normalize accented characters. 
31

 The following chapter will cover in more detail the two types of textual abstraction performed in this dissertation:  

attribute based and feature based.  An example of the former would be to reduce a sentence a subset of all parts of 

speech.  The latter would be to filter the data by key values, so that we only consider sentences with the most important 

adverbs out of all possible adverbs, for example. 

http://url.url/
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2. Average POS Tag Probability - the average part of speech tagging score for the sentence 

(excluding punctuation tag scores).  This is used as a way to quantify overall quality of the 

sentence parse. 

3. Negation (Neg1)- the negation word modifying the belief verb 

4. Embedding Verb (Verb1) - in infinitive/lemma form 

5. Adv1 - Possible Adverb modifying the embedding verb— to test the hypothesis of some 

adverbs' indication of the embedding verb's gradability: Yo no creo completamente que… 

6. Embedding NPI (PI1)— According to Rivero (1971) and Villalta (2007) the presence of this 

feature should occlude the availability of the indicative: Yo no creo en absoluto que… 

7. Negation (Neg2) - modifying the embedded verb 

8. Embedded Verb (Verb2) in lemma form 

9. Embedded Mood — the morpheme or class label 

10. Embedded Adverb (Adv2) the first adverb in the subordinate clause 

11. Embedded Negation Word —In Spanish it is frequent and grammatical to use double negative 

(negative concord)  constructions (e.g. It is grammatical to say I don't believe in no unicorns). 

12. Embedded NPI  (PI2)— According to Rivero (1971) and Villalta (2007) the presence of the 

NPI in the embedded should only be possible with the subjunctive mood in Spanish. 

13. Embedded PPI  (PI2)— According to Villalta (2007) the presence of the PPI in the embedded 

should only be possible with the indicative.  The procedure for tagging of NPI and PPIs is 

described in Section 4.4.5. 

In the next chapter, further refinement of these attributes were performed so that only the key 

attributes with respect to Spanish mood choice were kept. 
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4.4. Data Characterization 

Granted the primary purpose of this section is to give the reader a general idea of the dataset content, 

it will also show that several interesting semantic patterns are obvious from the start.   The general format of 

this section will first show distributions of these features on an independent basis in both corpora to compare 

differences across the two corpora, before showing the distribution of the features in a combined corpus that 

is restricted more closely to the Spanish mood choice problem of this dissertation.  More sophisticated 

analyses and semantic conclusions will follow in subsequent chapters.  

There are general differences that are not surprising considering the different genres of text.  For 

example, the Gigaword sentences are about twice the size of the Tweets and have a richer variety of adverbs.  

In Table 22, the percentage columns refer to the percentage of total sentences in the corpus that contain 

Negation, Embedding Verb modified by an Adverb, containing NPI's and the percentage of sentences 

containing mood morphemes respectively.   The Gigaword sentences are more likely to have an embedding 

verbal clause that is modified by an adverb, but the Twitter sentences were more likely to have negation of 

the embedding clause and more likely to have an NPI.  Despite these differences, this table shows that both 

corpora have roughly the same proportion of indicative and subjunctive sentences, with both datasets having 

slightly more than 80% of the sentences with indicative verb forms. 

 

Corpus Avg. Words Avg. Length Sentences Neg % Adv % NPI % Subj % Ind % 

Gigaword 28 176 235,933 0.1137 0.0277 0.0067 0.1884 0.8116 

Twitter 15 87 346,513 0.1834 0.0107 0.0125 0.1695 0.8305 

Table 22: Corpus comparison where % refers to the percentage of total sentences 

 

A subset of both corpora that more directly pertains to the initial problem presented in this 

dissertation will also be referenced frequently in this section and subsequent sections.  Since the problem of 

this dissertation focuses on the correlation between the mood morpheme under the phrase to not believe that, 
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this subset filters these two corpora to sentences that only have dudar ('to doubt'), no creer ('not believe') and 

no pensar ('not think') followed by a complementizer and an embedded proposition.  These three lemma are 

very common in the data and many authors treat these verbs as synonymous.   I will refer to these filtered 

sentences as the 'doubt subset'.   

Corpus Avg. Words Avg. Length Sentences Neg % Adv % NPI % Subj % Ind % 

Gigaword 25 160 22,937 0.9598 0.0166 0.0420 0.8262 0.1738 

Twitter 15 87 36,485 0.8965 0.0519 0.0320 0.6997 0.3003 

Table 23: Corpus comparison filtered on dudar, no creer and no pensar 

Table 23 gives a brief overview of these subsets.  These subsets form about 10% of the full corpora.  

As might be expected, the distribution of mood is approximately reciprocal in these subsets compared to the 

full sets.   The ratio of sentences with the embedding verb modified by negation is higher because two out of 

the three criteria I used in filtering this subset required negation, and one of these criteria, creer, is by far the 

most frequent lemma in this dataset (see Table 25).  The ratio of adverbs (modifying the embedding verbs) to 

sentences is about the same in the Gigaword subset, but much higher in the Twitter dataset.  Latter data will 

show that this is due to the much higher rate of verbal modification by mucho ('a lot') that occurs in 

subjunctive sentences in the Twitter dataset.   As expected, according to several accounts that correlate NPIs 

to subjunctive mood (Giannakidou 1997, 1998, 2001; Chierchia 2004; Villalta 2007; Rivero 1971; and many 

more ), the rate of NPIs is much higher in the doubt subset in which the subjunctive mood is predominate. 

One observation is that in the Twitter doubt subset there was considerably higher rate of indicative 

sentences as in the Gigaword subset.  The reason for the much higher rate may be due to factors in genre, 

register, dialect or the composite of all three.  Although it is impossible to know for sure, it is hoped that 

patterns that hold true across the multiple data perspectives (newswire, microblogging, combined set and 

doubt subset) will denote fundamental semantic/pragmatic processes.  As mentioned, in the full datasets the 

indicative is found in about 80% of the subordinate clauses and subjunctive in the remaining; while, in the 

doubt subsets, this ratio is approximately reciprocal.  This is not a problem for qualitative analyses typical of 
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theoretical accounts, but is an obstacle for many quantitative analyses in data mining that try to reduce the 

classification error, which implicitly assumes that the class distributions are equal.  In other words, because 

the class skew is so large in all data perspectives, many machine learning methods will tend to favor the most 

frequent morpheme regardless of significant, though infrequent, patterns that may exist.  This will motivate 

more sophisticated analyses  and data views found in later chapters. 

In the remaining sections of this chapter I will look at the distribution of mood across the features 

mentioned in Section 4.3, when relevant, comparing the full sets to the doubt subsets.   

4.4.1. Mood and Main Verbs 

 If we look at the distribution of mood across the embedding clause verb, we see similar results for 

both the Gigaword corpus and the Twitter corpus.    In Table 24 the lemma form of the verbs are sorted by 

the ratio of co-occurrence with the mood morpheme, so that the most likely verbs to co-occur with the 

indicative are at the top of the table. 

Gigaword Twitter 

Sentences Ind%  Subj % Verb Sentences Ind % Subj % Verb 

28,271 0.9325 0.0675 saber  (to know) 49,599 0.9295 0.0705 pensar (to think) 

10,246 0.9047 0.0953 sospechar  (to suspect) 32,748 0.9231 0.0769 ver (to see) 

29,416 0.8816 0.1184 pensar  (to think) 59,933 0.9194 0.0806 saber (to know) 

2,372 0.8787 0.1213 sentir (to feel) 2,911 0.9135 0.0865 sospechar (to suspect) 

4,396 0.8261 0.1739 suponer (to supose) 17,009 0.8983 0.1017 suponer (to supose) 

126,182 0.8080 0.192 creer (to believe) 5,278 0.8905 0.1095 conocer (to know) 

1,717 0.7749 0.2251 conocer (to know) 108,051 0.7664 0.2336 creer (to believe) 

4,761 0.7174 0.2826 ver (to see) 9,710 0.7348 0.2652 sentir (to feel) 

459 0.6681 0.3319 imaginar (to imagine) 7,906 0.6555 0.3445 imaginar (to imagine) 

3,979 0.4009 0.5991 dudar (to doubt) 3,155 0.248 0.752 negar (to deny) 

4,507 0.1750 0.825 negar (to deny) 11,992 0.2209 0.7791 dudar (to doubt) 

696 0.1705 0.8295 desmentir (to deny) 1,190 0.182 0.818 desmentir (to deny) 

Table 24: Mood by lemma and corpus 
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As might be expected, given our understanding of non-veracity and the generation of alternative 

propositions,  to think / know / believe at the top and to doubt / deny at the bottom.  This ordering is based 

only on the co-occurrence of the embedding verb and the embedded mood morpheme, but appears to form an 

ordering based off of some sort of scale of certainty or epistemic commitment (assertivity).  I propose that 

this similar ordering is indirect evidence of the semantics of the mood morpheme as it interacts with the 

embedding clause, and that this semantic trait ultimately accounts for the (ir)realis interpretation of mood 

and negated epistemics in Spanish.   

Table 25 shows this same ordering through the distribution of all of the embedding clause verbs 

across the two corpora, sorted by most likely to co-occur with the subjunctive morpheme.  The Sentences 

column indicates the total sentences of both corpora for that verb.  Ind and Subj % indicate the percentage 

of the total sentences that were either indicative or subjunctive.
32

  Verb is the lemmatized main verb form 

that was found in the embedding clause.  The Gigaword and Twitter columns indicate the percentage of 

counts for each word in the two datasets.  This means that desmentir ('deny' or 'un-lie') co-occurred with the 

indicative in the subordinate clause 17.7% of the time across the two datasets; furthermore, 36.9% of the 

1,886 total counts were attributed to the Gigaword corpus.  The closer the Gigaword and Twitter ratios are to 

50%, the more alike the two corpora were with respect to that verb's distribution.  The closer the Indicative 

and Subjunctive ratios are to 50%, the more neutral the verb appears to be with respect to mood.   The rows 

that correspond to the doubt subsets have been bolded for reference. 

Sentences Ind % Subj % Verb English Gigaword Twitter 

1,886 0.1774 0.8226 desmentir deny 0.3690 0.6310 

                                                      

32
 Shown in decimal form, all Subjunctive and Indicative percentages in this chapter were calculated with Laplacian or 

(plus-one) smoothing to account for possibly unseen data split between the two morpheme classes.  For example, the 

indicative percentage for desmentir was calculated as: 
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Sentences Ind % Subj % Verb English Gigaword Twitter 

7,662 0.2050 0.7950 negar deny 0.5882 0.4118 

6 0.2500 0.7500 idear devise 0.6667 0.3333 

1,687 0.2575 0.7425 prever anticipate 0.9591 0.0409 

15,971 0.2657 0.7343 dudar doubt 0.2491 0.7509 

1,513 0.2812 0.7188 confiar trust 0.9147 0.0853 

810 0.3744 0.6256 cuestionar question 0.5123 0.4877 

576 0.5104 0.4896 soñar dream 0.2552 0.7448 

8,365 0.6563 0.3437 imaginar imagine 0.0549 0.9451 

21 0.7391 0.2609 desconfiar distrust 0.5714 0.4286 

12,082 0.7631 0.2369 sentir feel 0.1963 0.8037 

53 0.7818 0.2182 presagiar presage 0.8868 0.1132 

234,233 0.7888 0.2112 creer believe 0.5387 0.4613 

47 0.7959 0.2041 renegar deny 0.3404 0.6596 

220 0.8198 0.1802 contradecir contradict 0.5818 0.4182 

5,098 0.8496 0.1504 acordar agree 0.1430 0.8570 

6,995 0.8622 0.1378 conocer know 0.2455 0.7545 

712 0.8683 0.1317 percibir perceive 0.6882 0.3118 

21,405 0.8835 0.1165 suponer suppose 0.2054 0.7946 

1,194 0.8846 0.1154 predecir predict 0.6541 0.3459 

37,509 0.8970 0.1030 ver see 0.1269 0.8731 

13,157 0.9067 0.0933 sospechar suspect 0.7787 0.2213 

79,015 0.9117 0.0883 pensar think 0.3723 0.6277 

1,718 0.9180 0.0820 observar observe 0.5605 0.4395 

88,204 0.9236 0.0764 saber know 0.3205 0.6795 

14,890 0.9317 0.0683 reconocer recognize 0.5981 0.4019 

1,463 0.9392 0.0608 tener en cuenta have in mind 0.9392 0.0608 

8,139 0.9577 0.0423 olvidar forget 0.0964 0.9036 

17,815 0.9684 0.0316 dar cuenta realize 0.0636 0.9364 

Table 25: Main verb corpus comparison 

 

Because Table 25 only looks at the embedding verb's lemma and the embedded mood morpheme, it 

suggests that if a mood classifier saw some conjugated form of to doubt and a subordinate clause, there 

would be a 73% chance the sentence would be a subjunctive sentence.  Conversely, if the verb were a form 

of to believe, there would be a 78% chance that the indicative would follow.  Furthermore, as we expect, if 
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we look only at the sentences that have the embedded verb modified by negation, we do see this likelihood 

reversed for to doubt and to believe as shown in Table 26. 

This is not true for all predicates.  This inclusion of negation does not greatly affect the embedded 

mood ratios for some of the verbs such as saber ('to know') or olvidar ('to forget'), even though these two 

verbs also allow for the meaning differences contributed to mood choice that this dissertation studies.  I will 

revisit this fact in the semantic analysis chapter.  

Sentences Ind % Subj % Verb English Gigaword Twitter 

44 0.1087 0.8913 prever anticipate 0.9773 0.0227 

42,351 0.2280 0.7720 creer believe 0.4235 0.5765 

4 0.3333 0.6667 presagiar presage 1.0000 0.0000 

43 0.4000 0.6000 desmentir deny 0.5814 0.4186 

2,782 0.4411 0.5589 dudar doubt 0.2797 0.7203 

102 0.5288 0.4712 percibir perceive 0.4118 0.5882 

3,882 0.5850 0.4150 pensar think 0.4642 0.5358 

60 0.6129 0.3871 cuestionar question 0.3000 0.7000 

106 0.6481 0.3519 sospechar suspect 0.4434 0.5566 

390 0.6505 0.3495 negar deny 0.4333 0.5667 

53 0.6545 0.3455 confiar trust 0.3585 0.6415 

1,180 0.7208 0.2792 conocer know 0.2364 0.7636 

5,077 0.7366 0.2634 ver see 0.1694 0.8306 

32 0.7941 0.2059 observar observe 0.2500 0.7500 

3 0.8000 0.2000 renegar deny 1.0000 0.0000 

634 0.8302 0.1698 imaginar imagine 0.1672 0.8328 

923 0.8346 0.1654 sentir feel 0.1928 0.8072 

1,642 0.8546 0.1454 suponer suppose 0.0719 0.9281 

27 0.8621 0.1379 predecir predict 0.0741 0.9259 

13 0.8667 0.1333 contradecir contradict 0.5385 0.4615 

463 0.8688 0.1312 reconocer recognize 0.3650 0.6350 

78 0.9000 0.1000 tener en cuenta have in mind 0.5128 0.4872 

18,299 0.9156 0.0844 saber know 0.1998 0.8002 

843 0.9243 0.0757 olvidar forget 0.3132 0.6868 

47 0.9592 0.0408 soñar dream 0.0426 0.9574 

1,168 0.9675 0.0325 acordar agree 0.0342 0.9658 

10,143 0.9696 0.0304 dar cuenta realize 0.0210 0.9790 

Table 26: Main verbs modified by negation 
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Figure 13: Embedding verbs by their likelihood of co-occurring with the subjunctive 

 

The results in Table 26 can be summarized in Figure 13.  The closer a verb is to the far right and/or 

far top, the more likely it is to co-occur with the subjunctive morpheme.  The closer the verb is to the 

diagonal line, the more likely the distribution of the verb with respect to mood is alike in the two corpora.    

The closer the points are to the {0.2, 0.2} region, the more likely they correspond with average indicative 

distribution in the two datasets.  The triangular points represent the verbs from the doubt subset.  I also 

include no dudar (to not doubt, as the green square).  One of the most immediate and curious observations is 
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that to not doubt in the Twitter data is far more likely to co-occur with the subjunctive than the Gigaword 

counterpart, and reciprocally,  to not think is far more likely to co-occur with the subjunctive in the more 

formal and edited newswire text.    I don't know what to think about the difference in register for these two 

predicates. 

4.4.2. Negation 

Table 27 shows the likelihood of each mood morpheme per number of negation words (listed in 

Table 29) in the sentence.   Again, Sentences refers to the combined total of sentences; Ind % refers to the 

ratio of the total sentences that had indicative morphemes in the relevant subordinate clauses; Subj % is the 

same for the subjunctive morpheme; Negations is the count of negation words found in the sentence; and 

Gigaword refers to the percentage of the total sentences that were found in the Gigaword corpus.  It shows 

that there were 377, 903 sentences in a combined dataset that contained 0 negation words, about 86% of 

these sentences were indicative, and the number of sentences with 0 counts were slightly more frequent in 

the Twitter dataset at 57%.  Table 27 shows that the rate of subjunctive usage tends to increase with the 

number of negation words found in the sentence in both corpora. 

Sentences Ind % Subj % Negations  Gigaword Twitter 

377,903 0.8631 0.1369 0 0.4323 0.5677 

157,649 0.7546 0.2454 1 0.3508 0.6492 

38,346 0.7356 0.2644 2 0.3552 0.6448 

6,860 0.6881 0.3119 3 0.4115 0.5885 

1,347 0.7168 0.2832 4 0.4581 0.5419 

260 0.7176 0.2824 5 0.5308 0.4692 

60 0.629 0.371 6 0.7000 0.3000 

Table 27: Distribution of sentences by number of negation words 

 

Table 28 shows the same distribution of negation counts on the restricted doubt subsets.  It shows 

that the subjunctive mood may become slightly less likely by the presence of more negation words, 

presumably due to one form of negation cancelling out other forms.   This table also seems to indicate that in 
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the Gigaword subset the number of sentences with higher counts of negation words tend to be more frequent 

than in the Twitter corpus as indicated by the greater than .5 values for the higher counts. 

   Sentences Ind % Subj % Negations  Gigaword Twitter 

13,923 0.2042 0.7958 0 0.1430 0.8570 

34,157 0.2698 0.7302 1 0.4508 0.5492 

9,029 0.2535 0.7465 2 0.4780 0.5220 

1,868 0.2551 0.7449 3 0.5145 0.4855 

348 0.2771 0.7229 4 0.5805 0.4195 

74 0.3026 0.6974 5 0.7162 0.2838 

15 0.1176 0.8824 6 0.7333 0.2667 

Table 28: Number of negations per sentence in doubt subsets 

Again the data from the tabular forms above is summarized in Figure 14 below. 

 

Figure 14: Mood by number of negation words in a sentence 

 

Table 29 below shows the distribution of specific negation words in the embedding clause across the 

two corpora.  The Twitter dataset seems to have more of these negation words.  This data also suggest that 
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there is not a huge mood preference for mood with the negation word no, but there is a significant Indicative 

preference for many of the other Spanish negation words. 

 

Sentences Ind % Subj %  Neg Word English Gigaword Twitter 

82,061 0.5201 0.4799 no no 0.3048 0.6952 

81 0.6747 0.3253 ninguna no/none 0.6914 0.3086 

108 0.7636 0.2364 ningún no/none 0.6759 0.3241 

110 0.8125 0.1875 jamás never 0.1364 0.8636 

111 0.8230 0.1770 ninguno none 0.3243 0.6757 

734 0.8709 0.1291 nada nothing 0.1444 0.8556 

3,460 0.8845 0.1155 nadie no one 0.2792 0.7208 

1,062 0.8863 0.1137 nunca never 0.2448 0.7552 

2,651 0.8881 0.1119 ni nor / not even 0.1143 0.8857 

Table 29: Embedding verbal negation word distributions 

 

Two things should be kept in mind.  First, is that the part of speech processing is imperfect, and as 

such, not necessarily all of these instances are truly in the form [[¬ verb] [C verb]].  Even though all of these 

negation words precede the embedding verb, there is likely some noise, such as intervening clauses and 

incorrect sentence parses that a human might evaluate differently.   An assumption made here is that there is 

enough well-parsed data to do meaningful probabilistic analyses.  Secondly, these statistics are across all of 

the processed belief/propositional attitude verbs such as to know, to doubt, to deny, to suppose and to 

imagine.  When restricting this table to the doubt subsets, we see a different mood to negation co-

distributions, as shown in Table 30. 

 

Sentences Ind % Subj %  Neg Word Gigaword Twitter 

44,365 0.1400 0.8600 no 0.4320 0.5680 

395 0.4069 0.5931 ni 0.3620 0.6380 

787 0.5044 0.4956 nadie 0.2846 0.7154 

42 0.5882 0.4118 ninguna 0.7619 0.2381 
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23 0.6000 0.4000 jamás 0.3478 0.6522 

30 0.6364 0.3636 ninguno 0.6667 0.3333 

46 0.7179 0.2821 ningún 0.8043 0.1957 

193 0.7925 0.2075 nunca 0.2642 0.7358 

347 0.9107 0.0893 nada 0.1556 0.8444 

Table 30: Negation word distributions with doubt subsets 

 

Figure 15: Negation words and subjunctive distributions 

Table 30 shows these negation words when they precede dudar, no creer or no pensar.   The most 

important observation is the first line, no.  In Table 29, no before the verb yielded almost no preference for 

the subjunctive, indicated by the 52:48 ratio.  With doubt subsets in Table 30 there is a very strong 

preference for the subjunctive when there is no in the main clause compared to other negation words.  A 
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second observation is that with the entire set of verbs, ni ('nor' or 'not even') was most likely to co-occur with 

the indicative, but in these subsets it is much more likely to occur with the subjunctive.   

4.4.3. Embedded Verbs 

In Figure 16 I compare some "average" embedded verbs with other verbs that tend to co-occur much 

more frequently with the subjunctive mood in Spanish.   These can be compared with verbs that co-occur 

with the subjunctive morpheme with very low probabilities in Figure 17.   I note that there might be fruitful 

efforts at categorizing these verbs according to aspect or  their event structures, but make no attempt to 

pursue a formal semantic typology. 

 

Figure 16: Distribution of mood across some embedded verbs in the two corpora 
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Figure 17: Embedded verbs with very low subjunctive probabilities 

4.4.4. Adverbs 
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embedding, main verbs studied in Table 25.  The second subsection 4.4.4.2 shows the distribution of the first 

adverb found in the embedded clauses, regardless what the adverb modifies.   

The first adverb data section presents initial data to address a claim made in Villalta (2007, 2010) 

that the predicates that license the subjunctive in the subordinate clause can be modified by certain, 

intensifying adverbs, specifically mucho ('a lot') and enormemente ('enormously').  The stance taken in this 

dissertation is that when a verb is modified by some adverbs there is explicit evidence of certain scalar 

features found in the given sentence.  While Villalta primarily uses this trait as a means to classify predicates 

based on their general ability to license or not the subjunctive, I use this trait universally as a visible marker 

of otherwise hidden scalar variables with ambiguous verbs in a specific discourse instance (sentence).
33

   

The second adverb data section serves two purposes.  First, is to offer a broader picture of adverbial 

usage in the corpora because the number of embedding verbs that are modified by adverbs is relatively rare 

in comparison.  There are 12,964 cases out of 761,428, or 1.7% of the sentences have main verbs modified 

by adverbs.   This 1.7% statistical mass is spread out over 397 different adverbs.  On the other hand, the 

embedding verbal modifiers are significantly sparser than the 229,547 cases of adverbs found in the 

embedded clauses.  The second reason for this section is that some of these adverbs also appear to be 

markers of semantic features that are relevant to mood.  Some adverbs such as prácticamente ('practically') 

following Bosque (1980) in classifying them as PPIs, which Villalta (2007) observes cannot be found in the 

same clause as the subjunctive morpheme. 

                                                      

33
 Aranovich (2007) takes a similar semantic approach to disambiguate and classify Spanish negative concord words 

(c.f. Herburger 2002) in specific sentences using the adverb casi ('almost').  Although numerous people have noted the 

relation between embedded negation words and mood in Spanish (Bosque 1990; Giannakidou & Quer 1995, 1997; 

Rivero 1971; etc. ), I do not know of anyone who has made use of correlations in all four attributes (adverb, negation, 

verb and mood) to disambiguate polarity in semantic/pragmatic theory.  This interconnected relation is explicit in the 

Extended Gradability model. 
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4.4.4.1. Embedding Verbal Modification 

The most common adverbs following the embedding verbs vary a great deal across the two corpora 

as might be expected from the two genres.  For example, mucho ('a lot') accounts for over 30% of the 

adverbs modifying the main verbs in the Twitter data, yet the most frequent adverb in the Gigaword 

newspaper data is hoy ('today') at 8.4%.  Table 31 consists of adverbs that occur at least once in both corpora, 

and is sorted by the percentage of total occurrences per corpus.  It shows that a wider selection of adverbs 

following the embedding verb come from the Gigaword corpus, and only the last 10 rows are adverbs that 

appear more frequently in the Twitter corpus.    

Sentences Ind % Subj % Adverb English Gigaword  Twitter 

226 0.7719 0.2281 además also 0.9956 0.0044 

33 0.8000 0.2000 personalmente personally 0.9697 0.0303 

391 0.9237 0.0763 firmemente firmly 0.9616 0.0384 

24 0.7692 0.2308 por ejemplo for example 0.9583 0.0417 

46 0.8750 0.1250 verdaderamente truly 0.9565 0.0435 

21 0.9565 0.0435 erróneamente erroneously 0.9524 0.0476 

37 0.9487 0.0513 de antemano beforehand 0.9459 0.0541 

550 0.2971 0.7029 hoy today 0.9455 0.0545 

89 0.7802 0.2198 incluso also 0.9326 0.0674 

29 0.8387 0.1613 nunca never 0.8966 0.1034 

19 0.8095 0.1905 honestamente honestly 0.8947 0.1053 

492 0.9069 0.0931 muy very 0.8943 0.1057 

510 0.8105 0.1895 también also 0.8882 0.1118 

204 0.7816 0.2184 realmente really 0.8873 0.1127 

164 0.9217 0.0783 exactamente exactly 0.8841 0.1159 

84 0.9419 0.0581 claramente clearly 0.8690 0.1310 

35 0.7568 0.2432 profundamente profoundly 0.8571 0.1429 

26 0.9286 0.0714 a ciencia cierta for sure 0.8462 0.1538 

53 0.7273 0.2727 aquí here 0.8302 0.1698 

459 0.8698 0.1302 ahora now 0.8083 0.1917 

64 0.6364 0.3636 poco little 0.7656 0.2344 

79 0.6420 0.3580 después after 0.7342 0.2658 

33 0.1429 0.8571 rotundamente categorically 0.7273 0.2727 

95 0.8557 0.1443 todavía still 0.7263 0.2737 
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Sentences Ind % Subj % Adverb English Gigaword  Twitter 

330 0.9127 0.0873 perfectamente perfectly 0.7121 0.2879 

27 0.6552 0.3448 absolutamente absolutely 0.7037 0.2963 

27 0.8621 0.1379 cerca near 0.7037 0.2963 

22 0.6250 0.3750 solamente only 0.6818 0.3182 

30 0.2500 0.7500 tampoco neither 0.6667 0.3333 

354 0.8146 0.1854 más more 0.6525 0.3475 

22 0.9583 0.0417 casi almost 0.6364 0.3636 

38 0.7750 0.2250 sólo only 0.6316 0.3684 

52 0.9444 0.0556 simplemente simply 0.6154 0.3846 

74 0.3816 0.6184 seriamente severely 0.6081 0.3919 

51 0.7170 0.2830 entonces then 0.6078 0.3922 

43 0.8000 0.2000 ya already 0.5814 0.4186 

33 0.7429 0.2571 siquiera (not) even 0.5152 0.4848 

38 0.5750 0.4250 demasiado too (much) 0.4737 0.5263 

230 0.4828 0.5172 sinceramente sincerely 0.4696 0.5304 

74 0.3289 0.6711 antes before 0.4459 0.5541 

88 0.8111 0.1889 menos less 0.4432 0.5568 

115 0.8718 0.1282 tan so 0.3217 0.6783 

1,036 0.6349 0.3651 bien well 0.2954 0.7046 

115 0.8718 0.1282 siempre always 0.2522 0.7478 

258 0.4654 0.5346 aun even / still 0.2209 0.7791 

204 0.7476 0.2524 así like so 0.1912 0.8088 

1,628 0.1828 0.8172 mucho much / a lot 0.1357 0.8643 

Table 31: Corpus comparison of adverbial modification of the embedding verbs 

 

The adverb distributions appear to vary greatly between the two genres; however, the distributions 

appear to be relatively consistent across mood selections.  In Table 32 the adverbs are sorted by most likely 

to collocate with the subjunctive morpheme.   Due to size constraints, the total counts from each corpus was 

not listed.  The adverbs in bold are adverbs that were found to both favor the subjunctive in both corpora; the 

adverbs in italics were found to favor the indicative in both corpora and are candidates for feature values; 

and the adverbs in CAPS were found to favor the opposing morpheme between the two corpora and will 

likely be discarded in the feature selection process described in the following chapter.   
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Gigaword Twitter 
Ind % Subj%  Adv. English 

0.1429 0.8571 enfáticamente emphatically 

0.1538 0.8462 rotundamente definitely 

0.1864 0.8136 categóricamente categorically 

0.2625 0.7375 HOY today 

0.3182 0.6818 tampoco neither 

0.3500 0.6500 enérgicamente strongly 

0.3714 0.6286 antes before 

0.4234 0.5766 mucho much / a lot 

0.4255 0.5745 seriamente seriously 

0.4925 0.5075 publicamente publicly 

0.6000 0.4000 después after 

0.6071 0.3929 igualmente equally 

0.6275 0.3725 poco little 

0.6316 0.3684 siquiera even 

0.6452 0.3548 siempre always 

0.6667 0.3333 implícitamente implicitly 

0.7143 0.2857 oficialmente officially 

0.7174 0.2826 aquí here 

0.7188 0.2813 profundamente deeply 

0.7255 0.2745 asimismo also 

0.7308 0.2692 sólo only 

0.7317 0.2683 menos less 

0.7576 0.2424 entonces then 

0.7600 0.2400 por ejemplo for example 

0.7600 0.2400 fuertemente strongly 

0.7689 0.2311 además also 

0.7692 0.2308 tan so 

0.7705 0.2295 realmente really 

0.7778 0.2222 ya already 

0.7805 0.2195 así so 

0.7857 0.2143 incluso even 

0.7895 0.2105 honestamente honestly 

0.7941 0.2059 personalmente personally 

0.8176 0.1824 también also 

0.8182 0.1818 actualmente currently 

0.8243 0.1757 ampliamente amply 

0.8391 0.1609 más more 

0.8500 0.1500 abiertamente openly 

0.8571 0.1429 nunca never 

0.8811 0.1189 ahora now 

0.8814 0.1186 AUN even 

0.8818 0.1182 SINCERAMENTE sincerely 

0.8824 0.1176 solamente only 

Ind % Subj% Adv. English 

0.1148 0.8852 SINCERAMENTE sincerely 

0.1391 0.8609 mucho much 

0.1667 0.8333 tampoco neither 

0.1818 0.8182 rotundamente definitely 

0.2273 0.7727 demasiado too much 

0.3095 0.6905 antes before 

0.3226 0.6774 seriamente seriously 

0.3448 0.6552 AUN even 

0.5145 0.4855 BIEN well 

0.6364 0.3636 entonces then 

0.6471 0.3529 poco little 

0.7143 0.2857 todavía still 

0.7273 0.2727 aquí here 

0.7329 0.2671 así so 

0.7391 0.2609 después after 

0.7414 0.2586 también also 

0.7500 0.2500 acá here 

0.7541 0.2459 más more 

0.7778 0.2222 cerca close 

0.8000 0.2000 ya already 

0.8000 0.2000 firmemente firmly 

0.8111 0.1889 ahora now 

0.8125 0.1875 sólo only 

0.8182 0.1818 ahí there 

0.8333 0.1667 siquiera even 

0.8400 0.1600 realmente really 

0.8462 0.1538 definitivamente definitely 

0.8462 0.1538 claramente clearly 

0.8488 0.1512 tanto so 

0.8600 0.1400 menos less 

0.8750 0.1250 HOY today 

0.9000 0.1000 fervientemente fervently 

0.9200 0.0800 tan so 

0.9398 0.0602 siempre always 

0.9444 0.0556 muy very 

0.9468 0.0532 perfectamente perfectly 
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0.8889 0.1111 finalmente finally 

0.8913 0.1087 verdaderamente truly 

0.8987 0.1013 perfectamente perfectly 

0.9005 0.0995 muy very 

0.9014 0.0986 todavía still 

0.9048 0.0952 cerca close 

0.9048 0.0952 ciertamente certainly 

0.9116 0.0884 exactamente exactly 

0.9118 0.0882 simplemente simply 

0.9123 0.0877 BIEN well 

0.9167 0.0833 a ciencia cierta for sure 

0.9259 0.0741 firmemente firmly 

0.9459 0.0541 de antemano beforehand 

0.9467 0.0533 claramente clearly 
 

Table 32: Adverb comparison between the two corpora 

I show these results in visual form in Figure 18 with the most likely adverbs to co-occur with the 

subjunctive labeled.  Table 32 shows that there is a larger variety of verbs in the newswire corpus, but many 

of the adverbs that the two corpora have in common, appear to favor the same mood morpheme.  It is 

unknown how semantically significant the exceptions in CAPS are.  For example, hoy ('today') appears far 

more frequently in news articles, 520 times, compared to the Tweets 20 times.  This difference is very likely 

due to the nature of news articles reporting the daily news versus the discussion format of the Tweets.  

Sinceramente ('sincerely'), though, is potentially more interesting because there were 108 counts in the 

Gigaword corpus that highly favored the indicative and 122 counts in the Twitter corpus that highly favored 

the subjunctive.   Because Twitter is largely discourse oriented, it may be the case that the Tweets with 

sincerely are being used in replies to contrast previous assertions.   
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Figure 18: Embedding clausal adverbs 

 

Looking at the combined adverbial-mood distributions for the two corpora, however, should give us 

a better picture of what adverbs co-occur with what mood morpheme, as the counts will average between the 

two corpora.  This means that words like sincerely that correspond with opposing morphemes with similar 
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genre over another will be given a less biased weight.  Roughly speaking, the most important adverbial 

features (modifying the embedding verbs) with respect to Spanish mood choice should be found on the 

opposite ends of Table 33.  More sophisticated feature selection techniques in the next chapter will fine-tune 

this intuition. 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  Adverb English 

12 0.0714 0.9286 reiteradamente repeatedly 

33 0.1429 0.8571 rotundamente categorically 

19 0.1429 0.8571 enfáticamente emphatically 

1,628 0.1828 0.8172 mucho much / a lot 

57 0.1864 0.8136 categóricamente categorically 

30 0.2500 0.7500 tampoco neither 

550 0.2971 0.7029 hoy today 

74 0.3289 0.6711 antes before 

18 0.3500 0.6500 enérgicamente energetically 

74 0.3816 0.6184 seriamente severely 

258 0.4654 0.5346 aun even / still 

230 0.4828 0.5172 sinceramente sincerely 

65 0.4925 0.5075 publicamente publicly 

38 0.5750 0.4250 demasiado too (much) 

54 0.6071 0.3929 igualmente equally 

21 0.6087 0.3913 definitivamente definitely 

22 0.6250 0.3750 solamente only 

1,036 0.6349 0.3651 bien well 

64 0.6364 0.3636 poco little 

79 0.6420 0.3580 después after 

15 0.6471 0.3529 tarde late 

27 0.6552 0.3448 absolutamente absolutely 

22 0.6667 0.3333 implícitamente implicitly 

26 0.7143 0.2857 oficialmente officially 

51 0.7170 0.2830 entonces then 

16 0.7222 0.2778 si if 

49 0.7255 0.2745 asimismo also 

53 0.7273 0.2727 aquí here 

13 0.7333 0.2667 acá here 

33 0.7429 0.2571 siquiera (not) even 

204 0.7476 0.2524 así like so 

22 0.7500 0.2500 plenamente clearly 

35 0.7568 0.2432 profundamente profoundly 

23 0.7600 0.2400 fuertemente strong 

19 0.7619 0.2381 pronto ready 

24 0.7692 0.2308 por ejemplo for example 

226 0.7719 0.2281 además also 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  Adverb English 

38 0.7750 0.2250 sólo only 

89 0.7802 0.2198 incluso also 

204 0.7816 0.2184 realmente really 

13 0.8000 0.2000 ahí there 

33 0.8000 0.2000 personalmente personally 

43 0.8000 0.2000 ya already 

19 0.8095 0.1905 honestamente honestly 

510 0.8105 0.1895 también also 

88 0.8111 0.1889 menos less 

354 0.8146 0.1854 más more 

20 0.8182 0.1818 actualmente currently 

72 0.8243 0.1757 ampliamente widely 

103 0.8381 0.1619 tanto so much 

29 0.8387 0.1613 nunca never 

11 0.8462 0.1538 precisamente precisely 

18 0.8500 0.1500 abiertamente openly 

95 0.8557 0.1443 todavía still 

27 0.8621 0.1379 cerca near 

459 0.8698 0.1302 ahora now 

115 0.8718 0.1282 tan so 

115 0.8718 0.1282 siempre always 

46 0.8750 0.1250 verdaderamente truly 

16 0.8889 0.1111 finalmente finally 

48 0.9000 0.1000 fervientemente fervently 

19 0.9048 0.0952 ciertamente truly 

492 0.9069 0.0931 muy very 

330 0.9127 0.0873 perfectamente perfectly 

10 0.9167 0.0833 probablemente probably 

10 0.9167 0.0833 completamente completely 

164 0.9217 0.0783 exactamente exactly 

391 0.9237 0.0763 firmemente firmly 

12 0.9286 0.0714 justamente just 

26 0.9286 0.0714 a ciencia cierta for sure 

84 0.9419 0.0581 claramente clearly 

52 0.9444 0.0556 simplemente simply 

16 0.9444 0.0556 equivocadamente mistakenly 

17 0.9474 0.0526 generalmente generally 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  Adverb English 

37 0.9487 0.0513 de antemano beforehand 

21 0.9565 0.0435 erróneamente mistakenly 

22 0.9583 0.0417 casi almost 

Table 33: Adverbial-mood collocations in a combined corpus, sorted by subjunctive collocations 

Mucho ('much') as Villalta (2007, 2010) argued does seem to be very highly correlated with the 

subjunctive, as are neither / not even, today and a few synonyms for categorically.  Enormemente did not 

appear in the corpora in this syntactic position.  Villalta (2007) also mentioned the PPI, prácticamente 

('practically') as an indicator of the indicative.  Although this adverb did not appear in the corpus, the near 

synonym casi
34

 ('almost') does figure prominently correlated with the indicative.   Nevertheless, most of the 

adverbs seem more strongly correlated with the indicative.   From these counts, however, it is uncertain how 

much of this bias is due to the fact that collectively more than 80% of the corpus sentences are in the 

indicative.  The following chapter will look at these features and problem with more sophisticated methods. 

Restricting the adverbial collocation space to the combined doubt subsets we see that much still 

plays a key role in indicating the a semantic feature that can be correlated to the subjunctive morpheme; yet, 

many of the adverbs that appeared to favor the indicative in previous data views, actually favor the 

subjunctive in this restricted view with negation.  Unfortunately, this restricted subset means that the feature 

space is sparser and there are no corresponding exemplars of almost or categorically to know if they do not 

exist in the data by chance or if they cannot exist in the data due to semantic constraints.   Nearly all adverbs 

that seem to favor the indicative still in this restricted set are temporal/aspectual
35

.  I will return to this fact in 

subsequent chapters.   

 

                                                      

34
 Again, Aranovich (2007) specifically studies the effects of casi on NPIs and argues that its presence presupposes a 

scalar model.  If it does presuppose a scalar model, then it may be an excellent feature/marker for indicating gradability 

due to its relative frequency in the two corpora.  This will be implemented according to the results in the Mechanical 

Turk survey corpus described in Chapter  6.  
35

 See Portner (2011) for a summary of temporal analyses regarding the subjunctive mood. 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  Adverb English 

114 0.0172 0.9828 sinceramente sincerely 

1,381 0.0716 0.9284 mucho much / a lot 

6 0.1250 0.8750 entonces then 

6 0.1250 0.8750 incluso even 

6 0.1250 0.8750 siquiera (not) even 

5 0.1429 0.8571 de ninguna manera no way 

5 0.1429 0.8571 definitivamente definitely 

34 0.1667 0.8333 realmente really 

22 0.1667 0.8333 tampoco neither 

4 0.1667 0.8333 bastante rather / a lot 

4 0.1667 0.8333 francamente frankly 

51 0.1698 0.8302 seriamente seriously 

15 0.1765 0.8235 demasiado too (much) 

3 0.2000 0.8000 fuertemente strongly 

3 0.2000 0.8000 honestamente honestly 

3 0.2000 0.8000 por ejemplo for example 

11 0.2308 0.7692 tanto so (much) 

2 0.2500 0.7500 además also 

2 0.2500 0.7500 exactamente exactly 

2 0.2500 0.7500 igualmente equally 

2 0.2500 0.7500 ni remotamente not even remotely 

2 0.2500 0.7500 personalmente personally 

2 0.2500 0.7500 publicamente publicly 

2 0.2500 0.7500 tan so 

5 0.2857 0.7143 necesariamente necessarily 

9 0.3636 0.6364 ahora now 

5 0.4286 0.5714 absolutamente absolutely 

7 0.4444 0.5556 también also 

16 0.5000 0.5000 todavía still 

6 0.5000 0.5000 menos less 

4 0.5000 0.5000 aquí here 

4 0.5000 0.5000 verdaderamente truly 

21 0.5217 0.4783 aun even / still 

11 0.6154 0.3846 nunca never 

21 0.6522 0.3478 más more 

36 0.6579 0.3421 así so 

7 0.6667 0.3333 hoy today 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  Adverb English 

6 0.7500 0.2500 simplemente simply 

2 0.7500 0.2500 ciento por ciento hundred percent 

2 0.7500 0.2500 siempre always 

3 0.8000 0.2000 bien well 

4 0.8333 0.1667 atrás back 

4 0.8333 0.1667 pronto soon 

5 0.8571 0.1429 ya already 

Table 34: Adverbial modifiers collocations with to doubt, to not believe and to not think 

4.4.4.2. Embedded Adverbs 

This section looks at the distribution of the most common adverbs that occur in the subordinate 

clause.  The statistics below are on the first adverb found (all subsequent adverbs in the sentence are ignored 

in these counts).  The adverbs that are at the top of Table 35 seemed to be more prominent in the Gigaword 

corpus, and the adverbs that have close to a .50 to .50 ratio in the Gigaword and Twitter columns had similar 

co-occurrence counts in the two corpora. 

Sentences Ind % Subj % Adverb English Gigaword  Twitter 

177 0.7877 0.2123 particularmente particularly 0.9887 0.0113 

377 0.8153 0.1847 actualmente now 0.9708 0.0292 

390 0.8444 0.1556 especialmente especially 0.9385 0.0615 

315 0.7918 0.2082 rápidamente quickly 0.9111 0.0889 

482 0.8574 0.1426 probablemente probably 0.8672 0.1328 

271 0.7912 0.2088 suficientemente enough 0.8561 0.1439 

89 0.5385 0.4615 necesariamente necessarily 0.8539 0.1461 

280 0.7837 0.2163 directamente directly 0.8500 0.1500 

715 0.8298 0.1702 largo long 0.8084 0.1916 

340 0.7982 0.2018 nuevamente newly 0.8059 0.1941 

659 0.8623 0.1377 adelante forward 0.7663 0.2337 

590 0.8074 0.1926 totalmente completely 0.7508 0.2492 

986 0.8897 0.1103 cerca close 0.7404 0.2596 

1,058 0.8821 0.1179 incluso even 0.7155 0.2845 

349 0.8433 0.1567 absolutamente absolutely 0.6934 0.3066 

407 0.8557 0.1443 atrás back 0.6929 0.3071 

449 0.8115 0.1885 además also 0.6882 0.3118 

1,063 0.8657 0.1343 todavía still 0.6736 0.3264 
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Sentences Ind % Subj % Adverb English Gigaword  Twitter 

1,297 0.9523 0.0477 bastante quite 0.6631 0.3369 

415 0.8777 0.1223 apenas just 0.6482 0.3518 

1,026 0.8794 0.1206 casi almost 0.6462 0.3538 

3,575 0.8734 0.1266 también also 0.6448 0.3552 

19,160 0.8631 0.1369 más more 0.6409 0.3591 

1,950 0.8099 0.1901 aquí here 0.6262 0.3738 

329 0.8097 0.1903 completamente completely 0.6049 0.3951 

308 0.8194 0.1806 tal vez maybe 0.5942 0.4058 

295 0.7946 0.2054 quizás perhaps 0.5932 0.4068 

666 0.8443 0.1557 por lo menos at least 0.5856 0.4144 

13,533 0.9106 0.0894 muy very 0.5805 0.4195 

2,279 0.8343 0.1657 sólo only 0.5796 0.4204 

812 0.8440 0.1560 allí there 0.5764 0.4236 

277 0.8638 0.1362 perfectamente perfectly 0.5632 0.4368 

3,013 0.9055 0.0945 poco little 0.5592 0.4408 

1,013 0.8571 0.1429 entonces then 0.5469 0.4531 

804 0.7643 0.2357 pronto soon 0.5435 0.4565 

714 0.8575 0.1425 claro clear 0.5280 0.4720 

238 0.8500 0.1500 exactamente exactly 0.5252 0.4748 

3,854 0.8244 0.1756 ahora now 0.5073 0.4927 

641 0.8305 0.1695 solamente only 0.5023 0.4977 

6,700 0.8111 0.1889 mucho much 0.4803 0.5197 

2,432 0.8139 0.1861 aun even 0.4700 0.5300 

4,090 0.7779 0.2221 hoy today 0.4621 0.5379 

2,122 0.7241 0.2759 tanto so 0.3982 0.6018 

1,659 0.8874 0.1126 realmente really 0.3912 0.6088 

2,283 0.8945 0.1055 demasiado too (much) 0.3881 0.6119 

476 0.5921 0.4079 tampoco neither 0.3845 0.6155 

3,521 0.8314 0.1686 menos less 0.3828 0.6172 

609 0.8085 0.1915 simplemente simply 0.3744 0.6256 

275 0.5921 0.4079 siquiera (not) even 0.3709 0.6291 

7,518 0.8960 0.1040 bien well 0.3661 0.6339 

323 0.7815 0.2185 acá here 0.3529 0.6471 

1,599 0.7945 0.2055 antes before 0.3433 0.6567 

447 0.8196 0.1804 definitivamente definitely 0.3311 0.6689 

198 0.5500 0.4500 jamás never 0.3232 0.6768 

2,978 0.8574 0.1426 siempre always 0.2801 0.7199 
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Sentences Ind % Subj % Adverb English Gigaword  Twitter 

647 0.8521 0.1479 allá there 0.2751 0.7249 

1,506 0.8621 0.1379 después after 0.2703 0.7297 

1,555 0.8985 0.1015 luego then 0.2682 0.7318 

6,428 0.8230 0.1770 ya already 0.2651 0.7349 

268 0.8556 0.1444 cuanto as much 0.2612 0.7388 

1,360 0.8532 0.1468 ahí there 0.2537 0.7463 

1,005 0.8232 0.1768 nunca never 0.2259 0.7741 

5,245 0.6880 0.3120 tan so 0.2246 0.7754 

1,476 0.8708 0.1292 ayer yesterday 0.2188 0.7812 

340 0.5088 0.4912 lejos away 0.2118 0.7882 

903 0.7901 0.2099 tarde late  0.1971 0.8029 

6,526 0.7797 0.2203 así so 0.1683 0.8317 

304 0.8595 0.1405 encima above 0.1645 0.8355 

473 0.8337 0.1663 abajo below 0.1036 0.8964 

216 0.7156 0.2844 algún some 0.0000 1.0000 

51 0.4528 0.5472 en todo caso in any case 0.0000 1.0000 

225 0.7974 0.2026 gratis free 0.0000 1.0000 

39 0.4634 0.5366 sin duda alguna without a doubt 0.0000 1.0000 

Table 35: Adverbial distribution sorted by corpus 

 

Table 36, on the other hand, looks at these adverbs in the combined doubt subsets, ranked by most 

likely to co-occur with subjunctive morpheme.  Of the most likely to co-occur with the subjunctive, 

solamente is a clear focus operator; other adverbs are unambiguous Spanish NPIs such as jamás, siquiera 

and tampoco; some adverbs indicate extreme ends of scales such as absolutamente, exactamente, 

perfectamente and completamente; and some adverbs seem to intensify what they modify as in mucho, 

especialmente, tan and realmente.  However, because 63% of the sentences in this subset have the 

subjunctive morpheme in the subordinate clause already, we would expect some bias of adverbs towards the 

subjunctive morpheme regardless.  Nevertheless, this bias does not explain the fact that only three adverbs 

(poco, luego and cuanto) seem to favor the indicative in this subset.    So, although some of the more likely 

adverbs to correspond with the indicative are listed as PPIs in Bosque (1980): ya, bastante and un poco, 
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many seem to favor the subjunctive bias.  This fact does make sense, though, if adverbial modification 

signals the availability of gradable alternatives, and that this availability of gradable contextual alternatives is 

what licenses mood as Villalta argues. 

 

Sentences Ind % Subj %  Adverb English 

79 0.0494 0.9506 jamás never 

23 0.0800 0.9200 en todo caso in any case 

87 0.0899 0.9101 siquiera (not) even 

36 0.1053 0.8947 necesariamente necessarily 

34 0.1111 0.8889 absolutamente absolutely 

60 0.1129 0.8871 solamente only 

42 0.1136 0.8864 especialmente especially 

24 0.1154 0.8846 exactamente exactly 

71 0.1233 0.8767 largo long 

435 0.1236 0.8764 tanto so (much) 

109 0.1351 0.8649 pronto soon 

123 0.1360 0.8640 nunca never 

1,428 0.1399 0.8601 tan so 

1,098 0.1400 0.8600 mucho much 

61 0.1429 0.8571 además also 

166 0.1429 0.8571 tampoco neither 

104 0.1509 0.8491 todavía still 

31 0.1515 0.8485 probablemente probably 

30 0.1563 0.8438 encima above 

30 0.1563 0.8438 rápidamente quickly 

156 0.1582 0.8418 antes before 

128 0.1615 0.8385 realmente really 

41 0.1628 0.8372 definitivamente definitely 

64 0.1667 0.8333 acá here 

406 0.1716 0.8284 ahora now 

49 0.1765 0.8235 actualmente now 

43 0.1778 0.8222 completamente completely 

340 0.1784 0.8216 menos less 

91 0.1828 0.8172 simplemente simply 

25 0.1852 0.8148 particularmente particularly 

40 0.1905 0.8095 lejos away 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  Adverb English 

29 0.1935 0.8065 perfectamente perfectly 

34 0.1944 0.8056 quizás perhaps 

54 0.1964 0.8036 incluso even 

69 0.1972 0.8028 totalmente completely 

1,612 0.1976 0.8024 más more 

229 0.1991 0.8009 sólo only 

44 0.2174 0.7826 directamente directly 

515 0.2186 0.7814 hoy today 

79 0.2222 0.7778 allí there 

34 0.2222 0.7778 tal vez maybe 

29 0.2258 0.7742 nuevamente newly 

932 0.2398 0.7602 así so 

27 0.2414 0.7586 algún some 

27 0.2414 0.7586 apenas just 

105 0.2430 0.7570 ahí there 

75 0.2468 0.7532 por lo menos at least 

247 0.2490 0.7510 aquí here 

42 0.2500 0.7500 suficientemente enough 

57 0.2542 0.7458 cerca close 

40 0.2619 0.7381 atrás back 

178 0.2667 0.7333 también also 

482 0.2686 0.7314 bien well 

171 0.2832 0.7168 aun even 

110 0.2857 0.7143 tarde afternoon 

1,008 0.2921 0.7079 muy very 

79 0.3086 0.6914 casi almost 

221 0.3094 0.6906 siempre always 

110 0.3125 0.6875 después after 

113 0.3130 0.6870 ayer yesterday 

76 0.3205 0.6795 allá there 

619 0.3221 0.6779 ya already 

201 0.3251 0.6749 demasiado too (much) 

34 0.3333 0.6667 adelante forward 

46 0.3333 0.6667 bastante quite 

55 0.3333 0.6667 claro clear 

43 0.3556 0.6444 abajo below 

43 0.3556 0.6444 gratis free 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  Adverb English 

71 0.3836 0.6164 entonces then 

181 0.5683 0.4317 poco little 

92 0.6064 0.3936 luego later / then 

72 0.8108 0.1892 cuanto as much 

Table 36: Embedded adverbs by mood in merged doubt subsets 

In Figure 19 I show these data in visual form.  Although it is difficult to see with the limited space of 

the page, a number of adverbs that seem to indicate certainty correspond with high ratios with the 

subjunctive.   

 

Figure 19: Embedded adverbs 

We notice that undoubtedly co-occurs with the subjunctive in the Twitter dataset  at nearly 70% of 

the time, and roughly 10% of the time in the Gigaword dataset.  In both datasets, adverbs like definitely and 

truly also co-occur with very high frequencies. 
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4.4.5. Polarity Items 

A number of adverbs from the previous section are also commonly considered polarity items, 

positive and negative, mentioned in Bosque (1980).  This section looks specifically at the broader groups of 

PPIs and NPIs and their collocations with mood. 

The tagging of the NPIs and PPIs was a step that occurred on top of the part of speech tagger.  

Because Spanish is a negative concord language,
36

 the status of the embedded negation words is often 

debated as to whether or not the doubly negated word should be considered an NPI.   For my simple NPI 

classifier, I assume they are, and searched for the forms presented in Bosque (1980), including all Spanish 

negation words if they were preceded by another negation word.  Bosque also discusses PPIs; so, I include 

his list.  Among the this list, he mentions prácticamente ('practically') but no other synonymous adverbs; so, 

I augmented the list of PPIs by Egea's (1979, p. 149)  'Reducer Class' of roughly synonymous adverbs in 

which he groups prácticamente and equates them to casi ('almost').  The English equivalents of this group 

includes reasonably, sufficiently, tolerably, slightly, partially, moderately, approximately and virtually.
37

  If 

the word was a form that occurred in the Bosque-Egea list and there is not negation found in an immediately 

higher syntactic position, I tagged the word as a PPI.     

Similarly, the NPIs the classifier looked for a negation word and a set of embedded negation-like 

words and phrases based on Bosque (1980).  I then broke up the classified NPI into a short form and a long 

form because there are many phrasal NPIs in Spanish that mean much the same thing.  For example, cosa 

semejante ('similar thing') and cosa igual ('same thing') were the full form phrases that, when modified by 

                                                      

36
 Spanish makes use of double-negatives so that the first negation word negates while the embedded negation words 

lose their negative quality and are often translated into English as the English NPI counterparts (cf. Herburger 2002): 

 

(i)  No  creo   nada  del  asunto. 

no I believe  nothing of the matter  

I don't believe anything of the matter. 

 
37

 These adverbs also belong to a class that in gradable adjectival literature (i.e. Rotstein and Winter, 2001) have been 

shown to correspond to lower, closed scales.   
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negation, both mean roughly 'anything like it' as in (112).  The short form was abstracted to cosa.  Full NPI 

phrasal forms can be found in the Appendix. 

(112) No he visto cosa semejante / igual / parecida 

I've never seen anything like that. 

4.4.5.1. NPIs 

Table 37 shows the short form NPIs as they are distributed across the two corpora.   There appears to 

be a wide inter-corpora variance in the distribution of these phrases, which again is likely to be attributed to 

genre (register) because many of the NPI phrases found exclusively in the Twitter set may be considered less 

formal.  

Sentences Ind % Subj % NPI (short form) English Gigaword  Twitter 

37 0.2564 0.7436 de ningún … in no … 0.9189 0.0811 

171 0.4624 0.5376 mayor … most / greatest … 0.8070 0.1930 

55 0.5088 0.4912 en absoluto (not) at all 0.8000 0.2000 

39 0.3659 0.6341 menor less 0.7692 0.2308 

8 0.7000 0.3000 ni cómo nor how 0.7500 0.2500 

6 0.5000 0.5000 mínimo minimum 0.6667 0.3333 

3 0.8000 0.2000 ni por qué nor why 0.6667 0.3333 

47 0.3061 0.6939 en ningún in no … 0.6596 0.3404 

41 0.1860 0.8140 siquiera (not) even 0.6585 0.3415 

28 0.3333 0.6667 ni tampoco nor 0.6429 0.3571 

19 0.4762 0.5238 gran cosa much 0.6316 0.3684 

38 0.6000 0.4000 cosa thing 0.5263 0.4737 

4 0.8333 0.1667 ni quién nor who 0.5000 0.5000 

16 0.4444 0.5556 más mínima smallest 0.4375 0.5625 

8 0.6000 0.4000 ni qué nor what 0.3750 0.6250 

32 0.4706 0.5294 absolutamente nada absolutely nothing 0.3125 0.6875 

204 0.7476 0.2524 ni siquiera (not) even 0.2990 0.7010 

950 0.7153 0.2847 nadie no one 0.2705 0.7295 

16 0.7222 0.2778 diablos hell (ex.) 0.2500 0.7500 

2,479 0.6707 0.3293 nada nothing 0.2315 0.7685 

1,036 0.7900 0.2100 nunca never 0.2220 0.7780 

222 0.6696 0.3304 todavía still 0.1982 0.8018 

399 0.8653 0.1347 en vida (not) in (my) life 0.0977 0.9023 
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Sentences Ind % Subj % NPI (short form) English Gigaword  Twitter 

89 0.8132 0.1868 mucho menos much less 0.0674 0.9326 

4 0.5000 0.5000 más nada nothing more 0.0000 1.0000 

5 0.5714 0.4286 ya nadie no one 0.0000 1.0000 

4 0.6667 0.3333 ni donde nor where 0.0000 1.0000 

13 0.6667 0.3333 demonios hell (ex.) 0.0000 1.0000 

5 0.7143 0.2857 casi nadie almost no one 0.0000 1.0000 

5 0.7143 0.2857 ni nor 0.0000 1.0000 

2 0.7500 0.2500 más nadie no one else 0.0000 1.0000 

8 0.9000 0.1000 hasta until 0.0000 1.0000 

Table 37: NPIs across the corpora. 

When one looks across both datasets and restricts the NPI collocations the merged doubt subset, a 

very clear and expected pattern emerges: NPIs are almost exclusively more likely to appear with the 

subjunctive (Giannakidou 1997, 1998, 2001; Chierchia 2004; Villalta 2007; Rivero 1971; and many more ). 

 

Sentences Ind % Subj %  NPI (short form) English 

18 0.0500 0.9500 menor less 

31 0.0606 0.9394 siquiera even 

12 0.0714 0.9286 ni tampoco nor 

11 0.0769 0.9231 absolutamente nada absolutely nothing 

23 0.0800 0.9200 de ningún … any ... 

160 0.1049 0.8951 nunca never 

16 0.1111 0.8889 mucho menos much less 

89 0.1209 0.8791 mayor higher 

31 0.1212 0.8788 en ningún in no 

217 0.1324 0.8676 nadie no one 

9 0.1818 0.8182 más mínima smallest 

640 0.1947 0.8053 nada nothing 

3 0.2000 0.8000 diablos hell (ex.) 

38 0.2000 0.8000 ni siquiera even 

12 0.2143 0.7857 gran cosa much 

2 0.2500 0.7500 ni más mínima not the slightest 

2 0.2500 0.7500 ya nadie no one 

45 0.2553 0.7447 en vida in life 

4 0.3333 0.6667 ni qué nor what 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  NPI (short form) English 

88 0.3333 0.6667 todavía still 

30 0.3438 0.6563 en absoluto at all 

18 0.3500 0.6500 cosa thing 

3 0.4000 0.6000 demonios hell (ex.) 

5 0.4286 0.5714 mínimo minimum 

2 0.7500 0.2500 más nadie no one else 

Table 38: NPIs in merged doubt subsets 

4.4.5.2. PPIs 

Knowing that adverbs are more common in the Gigaword corpus, it is not too surprising that most of 

the adverbial PPIs are much more common in the Gigaword corpus. 

Sentences Ind % Subj % PPI English Gigaword  Twitter 

5 0.8571 0.1429 moderadamente moderately 1.0000 0.0000 

17 0.9474 0.0526 parcialmente partially 1.0000 0.0000 

2 0.7500 0.2500 sutilmente subtly 1.0000 0.0000 

66 0.8971 0.1029 aproximadamente about 0.9545 0.0455 

18 0.9000 0.1000 razonablemente reasonably 0.9444 0.0556 

18 0.9500 0.0500 virtualmente virtually 0.8889 0.1111 

17 0.9474 0.0526 meramente merely 0.8824 0.1176 

16 0.7222 0.2778 difícilmente hardly 0.8750 0.1250 

106 0.9074 0.0926 posiblemente likely 0.8585 0.1415 

191 0.8135 0.1865 suficientemente enough 0.8482 0.1518 

30 0.9063 0.0938 ligeramente slightly 0.8333 0.1667 

30 0.9688 0.0313 levemente mildly 0.7000 0.3000 

918 0.9663 0.0337 bastante quite 0.6351 0.3649 

690 0.9017 0.0983 casi almost 0.6029 0.3971 

2,184 0.8765 0.1235 también also 0.5540 0.4460 

191 0.9378 0.0622 poco de little 0.5079 0.4921 

2 0.5000 0.5000 escasamente barely 0.5000 0.5000 

2 0.7500 0.2500 raramente rarely 0.5000 0.5000 

446 0.8772 0.1228 solamente only 0.3789 0.6211 

3 0.8000 0.2000 algunos some 0.3333 0.6667 

3 0.6000 0.4000 medianamente moderately 0.3333 0.6667 

2,471 0.8746 0.1254 más more 0.2979 0.7021 

4,447 0.8011 0.1989 ya already 0.2078 0.7922 

27 0.7586 0.2414 alguien someone 0.1852 0.8148 
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Sentences Ind % Subj % PPI English Gigaword  Twitter 

8,423 0.8391 0.1609 sólo only 0.1583 0.8417 

15 0.7059 0.2941 algo something 0.1333 0.8667 

3 0.8000 0.2000 algunas some 0.0000 1.0000 

Table 39: Corpus comparison of embedded PPIs and their distributions 

In the combined doubt subsets, the feature space is sparse, but there is again the 63% class skew in 

favor of the subjunctive mood that appears to contribute to a bias across most of the adverbial PPIs for the 

subjunctive morpheme. 

 

Sentences Ind % Subj %  PPI English 

28 0.1000 0.9000 solamente only 

73 0.1333 0.8667 más more 

3 0.2000 0.8000 difícilmente hardly 

2 0.2500 0.7500 poco de little 

100 0.2647 0.7353 también also 

518 0.2827 0.7173 ya already 

7 0.3333 0.6667 alguien someone 

1 0.3333 0.6667 escasamente barely 

1 0.3333 0.6667 ligeramente slightly 

1 0.3333 0.6667 medianamente moderately 

1 0.3333 0.6667 razonablemente reasonably 

30 0.3438 0.6563 suficientemente enough 

731 0.3643 0.6357 sólo only 

53 0.4182 0.5818 casi almost 

5 0.4286 0.5714 posiblemente likely 

18 0.5000 0.5000 bastante quite 

2 0.5000 0.5000 algo something 

1 0.6667 0.3333 alguno one 

Table 40:  Distribution of PPIs in merged doubt subsets 
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All of these polarity items can be visualized together in Figure 20.

 

Figure 20: Distribution of polarity items.  DS corresponds to the doubt subset of the respective corpora 
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4.5. Conclusions 

This chapter described the main process used to build the two textual corpora used in later 

experiments of this dissertation.  Being two corpora of nearly entirely Spanish belief statements, they should 

make a good resources to future investigators of Spanish mood, assertions and epistemics. 

 In this chapter the differences between the two corpora were compared and contrasted.  This 

showed that the different genres contributed to some great differences in the two copora.  Nonetheless, the 

general distributions of some of the key features of Spanish mood and epistemic sentences across the two 

corpora appear to be consistent and conform to observations made by previous linguists with respect to 

Spanish mood and scalar adverbs.   

Some of the more notable observations are: 

1. When the main clause verbs are ordered by their likelihood to embed the subjunctive 

morpheme, this ordering also appears to correspond roughly to some sort of measure of 

certainty or epistemic commitment that the verb expresses. 

2. Out of the negation words studied, no is relatively more likely (with normalized frequencies) 

to co-occur with an embedded subjunctive morpheme and ni is least likely.  However, when 

one only looks at the distributions in the doubt subsets, ni becomes almost as likely to co-

occur with the subjunctive as no.  This much higher rate of co-occurrence is likely due to the 

fact that ni siquiera is considered an NPI, and as such should co-occur more frequently with 

the subjunctive. 

3. When embedding clause verb is modified by mucho the subjunctive is much more likely to 

be embedded.  This is also true of some emphatic adverbs and a few synonyms of 

categorically.  Although, number of adverbs that express certainty appear to greatly favor 

indicative co-occurrences, such as clearly, for sure, probably and truly; some scalar adverbs 

such as almost and completely also greatly favor the indicative. 
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4. NPIs and the subjunctive morpheme are very highly correlated in the two corpora; while 

PPIs appear less correlated with the indicative.   
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4.6. Appendix: Tagged NPI Phrases 

Below are the full NPI Phrases that the algorithm tagged as NPIs.  I do not claim that all of these 

phrases should be considered NPIs in Spanish. 

Sentences Ind % Subj %  NPI (full phrase) English 

6 0.1250 0.8750 mayor trascendencia most significant 

5 0.1429 0.8571 de ningún modo in no way 

4 0.1667 0.8333 en ninguna parte nowhere 

4 0.1667 0.8333 menor posibilidad no chance 

41 0.1860 0.8140 siquiera even 

3 0.2000 0.8000 cosa rara rarity 

3 0.2000 0.8000 de ningún país of any country 

3 0.2000 0.8000 en ningún sentido in any sense 

3 0.2000 0.8000 mayor cosa more thing 

3 0.2000 0.8000 mayor peligro greatest danger 

7 0.2222 0.7778 mayor impacto greater impact 

6 0.2500 0.7500 mayor problema major problem 

2 0.2500 0.7500 cosa inmediata immediate thing 

2 0.2500 0.7500 de ningún fallecimiento of any death 

2 0.2500 0.7500 de ningún sitio from nowhere 

2 0.2500 0.7500 de ninguna organización of any organization 

2 0.2500 0.7500 en ningún sitio nowhere 

2 0.2500 0.7500 en ninguna de in any of 

2 0.2500 0.7500 mayor acceso greater access 

2 0.2500 0.7500 mayor envergadura larger 

2 0.2500 0.7500 mayor objetivo more objective 

2 0.2500 0.7500 mayor seriedad seriously 

2 0.2500 0.7500 mayor vendedor largest seller 

2 0.2500 0.7500 menor incidencia lower incidence 

28 0.3333 0.6667 ni tampoco nor 

3 0.4000 0.6000 cosa buena good thing 

3 0.4000 0.6000 menor duda doubt 

16 0.4444 0.5556 más mínima smallest 

32 0.4706 0.5294 absolutamente nada absolutely nothing 

19 0.4762 0.5238 gran cosa much 

8 0.5000 0.5000 de ningún tipo of any kind 

4 0.5000 0.5000 cosa mejor best thing 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  NPI (full phrase) English 

4 0.5000 0.5000 más nada nothing more 

4 0.5000 0.5000 mayor interés interest 

55 0.5088 0.4912 en absoluto at all 

7 0.5556 0.4444 en ningún caso in any case 

7 0.5556 0.4444 en ningún momento at any time 

5 0.5714 0.4286 mayor difusión more widely 

5 0.5714 0.4286 ya nadie no one 

8 0.6000 0.4000 ni qué or what 

3 0.6000 0.4000 mayor poder more power 

13 0.6667 0.3333 demonios demons 

4 0.6667 0.3333 ni donde or where 

222 0.6696 0.3304 todavía still 

2,479 0.6707 0.3293 nada nothing 

11 0.6923 0.3077 mayor parte most of 

8 0.7000 0.3000 ni cómo or how 

5 0.7143 0.2857 casi nadie almost no 

5 0.7143 0.2857 ni nor / not even 

950 0.7153 0.2847 nadie no one 

16 0.7222 0.2778 diablos hell 

204 0.7476 0.2524 ni siquiera even 

2 0.7500 0.2500 bien nadie well no one 

2 0.7500 0.2500 cosa sería thing would 

2 0.7500 0.2500 en ninguna caso in any case 

2 0.7500 0.2500 más nadie no one else 

2 0.7500 0.2500 mayor expansión further expansion 

2 0.7500 0.2500 mayor intención greater intention 

2 0.7500 0.2500 menor permiso minor permit 

2 0.7500 0.2500 vi nada I saw nothing 

1,036 0.7900 0.2100 nunca never 

3 0.8000 0.2000 cosa extrema extreme thing 

3 0.8000 0.2000 cosa importante important thing 

3 0.8000 0.2000 cosa segura sure thing 

3 0.8000 0.2000 mayor atención more attention 

3 0.8000 0.2000 mayor libertad greater freedom 

3 0.8000 0.2000 ni por qué nor why 

89 0.8132 0.1868 mucho menos much less 

4 0.8333 0.1667 mayor confianza confidence 
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Sentences Ind % Subj %  NPI (full phrase) English 

4 0.8333 0.1667 mayor prioridad higher priority 

4 0.8333 0.1667 ni quién or who 

5 0.8571 0.1429 menor idea no idea 

399 0.8653 0.1347 en vida in life 

6 0.8750 0.1250 hasta que until 

Table 41: NPI Phrases in the combined corpora 
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5. Feature Selection 

The goal of this chapter is to reduce the textual dataset tokens to a core set of the most relevant 

features using common computational approaches.   This needs to be done so that the probabilistic models 

can be tractably learned with typical computing power.  An added upshot is that this will also yield a set of 

core clues regarding a semantic theory of mood. 

The previous chapter gave extensive data summaries of the main features pertaining to Spanish 

mood selection in the two textual corpora.  It outlined statistical differences and commonalities between the 

Gigaword and Twitter data.  This was an initial step to introduce the reader to the data before presenting the 

methods and results in this chapter.  The previous chapter also offered initial rankings and visualizations for 

the importance of some words with respect to mood selection.  While the rankings may offer interesting 

perspectives, they only considered the ratio of indicative to subjunctive for a given word in the corpora and 

not the relative count (magnitude) of the given word.  Concretely, if a word co-occurs with the subjunctive 

100% of the time that the word occurs, but only occurs 10 times out of 12 million sentences, this word may 

not be as good of a subjunctive indicator as a word that occurs 1,000 times with an 85% subjunctive ratio.   

This problem also pertains to the visualizations.  Furthermore, the visualizations were limited to size and 

medium constraints that forced me to assert my own bias by eliminating values from the visualizations that I 

believed not important in order to display what did seem important to me.  Visualization techniques like 

these tend to be only a first step to intuitively guide more principled techniques of feature selection. 

The previous chapter also lacked a means of quantifying how important these co-occurrences are 

with respect to the other relevant attribute combinations involved in mood selection.  Each section looked 

only one attribute at a time.   Yet we know that the semantic attributes encoded in the adverb that modifies 

the main verb is minimally dependent upon the semantic attributes of the main verb (i.e. not all adverbs 

grammatically modify all verbs).  Furthermore, the statistical summaries of the chapter before showed that 
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mood was significantly dependent (though, not exclusively) upon both negation words and the main verb.  

Therefore, negation, mood, the main verb and its adverbial modifier are semantically related through these 

interdependencies.  These interdependencies were not apparent in the statistical summaries from the previous 

chapter. 

This chapter attempts to overcome these short comings while making important progress for this 

dissertation's goals.  In this chapter the top features of the more important attributes (and attribute 

dependencies) will be identified through standard supervised feature selection algorithms.  This will limit the 

problems due to data sparsity and help us concentrate on the most relevant linguistic features in Spanish 

mood selection.   

5.1. Motivation 

From a machine learning perspective, feature subset selection is often needed because any use of 

irrelevant features leads to overfitting.  In other words, classifiers that learn irrelevant patterns specific to the 

dataset cannot be generalized to other data.   Similarly, from a linguistic theoretical perspective, we want to 

formulate the most precise theory that can be generalized to broader linguistic data.  The steps taken in this 

section attempt to generalize the data to some of the most important elements reflecting Spanish mood 

choice. 

Feature selection for our goals takes on two forms, both of which are based on feature ranking  (cf. 

Blum and Langley 1997; Guyon and Elisseeff 2003).  The first form I refer to as Attribute Selection, which 

aims to reduce the number of attributes (data columns, syntactic positions, etc.) of the data.   For example, an 

algorithm may tell us that all prepositions and the mood morpheme are not related in the least bit, and should 

be discarded from any further consideration when analyzing the mood choice problem.  Using this method 

on the attributes laid out in the previous chapter will tell the researcher whether Negation is important or not 

(regarding the embedded mood morpheme), and whether Negation is more important than the Embedding 
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Adverb.  The second form of feature selection is the selection of the most important attribute values (values 

within a column).  This latter form could reduce a set of 4,000 possible adverbials to a concentrated set of 40 

that best differentiate one mood morpheme from another.  I will show the attribute rankings through the first 

method, before concentrating on the second method in the rest of this chapter. 

5.2. Procedure 

The procedure for extracting the most important features of these few attributes will be performed by 

running an ensemble of the feature selection algorithms available in WEKA (Hall, et al. 2009) on each 

attribute, and ranking the features with the highest ensemble vote (concordance).  Although feature selection 

can be supervised or unsupervised, I only explore supervised feature selection, using the mood morpheme as 

the class for which all algorithms try to maximize selection. 

5.2.1. Algorithms 

There are numerous algorithms available to reduce dimensionality; however, not all are applicable 

here.  Many of the more effective methods work by transforming the feature space into an abstract, lower 

dimension as in Factor Analysis (Child 2006), Principle Components Analysis (Jolliffe 1986)  and the related 

Latent Semantic Indexing.  While these methods often lead to better prediction and/or classification (Guyon 

and Elisseeff 2003), interpreting exactly what the abstract lower dimension means in theoretical linguistic 

terms is difficult because the abstracted data no longer maps to individual linguistic features (i.e. words). 

For this perspective I argue it is more important to rank individual words that are relevant for 

developing a theory.  I used a number of algorithms in WEKA that do rank the most significant features 

(words) in their syntactic positions: ChiSquareAttributeEval, InfoGainAttributeEval, OneRAttributeEval, 

ReliefFAttributeEval, SVMAttributeEval, and 2 different configurations of WrapperSubsetEval.  

ChiSquareAttributeEval is based off of the familiar statistic metric for significance, χ
2
. 

InfoGainAttributeEval is based off of Information Gain (cf. Thomas & Cover 2006).  OneRAttributeEval is 
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based off of OneR (Holte 1993) and ranks the features by minimum class error for predicting the mood 

morpheme. WrapperSubsetEval as described in (Witten & Frank2011) is a ranking mechanism that 

iteratively searches the feature space, classifying multiple subsets of features with a supervised classifier, for 

the subset that scores highest with the wrapped classifier.  The two classifiers that were wrapped were 

Logistic Regression (le Cessie & van Houwelingen 1992) and K-nearest neighbors (Aha & Kibler 1991). 

5.2.2. Evaluation 

Evaluation is in the simple form of voting.  Each ranking algorithm either ranks all attributes or 

returns a subset of the attributes deemed significant.  An attribute receives an algorithm's vote if the 

algorithm was in the top 30 attributes.  All algorithms that retuned subsets instead of ranking, always 

returned less than 30, and thus received an algorithm's vote. Other than basic algorithm agreement counts, no 

other evaluation metrics will be used here. 

5.2.3. Data 

The data for this chapter were formed by merging both the Gigaword and Twitter corpora to reduce 

the genre bias and maximizes the number of possible feature combinations.  Unfortunately, there is great 

computational cost to this increase in feature combinations.  Many algorithms are limited to the amount of 

data they can hold in memory.  This means that a number of the algorithms suggested in this dissertation will 

not run on a typical standalone computer.  To deal with this problem, the combined dataset, new test sets 

were formateed and downsampled in different ways.    In the first way, the data was randomly sampled to 

balance the morpheme class distributions.  This was done with two different variations.   The first, sampled 

15,000 random indicative and 15,000 random subjunctive from both the Gigaword and Twitter corpora, 

yielding a balanced sample of 60,000 random, mood choice sentences.  The second sampling variant 

balanced by selecting whether or not there was main clause negation, the main clause verb and deciding 

whether the indicative or subjunctive represented the minority class.  The majority class was then randomly 
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down-sampled so that both class distributions were equal.  For example, with {no, creer, Subjunctive} the 

exemplar count was 33,473 and the count for {no, creer, Indicative} was 9,866; so, the sentences with {no, 

creer, Subjunctive} were randomly down-sampled until the count was equivalent to 9,866.  The same 

process was done to all minimal mood pairs such as {NULL, dudar, Subjunctive} and {NULL, dudar, 

Indicative}.  Sampling in this way removes the class imbalance bias that would otherwise be present in the 

implicit assumption that most classifiers make —that the class distribution is equal
38

.  This second sampling 

also removes any extra information that might be communicated by negation and the matrix verb, allowing 

us to focus on the remainder of the attributes and their role in determining mood choice.   Removing the bias 

of this assumption is crucial to this dissertation because this research's primary objective is to study what is 

happening when the sentence does not follow the assumption, which requires putting the indicative and 

subjunctive on an equal playing field. 

The second data format was used to capture the syntactic/semantic dependencies across a single 

attribute.  The attribute values were pivoted and grouped or partitioned by other semantically dependent 

attributes, so that the individual values (words) became the new attribute columns.  In this pivoted view, 

there was a row for each negation, verb, mood and embedded negation (when relevant) combinations with 

counts of each for each of times the pivoted attribute value co-occurred with the negation, verb, mood 

combination.    For example, if selecting the primary subset of values for Adverb, which is related to 

Negation, Verb and Mood, the new feature space is a vector consisting of co-occurrence counts of all 

combinations of the semantically dependent variables {   
   

,       
    ,            

    ,        
   , 

      
   ,           

    …       
    },  so that a contingency table for the given attribute is formed.  

Because this data format allows the feature counts to be normalized on the row level, there is no need to 

                                                      

38
 In stricter Computer Science literature, this process would have been repeated many times to mitigate against other 

forms of bias that this sampling could have introduced.  I did not do that here in an effort to minimally divert the 

attention of readers who are unfamiliar with this procedure. 
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balance between the majority and minority morpheme classes here.  This type of derived feature space had to 

be reproduced for each of the attributes under consideration. 

Attribute Rankings (Corpus-Balanced) View  

The attribute selection algorithms could not load the whole dataset into memory; thus, a sizable 

sample was generated.  15,000 random sentences where extracted by mood and by corpus to yield a 60,000 

sentence sample, with 30,000 sentences for each mood, which were divided into 15,000 sentences from each 

corpus. 

 Gigaword Twitter 

Indicative 15,000 15,000 

Subjunctive 15,000 15,000 
Table 42: Balanced Sample 1 class distributions 

 

Attribute Rankings (Verb-Balanced) View  

A second balanced sample subset was derived that also looked at verb and negation combinations, so 

that features other than these primary features could also be analyzed.  The data for the attribute rankings 

comes from the combined, down-sampled corpus of 133,154 sentences with 66,577 subjunctive and 

indicative sentences.  Table 43 contains the number of sentences with main verb, negation and mood 

combinations.  The minus sign (-) indicates that there was a negation word modifying the main verb; the plus 

(+) indicates the absence of a negation word.   

Neg. Verb English Subj. Indic. 

- acordar Agree 39 39 

+ acordar agree 731 731 

- confiar trust 18 18 

+ confiar trust 392 392 

- conocer know 335 335 

+ conocer know 638 638 

- contradecir contradict 1 1 

+ contradecir contradict 42 42 
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Neg. Verb English Subj. Indic. 

- creer believe 9,866 9,866 

+ creer believe 17,253 17,253 

- cuestionar question 24 24 

+ cuestionar question 269 269 

- dar cuenta realize 315 315 

+ dar cuenta realize 265 265 

- desconfiar distrust 0 0 

+ desconfiar distrust 5 5 

- desmentir deny 17 17 

+ desmentir deny 318 318 

- dudar doubt 1,242 1,242 

+ dudar doubt 3,049 3,049 

- idear devise 0 0 

+ idear devise 1 1 

- imaginar imagine 110 110 

+ imaginar imagine 2,765 2,765 

- negar deny 138 138 

+ negar deny 1,329 1,329 

- observar observe 6 6 

+ observar observe 136 136 

- olvidar forget 64 64 

+ olvidar forget 288 288 

- pensar think 1,637 1,637 

+ pensar think 5,569 5,569 

- percibir perceive 48 48 

+ percibir perceive 45 45 

- predecir predict 4 4 

+ predecir predict 138 138 

- presagiar presage 1 1 

+ presagiar presage 8 8 

- prever anticipate 4 4 

+ prever anticipate 430 430 

- reconocer recognize 61 61 

+ reconocer recognize 963 963 

- renegar deny 0 0 

+ renegar deny 9 9 
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Neg. Verb English Subj. Indic. 

- saber know 1,607 1,607 

+ saber know 5,339 5,339 

- sentir feel 154 154 

+ sentir feel 2,823 2,823 

- soñar dream 1 1 

+ soñar dream 259 259 

- sospechar suspect 37 37 

+ sospechar suspect 1,200 1,200 

- suponer suppose 243 243 

+ suponer suppose 2,330 2,330 

- tener en cuenta have in mind 7 7 

+ tener en cuenta have in mind 81 81 

- ver see 1,355 1,355 

+ ver see 2,568 2,568 

Table 43: Dataset by main verb, negation and mood combinations 

The attributes of this set are as described in the previous chapter: Negation in the main clause 

(Neg1), Main clause verb (V1), Main clause adverb (Adv1), Main clause NPI (NPI1 or PI1), whether this is 

main clause negation, the actual negation word if there is one, Embedded Verb (V2), Embedded Adverb 

(Adv2), Embedded PPI (PPI2 or PI2) and Embedded NPI (NPI2 or PI2).  The remaining feature selection 

datasets treat the individual values of these attributes as attributes in their own right, partitioned on Main 

clause negation, Main verb combinations, and when scope permits, Embedded clause negation. 

Main Verb Adverbial View 

This dataset view partitions and counts all adverbials in the corpora that modify the main verbs by 

the main verb (lemma format) and the negation word (or absence of one).  This creates a row for each 

combination of negation words (i.e. no, nunca, [none]), main verb (i.e. creer, dudar, sõnar), mood 

morpheme and then co-occurrence counts for all possible adverbials in the main clause.  Infrequent adverbs 

that occurred less than 10 times across the entire, combined dataset were discarded.  This yielded 134 rows 

(unique combinations of verb, negation and morpheme) of 173 features, including the negation form, the 
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verb and the mood morpheme.  In the feature selection experiments the verb and negation forms were 

ignored and the morpheme was the class to be predicted, leaving 170 total adverbial features.  A constant 

smoothing (Laplacian) coefficient of .001 was added to every count to smooth for possibly unseen data.  

Embedded verbs, Embedded Adverbial and Polarity Item Views 

Data-attribute partitions were created similarly for each of the embedded verbs, adverbials 

modifying the verbs and the Negative and Positive polarity items.  The primary difference was that one more 

partition (grouping attribute), embedded negation, due to its role of modifying the properties of this 

embedded clause.  For the embedded verbs, this yielded 646 instances of 956 features including the 

partitioning attributes.  And there were 406 instances of 290 features for the embedded adverbials.  The 

reason why the number of instances was fewer in the case of the embedded adverbials is that not all 

Negation-Verb-Negation-Mood combinations co-occurred with an embedded adverbial.  

The relative number of polarity items in the two textual corpora was very sparse; so, I combined all 

of the polarity items, positive and negative into one set (because in theory they are mutually exclusive), as 

well as combining the main clause negative polarity items with these counts.  This yielded 376 instances of 

59 features, including the partitioning attributes. 

5.3. Attribute Selection 

This section looks at the ranking of the attributes from the two balanced samples.  It shows which 

syntactic categories these algorithms decided were more important in determining mood choice.  Table 44 

shows all the ranking of all of the available attributes.  The shaded attributes are attributes found in the 

semantic models.  All of the ranking algorithms agree that Verb and Negation are the most important 

attributes.  The precise ranking differs, but they also agree that Adverbs and negation in the subordinate 

clause are the next most important.  Interestingly, polarity items appear to be among the least important in 

determining mood choice. 
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13951.402 Verb1 0.1867 Verb1 70.85 Verb1 0.1663 Verb1

10235.742 Verb2 0.1453 Verb2 64.745 Verb2 0.1662 Verb2

8118.4855 V2Tense 0.1231 V2Tense 61.23 Neg1 0.1074 V2Tense

4011.2152 Neg1 0.0495 Neg1 61.0317 V2Tense 0.0325 Neg1

3104.8378 V1POS 0.0382 Adv2 60.965 V1POS 0.0198 Adv2

2860.5197 V1Person 0.0379 Adv2Before 60.7967 V1Person 0.019 Adv2Before

2591.0755 Adv2 0.0378 V1POS 56.615 NegCount 0.016 Adv2After

2564.8728 Adv2Before 0.0347 V1Person 55.6967 V1Number 0.0156 Adv1

2056.3337 Adv2After 0.0305 Adv2After 55.045 V2Type 0.0128 V2Type

1937.1558 Adv1 0.0278 Adv1 54.1733 V1Location 0.011 Adv1Before

1151.5382 V1Number 0.0162 Adv1Before 53.9517 Adv2 0.0084 Neg2

1120.5645 NegCount 0.0147 Adv1After 53.8983 Adv2Before 0.0074 UniqueWordCount

1111.3948 Adv1Before 0.014 V1Number 53.5133 V2Location 0.0065 Sub. Conj. 

1081.2873 V2Type 0.0135 NegCount 53.1933 Adv2After 0.006 V2Number

1011.3607 Adv1After 0.0131 V2Type 52.2183 Adv1 0.0051 NegCount

830.6122 V1Location 0.0101 V1Location 51.9967 Sub. Conj. 0.0051 Adv1After

641.7615 Sub. Conj. 0.0085 Sub. Conj. 51.9883 Sub. Conj. Location 0.0043 PI2

561.1983 Neg2 0.0071 Neg2 51.8817 Adv1Before 0.0039 NPI2

520.7987 Sub. Conj. Location 0.0065 Sub. Conj. Location 51.7883 Neg2 0.0039 V1POS

505.666 V2Location 0.0061 V2Location 51.61 Adv1After 0.0039 V2Location

396.9675 PI2 0.0054 PI2 51.445 WordCount 0.0036 NPI2Phrase

323.1774 NPI2Phrase 0.0047 NPI2Phrase 51.0733 UniqueWordCount 0.0031 WordCount

280.903 NPI2 0.0039 NPI2 50.6217 PI2 0.0028 V1Location

115.5366 PPI2 0.0016 PPI2 50.5667 NPI2Phrase 0.0023 Sub. Conj. Location

87.5874 WordCount 0.0011 WordCount 50.5617 NPI2 0.0019 OvertV1 Subject

44.6368 UniqueWordCount 0.0005 UniqueWordCount 50.4767 OvertV1 Subject 0.0013 V1Number

42.656 OvertV1 Subject 0.0005 OvertV1 Subject 50.435 V2Number 0.0012 V1Person

36.5491 OvertV2 Subject 0.0005 OvertV2 Subject 50.2483 PPI2 0.0006 OvertV2 Subject

31.7562 MTense 0.0004 MTense 50.245 MTense 0.0006 PPI2

16.1486 NPI1 0.0002 NPI1 50.1983 OvertV2 Subject 0.0003 MTense

16.1486 NPI1Phrase 0.0002 NPI1Phrase 50.055 NPI1 0.0001 NPI1Phrase

6.0224 V2Number 0.0001 V2Number 50.055 NPI1Phrase 0.0001 NPI1

χ2 Info Gain OneR ReliefF

 

Table 44: Attribute ranking of 1500x4 balanced sample 
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χ2
 

25061.258260 Embedded Verb  (Verb2) 

2003.0038500 Main Verb Adverbial  (Adv1) 

1637.0018800 Embedded Verb Adv. (Adv2) 

417.78891000 Main Clause Negation  (Neg1) 

212.16774000 Main Clause Negation (0/1) 

48.66207000 Main Clause Verb  (Verb1) 

29.08875000 Embedded PPI   (PI2) 

23.15369000 Embedded Negation  (neg2) 

6.95577000 Embedded NPI   (PI2) 

0.03659000 Main Clause NPI   (PI1) 

 

 

Information Gain 

0.16448039 Embedded Verb  (Verb2) 

0.01122063 Main Verb Adverbial  (Adv1) 

0.00907166 Embedded Verb Adv. (Adv2) 

0.00229995 Main Clause Negation  (Neg1) 

0.00116341 Main Clause Negation (0/1) 

0.00026693 Main Clause Verb  (Verb1) 

0.00015948 Embedded PPI   (PI2) 

0.00012695 Embedded Negation  (Neg2) 

0.00003813 Embedded NPI   (PI2) 

0.00000020 Main Clause NPI  (PI1) 

 

 

OneR 

72.5221500 Main Verb Adverbial  (Adv1) 

66.2274100 Embedded Verb  (Verb2) 

53.3103800 Embedded Verb Adverbial (Adv2) 

52.2510000 Embedded PPI  (PI2) 

52.0017300 Main Clause Negation (0/1) 

51.7866600 Main Clause Negation  (Neg1) 

50.5122100 Embedded NPI (PI2) 

50.4620600 Embedded Negation  (Neg2) 

50.1816300 Main Clause Verb  (Verb1) 

50.0858800 Main Clause NPI (PI1) 
 

ReliefF 

0.12265300 Main Verb Adverbial  (Adv1) 

0.10887300 Embedded Verb  (Verb2) 

0.02745200 Embedded Verb Adv.  (Adv2) 

0.01114600 Main Clause Negation  (Neg1) 

0.00808700 Embedded PPI   (PI2) 

0.00320800 Embedded NPI   (PI2) 

0.00248300 Embedded Negation  (Neg2) 

0.00032400 Main Clause NPI  (PI1) 

-0.0002310 Main Clause Verb  (Verb1) 

-0.0012930 Main Clause Negation (0/1) 
 

Table 45: Attribute selection of syntactic features 

Table 45 shows some of the attribute rankings of the second, balanced sample that removes bias 

from the matrix verb and negation.  It shows that these algorithms
39

 all agreed that the Embedded Verb and 

the Main Clause Adverbial were the two most important attributes in differentiating mood choice in these 

Spanish corpora after normalizing for Negation and Embedding Verb.  Although, this dissertation assumes 

that the main clause adverbial is a good indicator of gradability and, thus, mood choice; it was surprising that 

the algorithms ranked the embedded verb just as high.  While the next section looks at the most important 

                                                      

39
 Not all of the feature selection algorithms could be run on this dataset.  SVM could not be run because the version 

linked to WEKA does not process categorical variables, and the two Wrapper methods required more memory and time 

than was feasible on the researcher's computer.  Neither of these were issues for the remaining datasets. 
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main clause adverbials, Section 5.6 will look at which of these embedded verbs ranked highest in the feature 

selection techniques.    

5.4. Adverbial modification of the main verbs 

Table 46 lists the adverbs that, when modifying the embedding verb, favor the distinction between 

the indicative and subjunctive most, according to at least two of the feature selection algorithms used.  

Importantly, many of the adverbs seem to be synonymous or nearly synonymous.  The majority of the 

algorithms selected the adverbs después and luego as being a significant distinguisher between the two 

possible mood morphemes. Although not completely synonymous, in most contexts they both mean 'after', 

'afterwards', 'later'.  In nearly all of the cases, the indicative followed, many of the instances being in either 

the future or the simple past tense. 

Adverb English Count  SVM χ2 
Relief 

F 
Info OneR 

Wr. 

Log. 

Wr. 

knn 

ahorita right now 5      
  

después after(wards) 5      
  

luego after(wards) 5      
  

siempre always 4 
 

 
 

   
 

casi almost 4   
 

  
  

de repente suddenly 4   
 

  
  

claro clear 4     
   

pronto soon 4     
   

tan so 4     
   

actualmente now 4 
 

    
  

ahí there 4 
 

    
  

a ciencia cierta for sure 3  
    

  

exactamente exactly 3 
 

 
 

 
  

 

así so 3 
  

 
 

 
 

 

allá there 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

siquiera even 3  
   

  
 

nunca never 3  
 

 
  

 
 

acaso perhaps 3 
  

 
 

  
 

completamente completely 3   
 

 
   

ahora now 3 
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Adverb English Count  SVM χ2 
Relief 

F 
Info OneR 

Wr. 

Log. 

Wr. 

knn 

claramente clearly 3 
 

 
 

  
  

por supuesto course 3 
 

   
   

tampoco neither 2  
    

 
 

solamente only 2 
    

  
 

apenas just 2 
 

 
 

 
   

aún cuando even though 2 
 

 
 

 
   

cerca close 2 
 

 
 

 
   

enseguida immediately 2 
 

 
 

 
   

quizás perhaps 2 
 

 
 

 
   

totalmente completely 2 
 

 
 

 
   

tanto so 2  
   

 
  

aparentemente apparently 2  
 

 
    

enfrente opposite 2  
 

 
    

inclusive inclusive 2  
 

 
    

allí there 2 
  

 
 

 
  

encima above 2 
  

 
 

 
  

más more 2 
  

 
 

 
  

mucho much 2 
  

 
 

 
  

simplemente simply 2 
  

 
 

 
  

Table 46: Adverbials of main clause verbs, ranked by ensemble voting 

 

With the exception of 3 adverbs (así, aún cuando, and inclusive), these features can be roughly 

grouped into 5 or 6 semantic classes: temporal/aspectual, locational, scalar, mental judgment/propositional 

attitude, implied negation and .focus operators.  Many of these words are near synonyms; the highest ranked 

are nearly all temporal.  Three of the words mean now (depending on dialect, one of these words, ahorita, 

means 'right away', in which case enseguida is another synonym), two words mean later/after; 3 of the 

locational adverbs mean there; and in the mental judgment category 5 of the words more or less mean 

obviously and the other two words mean maybe. 

TEMPORAL LOCATIONAL SCALAR JUDGMENT NEGATION FOCUS 

ahorita ahí casi claro siquiera solamente 

ahora allá apenas a ciencia cierta nunca simplemente 
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actualmente allí tan aparentemente tampoco 
 

siempre cerca tanto claramente 
  

pronto encima mucho por supuesto 
  

de repente enfrente más quizás 
  

enseguida 
 

totalmente acaso 
  

después 
 

completamente 
   

luego 
 

exactamente 
   

Table 47: Main clause adverbial classes significant to mood 

 

Although these algorithms only signal important features to mood choice and not specific mood 

correlations or interpretations, there is significant linguistic research that corresponds to these classes and 

either mood choice and/or (ir)realis interpretations and NPI licensing.  The only category that has not been 

previously addressed, to the best of my knowledge, is the correlation between locational adverbials and 

mood.
40

 

The epistemic judgment category seems to correspond with the (ir)realis interpretations in which all 

selected features signal either maybe or definitely.  Of the negation terms, tampoco ('neither') and siquiera 

('[not] even') are NPIs that both imply some previous form of negation in Spanish (either explicit or 

contextual).  Nunca ('never') may be used either as negation or as an NPI when it is embedded under a 

negative clause (see Herburger 2001).  Not all of Spanish's negation words that double as NPIs were selected 

in the main clause.  This is due to the fact that the other features in this list were deemed more important by 

the feature selection algorithms.
41

  There is research that illustrates significant correlations between polarity 

items and Spanish mood such as (Bosque 1980; Rivero 1971; and Villalta 2007), and there is other work that 

attempts to equate mood and NPIs can be found in a number of works such as (Giannakidou 1997, 1998, 

                                                      

40
 I find it curious that all of the adverbs imply ¬here such as cerca 'near',  ahí, allí and allá, which all mean there.  

From a speaker's point of view in discourse, here is can be interpreted as a shift in discourse, which was a fundamental 

part of  Quer's (1998) model shift theory that he proposed for the semantics of the Spanish and Catalan subjunctive. 
41

 The section on feature selection of Polarity Items ( 5.7) will show that these negation words are among the most 

significant of Polarity Items that occur anywhere in these epistemic phrases. 
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2001; and Chierchia 2004).  The temporal element to the mood choice in Spanish also seems viable, 

considering the many branch of semantic work including from linking the past tense morpheme to present 

tense counterfactuality (Iatridou 2000); to temporal correlations with NPIs (Giannakidou 2007, 2009; 

Condoravdi 2010) and more specifically with after and before (Beaver and Condoravdi 2011); and also the 

consideration of time as degrees of epistemic commitment (Jaszczolt 2009).   

Intuitively, words like ahorita and ahora  ('now') may be plausible differentiators as the 

utterance (113) would be very natural in a scenario, in which the speaker has suddenly changed his or her 

mind and is convinced that Juan is not tall.  The only other natural scenario is that the speaker up to this 

point has always believed that Juan is tall, but may change his or her mind if the interlocutors present more 

evidence.  Siempre is interesting because it can have quantifier-float interpretations that correspond to the 

Neg-Raising interpretations.  On one hand (114) can mean that one's belief state regarding the embedded 

proposition fluctuates (not always) or always can be interpreted in the embedded clause with and without 

negation in the embedded clause. 

(113) (Right) now I don't believe that Juan is tall. 

 

(114) I don't always believe that Juan eats his vegetables.    

 

I don't believe that Juan always eats his vegetables.  

 

 I believe that Juan doesn't always eat his vegetables. 

 

5.5. Adverbial Modification in the Subordinated Clause 

The adverbials selected in the main clause differ in important ways from those found to be 

significant with respect to mood in the embedded clause. Many of the adverbials in the embedded that were 

selected by the same process as the previous section were the same, adding more words to the six classes in 
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Table 47.   The most significant difference was that a number of manner adverbs (i.e. dangerously) were also 

found to be significant to multiple feature selection algorithms.  

Adverb English Count  SVM χ2 
Relief 

F 
Info OneR 

Wr. 

Log. 

Wr. 

knn 

nunca never 7        

alrededor around 5      
  

intensamente intensely 4   
 

 
  

 

detrás back 4     
   

duramente harshly 4     
   

clandestinamente underground 3   
 

 
   

dentro inside 3   
 

 
   

igualito just like 3   
 

 
   

increíblemente incredibly 3 
 

   
   

parcialmente partially 3 
 

   
   

ultimamente lately 3 
 

   
   

recién just 3  
 

 
   

 

después after 3  
 

 
 

 
  

encima above 3  
 

 
 

 
  

entonces then 3  
 

 
 

 
  

siempre always 3  
 

 
 

 
  

muy very 2 
    

  
 

altamente highly 2 
 

 
 

 
   

estrechamente tightly 2 
 

 
 

 
   

históricamente historically 2 
 

 
 

 
   

luego then 2 
 

 
 

 
   

peligrosamente dangerously 2 
 

 
 

 
   

practicamente practically 2 
 

 
 

 
   

puramente purely 2 
 

 
 

 
   

urgentemente urgently 2 
 

 
 

 
   

de repente suddenly 2  
     

 

adentro in 2 
    

 
 

 

allí there 2 
    

 
 

 

más more 2 
    

 
 

 

acaso perhaps 2  
 

 
    

cuanto as 2  
 

 
    

solamente only 2  
   

 
  

tajantemente sharply 2  
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Adverb English Count  SVM χ2 
Relief 

F 
Info OneR 

Wr. 

Log. 

Wr. 

knn 

arriba up 2 
  

 
 

 
  

así so 2 
  

 
 

 
  

bien well 2 
  

 
 

 
  

tampoco neither 2 
  

 
 

 
  

Table 48: Ensemble rankings of adverbials in the embedded clause 

5.6. Embedded Verbs 

The most important embedded verbs that were selected in the feature selection experiment appeared 

to be more frequent in general, and largely formed the group of verbs found to be very improbable with the 

subjunctive, visualized in Figure 17 of the previous chapter.  Upon closer inspection of the data, lemmatizing 

errors led to the unusually high ranking of  sentar 'to sit' and sentir 'to feel' because the conjugated form of 

sentar in the present tense, indicative is the same as the present tense, subjunctive of sentir (except for the 

first person plural), which had the effect of tagging all subjunctive sentir forms as indicative except for the 

unambiguous plural form.  The same effect may be true to a lesser extent for crear and creer.   Excluding 

sentir and sentar, based on the output in Table 49 one might be able to reason about mood choice and the 

event structure or telicity of the embedded verbs because many of these verbs very strongly indicated a 

completed action, which should also correlate with some of the temporal feature observations from 

section 5.4.  

Adverb English Count  SVM χ2 
Relief 

F 
Info OneR 

Wr. 

Log. 

Wr. 

knn 

sentar to sit 7        

sentir to feel 7        

escribir to write 6   
 

    

pasar to pass / happen 6     
 

  

ir to go 5 
 

 
 

    

venir to come 5 
 

     
 

decir to say 5     
 

 
 

pensar to think 4 
 

 
 

 
 

  

ser to be 4 
 

 
 

   
 

hacer to do 4 
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Adverb English Count  SVM χ2 
Relief 

F 
Info OneR 

Wr. 

Log. 

Wr. 

knn 

sufrir to suffer 4 
 

   
 

 
 

mentir to lie 3  
 

  
   

suponer to suppose 3    
    

andar to walk 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

creer to believe 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

dar to give 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

deber to duty 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

estar to be 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

importar to matter 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

morir to die 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

perder to lose 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

tener to have 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

ver to see 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

vivir to live 3 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

querer to want 2 
     

  

soltar to release 2 
  

 
 

 
  

timar to cheat 2 
  

 
 

 
  

casar to marry 2  
 

 
    

fingir to pretend 2  
 

 
    

prometer to promise 2  
 

 
    

abrir to open 2 
 

 
 

 
   

cantar to sing 2 
 

 
   

 
 

crear to create 2 
 

 
 

 
   

depender to depend 2 
 

 
 

 
   

meter to put 2 
 

 
 

 
   

nacer to be born 2 
 

 
 

 
   

Table 49: Feature selected embedded verbs 

5.7. Polarity Items and Restrictors / Approximators 

Given the proximity of much NPI literature and Mood, it is unsurprising that most of these words 

were found to be important in Spanish mood choice.  Table 50 does, however, show a simplistic ranking of 

these features with respect to Spanish mood choice in the textual corpora. 
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 PI English 
Count 
 

SVM χ2 
Relief 

F 
Info OneR 

Wr. 

Log. 

Wr. 

knn 

+ aproximadamente approximately 7        

- nada nothing 7        

- nadie no one 7        

- ni siquiera not even 7        

- ninguno none 7        

- nunca never 7        

- sino but (rather) 7        

- en ningún [N] in no [N] 6 
 

      

? mayor [N] more / major [N] 6      
 

 

- en la vida in my life 5   
 

   
 

- mucho menos much less / let alone 5   
 

   
 

- cosa (equal, etc.) nothing of the kind 5      
  

- menor [N] least bit of [N] 5      
  

? sólo only 5      
  

? todavía still 5      
  

? meramente merely 4  
 

  
 

 
 

- en absoluto (not) at all 3 
 

 
 

  
  

? casi almost 3  
 

  
   

? más more 3  
 

  
   

? parcialmente partially 3  
 

  
   

? poco de little 3  
 

  
   

+ también also 3  
 

  
   

? virtualmente virtually 3  
 

  
   

? solamente only 2  
     

 

+ alguien someone 2 
   

 
  

 

+ bastante quite / a lot 2 
  

  
   

? ligeramente slightly 2 
  

  
   

? posiblemente likely 2 
  

  
   

? razonablemente reasonably 2 
  

  
   

- ni donde nor where 2  
  

 
   

Table 50: Polarity item feature selection results 
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5.8. Conclusions 

This chapter explored the most important linguistic features involved in Spanish mood choice in text 

from a supervised, machine learning perspective.  It resulted in a feature vector or primary components, as 

well as primary values with respect to mood choice.  The following chapter will build on these findings to 

inform a new dataset that is denser with respect to the features selected in this chapter.  In addition, this new 

dataset will probabilistically encode implied meanings, so that a probabilistic, graphical model can illustrate 

the scalar interactions in Spanish mood choice. 

 

Figure 21: Primary feature vector 

In its own right, a number of interesting findings were made through the feature selection techniques 

in this chapter.   

1. The feature selection techniques on the syntactic elements found the embedded lemmatized 

verb form to be significant along with the main clause adverbial, when we temporarily 

ignore the importance of the main clause verb and negation.  This may be a pretty strong 

argument for aspect's role in mood choice. 

a. The most important main clause adverbials form one of five or six classes: temporal, 

locational, propositional attitude, scalar, polarity items and focus operators. 

b. The most important embedded verbs appeared to be the most frequent verbs and 

possibly the verbs that imply a completed action or goal. 

2. In addition to the significance of the doubly negated words in the embedded clause (which 

many argue to be NPIs, or at least ambiguous) approximately was favored by all of the 

feature selection algorithms. 

  

Neg1 V1 Adv1 PI que Neg2 V2 Adv2 PI2
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6. Inference Corpus Data 

Up to this chapter we created significant textual corpora that are relevant to Spanish mood choice, 

and derived a large number of possible features that could be relevant to Spanish mood choice.  Then we 

used machine learning algorithms to highlight the key fields (mostly syntactic positions) as well as the key 

values of the fields (mostly words) with respect to Spanish mood choice.  These steps were needed to create 

data from which the probabilistic linguistic models could learn.  Now the data is discrete and small enough 

that probabilistic learning methods can be accomplished with normal computing resources.  This chapter will 

take what was learned in the previous chapters to create a new dataset that also encodes some 

semantic/pragmatic ground truth in the form of background context.   

The goal of this chapter is to create and describe a compact dataset that encodes the most relevant 

mood choice features and important background contextual information that allows us to reason about 

possible implied meanings.  Implied background context is encoded here in the form of contrary vs. 

contradiction logic dynamics (see: Speranza & Horn 2010) by creating four relevant background contexts: 1) 

At Value, meaning nothing is implied; 2)Antonym or Contradiction, meaning the exact opposite of what is 

said is relevant; 3) Less Than, meaning not quite At Value nor Antonym; and 4) Greater Than, meaning not 

any of the other contexts due to extreme properties.  Knowing these contexts will allow us to train some of 

the hidden variables with explicit evidence instead of needing to seed them with assumed probabilities.
42

 

This chapter describes the collection and basic characteristics of the inference corpus dataset that 

will be used to train the probabilities of the models sketched in Chapter 3.  The process of associating 

contexts with the grammaticality judgments requires us to first build a dataset of relative contexts through 

                                                      

42
 Consider the Irrealis model.  Without this context information, probabilistic learning algorithms need to make an 

initial assumption such as, there is doubt 70% of the time when the Subjunctive morpheme is found.  Consequent 

learning iterations can then estimate new prior probabilities.  With this contextual information, though, we can say that 

whenever the background context was Antonym, for example, doubt was true, and make not ad hoc initialization 

assumptions. 
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the use of large amounts of manual annotation.    The building of the semantic/pragmatic contexts is 

described in Section 6.1.  The association and grammaticality judgments with the context are described 

in 6.2. 

6.1. Survey Set I: background inference distributions 

Four relative distributions for a series of propositions were requested from Mechanical Turk  (MT) 

workers.   Each primary proposition consisted of a noun and an adjective that could be measured by some 

evidence or measure.   Then three alternative distributions were also solicited: 1) the measures for the 

antonym of the adjective, 2) the measure for less than (i.e. almost or barely
43

 ADJ), and 3) the measure for 

greater than (i.e. very ADJ).  In the case of measure adjectives like tall, a range of conventional measures 

were collected.  Other noun-adjective combinations used more abstract measures or evidence, such as the 

number of months a tree has been without leaves before someone considers it dead.  Table 51 lists all of the 

embedded predicates that were solicited from the Mechanical Turkers. 

Noun Adj English Measure / Evidence 

alumna buena good student (f) average grade on tests 

alumno bueno good student (m) average grade on tests 

apartamento grande large apartment number of bedrooms 

árbol muerto dead tree number of months since leaves were seen 

bebé grande big baby kilos 

calles mojadas wet streets hours since the last rain 

carro viejo old car years 

casa grande big house number of bedrooms 

mujer gorda fat woman kilos 

colegio grande large school number of students 

edificio alto tall building number of floors 

hombre alto tall man meters 

                                                      

43
 Apenas ('barely') was used only in the case of pregnant.  Although contexts can be constructed to make almost 

pregnant not sound terrible due to the adjective's closed end points — the movie Labor Pains is translated into Spanish 

as Casi embarazada—, barely pregnant worked much more easily with this survey.  All other  noun-adjective 

combinations, including dead, were paired with casi ('almost') 
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Noun Adj English Measure / Evidence 

hombre comilón gluttonous man number of meals a day 

hombre gordo fat man kilos 

hombre rico rich man number of cars 

hombre viejo old man years 

inventor creativo creative inventor number of inventions a year 

lago caliente hot lake degrees 

muchacho borracho drunk guy number of beers drank 

mujer alta tall woman meters 

mujer embarazada pregnant woman months 

niña alta tall girl meters 

niño alto tall boy meters 

perro grande big dog kilos 

político popular popular politician percent of the vote 

universidad grande large university number of students 

Table 51: Primary propositions and associated measures 

Each survey also collected very basic demographic information: Age, Gender and Dialect of 

Spanish.  Any participant who entered an invalid Spanish dialect was blocked from all future participation 

and all of their survey data was eliminated.  Mechanical Turkers were then given a set of 10 context 

sentences (propositions) in Spanish to which they needed to assign a measure range.     Participants were 

given a list of lower bound and another list of upper bound measures in order to choose a range of what they 

felt were reasonable ranges given the context sentence.  Standard measures were in both Metric and English 

systems; abstract measures were phrased in Spanish.  The measures for each drop down box were 

randomized.  Any participant that chose an initial value greater than the following value was also blocked 

from future participation.    Figure 22 gives an example of the Spanish survey questions.  For example, 

number 1 says: I believe the house is big.  It has between x and y bedrooms. 
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Figure 22: Survey example 

After eliminated invalid responses, there was an average of 316 valid responses for each noun-

adjective combinations.   For each measure collected, two points were added to the relevant distribution for 

that noun-adjective pair: 1) the average measure between the upper and lower bounds, and 2) one uniformly 

random point between the upper and lower bounds.  The motivation for these two points is that the first point 

represents the participant's standard  of comparison (cf. Kennedy 2007) for the context and the second point 

represents any sort of random noise that could affect the participant's standard.  In virtually all cases, this 

created relatively smooth distributions.  Figure 23 shows density plots of four different primary propositions 

and their three alternative distributions; Appendix 6.5.1 list the remaining density plots.  Table 52 lists the 

medians
44

 of each of the distributions along with the median absolute deviation.   

                                                      

44
 For the final inference corpus, I use medians, as opposed to average, as the "true" summary point for each distribution 

because medians are more resilient to the kind of noise that was generated by the Mechanical Turk surveys. 
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6.1.1. Measures and distributions 

An in-depth study of adjectives and their perceived measures are out of scope for this dissertation.  

Nevertheless, the results of the first MT survey sets may offer some interesting insight for researchers who 

might want to focus on this aspect.  The most obvious difference between the various distributions is how the 

different predicate-alternative distributions overlap.  Figure 23 shows the density (often used for probability 

estimates) of a gradable predicate (tall, masculine and female) compared to a non-gradable predicate 

(pregnant), and a predicate that may or may not be gradable, depending on context (drunk).   Drunk patterns 

much more like pregnant than the two types of tall.    Table 52 contains the median values and the deviation 

from that median of each predicate-alternative distribution that was used to develop the final inference 

corpus. 
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Figure 23: Density plots (from top left to bottom right) for tall man, tall woman, drunk guy and pregnant woman.  "¬" 

corresponds to "contradiction; "<" to less than; ">" to greater than; and "=" is the adjective itself.  

 

Noun Adj Total ¬ MAD < MAD = MAD > MAD 

alumna buena 338 0.37 0.93 0.84 0.28 0.88 0.19 0.94 0.13 

alumno bueno 350 0.34 0.99 0.8 0.33 0.9 0.19 0.92 0.18 

apartamento grande 334 1.77 1.13 3.72 4.03 5.07 6.03 5.9 7.26 

bebé grande 348 2.34 1.98 3.72 4.03 4.51 5.21 4.74 5.54 

calles mojadas 248 1.01 0.84 2.29 1.91 2.99 2.95 4.6 5.34 

carro viejo 314 0.79 0.64 9.06 11.96 15.11 20.93 17.36 24.25 

casa grande 348 1.79 1.16 4.52 5.22 6.22 7.75 8.04 10.44 

mujer gorda 338 47.52 68.97 74.94 109.63 85.48 125.25 102.09 149.88 

colegio grande 336 349.5 516.7 2081.8 3085 4000.02 5928.95 4999.99 7411.5 

edificio alto 276 3.04 3.02 10.37 13.89 23.31 33.08 40.08 57.93 

hombre alto 348 1.58 0.86 1.81 1.19 1.91 1.35 1.98 1.45 

hombre comilón 274 2.17 1.74 4.62 5.36 5.05 6 5.29 6.36 

hombre gordo 350 62.56 91.27 92.95 136.33 112.47 165.27 130.01 191.28 

hombre rico 210 1.44 0.66 3.96 4.38 5.85 7.19 7.13 9.09 

hombre viejo 276 25.01 35.6 64.91 94.76 80.06 117.21 85.09 124.66 

inventor creativo 250 2.6 2.37 6.42 8.04 9.61 12.77 11.97 16.26 

lago caliente 320 12.46 16.98 24.48 34.82 30.24 43.36 30.8 44.18 

muchacho borracho 248 1.84 1.24 6.47 8.12 7.99 10.36 9.35 12.37 
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Noun Adj Total ¬ MAD < MAD = MAD > MAD 

mujer alta 334 1.49 0.73 1.71 1.05 1.76 1.13 1.87 1.29 

mujer embarazada 348 0 1.48 2.71 2.54 6 7.41 7.86 10.17 

niña alta 346 1.31 0.5 1.65 0.96 1.69 1.02 1.73 1.09 

niño alto 338 1.36 0.54 1.69 1.03 1.7 1.05 1.8 1.19 

perro grande 340 3.79 4.14 16.7 23.28 32.07 46.06 37.51 54.13 

político popular 352 0.18 1.21 0.55 0.67 0.66 0.5 0.81 0.33 

universidad grande 340 1411 2090.3 6000.0 8894.1 14041.7 20816.7 17499.9 25943.9 

Table 52: Survey measures.  "¬" corresponds to contradiction or antonym; "<" to less than; ">" to greater than; and "=" is 

the adjective itself.  "MAD" refers to the median absolute deviation from the median measure to the left. 

 

6.2. Survey Set II: methodology 

A dataset that correlated the median values of each of these distributions was tested in conjunction 

with a large number of feature combinations and grammaticality judgments with respect to mood.  The 

format of grammatical elicitation was simple.  The Mechanical Turk participants were told that someone 

made a claim like "John drank about 8 beers".  Then the participants were given a list of roughly 20 to 50 

different reactions like "I don't believe that he is drunk.", "I don't believe that he is almost drunk", "I don't 

believe that he is drunk at all.", and were requested to select the sentences that seemed most appropriate 

given the context.  Another survey would have the same exact sentences, but use a different relative 

distribution median (i.e. 1 beer).   Each survey included 4-6 of these context and sentence sets groupings. 

The feature combinations —sentences— were constructed by randomly combining the significant 

features selected from the preceding chapter and putting those words in the appropriate syntactic slots.  A 

manual proofing of the artificial sentences was then performed.  Additionally, when participants pointed out 

ungrammaticalities and typos in the comments/problems section at the bottom of the survey, the survey was 

reviewed again (often by a native speaker).  If there was a problem in a given sentence that was not part of 

the experiment design, the results were discarded and a variant was often given to new participants.   For 

each set of survey sentences, one sentence with a fake Spanish adverb was also included.  Any participant 
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who selected a sentence with the decoy word was eliminated from the study and barred from further 

participation.  Examples of ficticious adverbs include latemente, factantemente and pocomente.  All 

participants had the option of claiming none of the sentences were valid in a given context without any form 

of penalty. 

As with Survey Set I, in each survey participants were asked to give basic demographic information: 

age, gender and dialect of Spanish.  Anyone who listed something other than a valid Spanish speaking region 

of dialect was also eliminated from the results and blocked from further participation. 

The 56 surveys were slowly made available in pairs over the duration of about 6 months, so that 

participants would not be exposed to too many at once.  Each survey solicited 15-30 validated participants 

(participants that were blocked according to the controls mentioned were not counted in the total solicited). 

 

6.3. Data summary 

Because the data was collected from surveys, a number of biases could interfere with the results 

through overfitting.  The goal of this section is to cover the diversity of the data.     

The Mechanical Turkers were exposed to 3,544 different feature combinations, tied to one of the 4 

relative contexts, of which 2,141 feature combinations were deemed "appropriate" by  at least one 

Mechanical Turker, yielding 9,385 initial sentence-context pairs.  However, to help control for quality an 

arbitrary threshold of 5 was chosen, so that a sentence would only be deemed valid for the purposes of this 

research if at least 5 people agreed on the grammaticality of that combination of words and contexts— this 

yielded 647 unique feature combinations, or 6,282 total sentences with an average agreement count of 13.5.  

The statistics reported in this section all come from this more conservative subset. 
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6.3.1. Embedded predicates 

Figure 24 lists the feature combinations and total sentences per adjective and Figure 25 lists the same 

sentence counts per Adjective and Noun.   Most of the adjectives were represented by at least 200 sentences 

and more than 30 feature combinations.  Tall man and fat man were the most diverse and frequent adjectives 

collected from the surveys; tall boy and old car were the least diverse. 

Combinations Total Sentences Spanish English 

72 753 alto tall (m) 

64 662 gordo fat (m) 

53 630 embarazada pregnant 

41 437 viejo old 

30 425 popular popular 

42 366 muerto dead 

26 341 grande big 

34 326 comilón gluttonous 

27 320 borracho drunk 

23 310 buena good (f) 

35 307 rico rich 

30 223 gorda fat (f) 

18 162 bueno good (m) 

12 122 alta tall (f) 

Figure 24: Counts of embedded adjectives and feature combinations 

 

Spanish English Total 

alumna buena good student (f) 333 

alumno bueno good student (m) 203 

apartamento grande large apartment 104 

árbol muerto dead tree 423 

bebé grande big baby 110 

carro/coche viejo old car 91 

casa grande big house 127 

hombre alto tall man  797 

hombre comilón gluttonous man 363 

hombre gordo fat man 662 

hombre rico rich man 431 
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Spanish English Total 

hombre viejo old man 363 

muchacho borracho drunk guy 539 

mujer alta tall woman 282 

mujer embarazada pregnant woman 644 

mujer gorda fat woman 246 

niño alto tall boy 34 

político popular popular politician 530 

Figure 25: Counts of embedded predicates 

 

Figure 26 shows that the class skew is less in the inference dataset compared to the textual corpora; 

however, it favors the subjunctive instead of the indicative in the two textual corpora because this dataset 

was explicitly targeting sentences with the subjunctive, which are far less frequent than the indicative forms 

in more typical usage.   Because subjunctive sentences are more likely in this dataset than the other datasets, 

the co-occurrence of the mood morpheme and the other features does differ from the other datasets by 

favoring subjunctive sentences around 60% of the time instead of 20%.  This, however, should not be a 

problem for a Bayesian network because it models the joint probability of all features' co-occurrence 

together per linguistic context. 

 

Figure 26: Comparison of mood ratios across three datasets 
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The median age of participants was 29; the average was about 31.  Figure 27 shows that the most the 

largest contributors of judgments claimed to be 26 and 29 years old, but there were also a number of 50+ 

participants, too. 

 

Figure 27: Mood choice across age of participants 

Most of the results came from male participants (4,366) compared to the 1,892 results from females.  

Both men and women chose the subjunctive at about the same rate.  Men chose the subjunctive 60.3% of the 

time and women chose the subjunctive 59.1% of the time. 

Participants entered 132 distinct answers for dialect.  The Latin American dialects were manually 

normalized to regions that approximately correspond the dialectal area chapters found in Cotton and Sharp 

(1988).  However, all Spanish dialects were normalized to Spain.
45

  Most of the answers in the Unknown 

group were participants who claimed to be "South American", "Hispanic" or "Latino".  Speakers explicitly 

                                                      

45
 The primary reason for not breaking out the Spanish dialect was that the answers from Spain varied greatly in detail.  

For example, although a reasonable percentage indicated Spanish from Catalunya,  an equally large group indicated 

something much more vague like "Spanish from Spain".  
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claiming to be heritage speakers were excluded from the study.  As far as the relative usage of Subjunctive 

versus Indicative goes, the answers from Spain were most likely to be in Subjunctive and the Andean was 

most likely to be Indicative. 

 

Figure 28: Mood choice across participant gender 

 

 

Figure 29: Relative subjunctive usage across dialectal regions 
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6.3.2. Main Verb 

Figure 30 shows a plot of subjunctive to indicative ratios of the combined textual corpora compared 

to the inference dataset for the main verbs.  The farther away from the diagonal line a verb lies, the less alike 

these verbs are in the two datasets with respect to mood.  The triangles show this relation of the doubt subset 

of verbs.  Even though a few of the verbs do fall very close to the diagonal, many are also more likely to co-

occur with the subjunctive in the inference dataset.  Because they seem to cluster around the 60% region 

suggests that this could be due to the fact that the inference dataset consists of about 60% subjunctive 

instances. 

 

 

Figure 30: Embedding verb ratios of subjunctive to indicative per dataset 
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An attempt was made to collect as many different combinations of features possible per main verb; 

however, due to time and financial constraints diversification of features for to believe, to think, to doubt, 

and to seem were the primary focus of the data collection. 

Unique Combinations Total Sentences Spanish English 

89 1,445 creer believe 

100 971 pensar think 

96 909 parecer seem 

76 781 dudar doubt 

53 407 imaginar imagine 

47 382 sentir feel 

15 147 negar deny 

10 92 desmentir deny 

7 81 cuestionar question 

4 67 contradecir contradict 

4 49 suponer suppose 

5 48 sospechar suspect 

1 5 estar de acuerdo agree 

Table 53: Main verbs per unique sentence feature combinations 

6.3.3. Adverbs 

Many of the adverbs from the embedding clauses also tend to cluster around this 60% region.  A few 

of the adverbs seem to favor the subjunctive use in the textual corpora compared to the inference data.  I do 

not know what to make of this. 
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Figure 31: Adverbs in the embedding clauses 

All adverbs in the embedded clause, on the other hand,  favor the subjunctive in the inference dataset 

due to its general bias towards the subjunctive. 
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Figure 32: Adverbs in the embedded phrases 
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Figure 33: Polarity items in the embedded clause 

6.3.4. Embedded Implied contexts 

The associations of the background distributions with mood choice are perhaps the most 

semantically significant.  As shown in Figure 34, about 77.2% of the Antonym distributions were 

subjunctive and 71.1% of the Almost distributions.  The sentences associated with the implied At Value 

distributions were roughly reciprocal at 74% likely to be associated with the Indicative.  Interestingly, the 
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Figure 34: Mood choice across implied contexts 

The initial speculation is that this is related to the observation made about sentences (9) and (12), 

repeated below as (115) and (116), that the subjunctive did seem more salient with an in-fact continuation 

(metalinguistic negation) that clarified a greater than measure.  This possibility will be revisited in Chapter 8 

when the semantics are evaluated against the results of the probabilistic models. 

(115) Pedro no cree que Juan sea alto, de hecho cree que es muy alto.  (subjunctive) 

Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.SUBJUNCTIVE tall, in fact he thinks he's very tall 

(116) ?Pedro no cree que Juan sea alto, de hecho cree que bajo.   (subjunctive) 

?Pedro doesn't believe that Juan is.SUBJUNCTIVE tall, in fact he thinks he's short 
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6.4. Conclusions 

This chapter gave an introduction to a newly created dataset that was solicited piecemeal.  Despite 

the fact that this dataset is semi-artificial compared to "real" corpus data; the encoded, relevant contexts 

should make this corpus significant to researchers because it encodes context with epistemic statements in a 

way that is computationally accessible.  Furthermore, the relative distributions of the adjectival measures 

should be interesting outside of the dissertation.  In the realm of gradable adjectives, it does seem that 

divergence measures such as KL-Divergence of the relative distributions collected could make an excellent 

measure of an adjective's gradability typology. 
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6.5. Appendix 

6.5.1. Survey Set I data: adjectival distributions 
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6.5.2. Survey Set II data 

 

 
Mechanical Turk Gigaword Twitter 

Indicative 2,542 191,477 300,455 

Subjunctive 3,946 44,456 61,228 

Table 54: Subjunctive-Indicative counts per dataset 

 

Inference Combined Spanish English Mechanical Turk Combined 

9 5,206 acordar agree 0.5455 0.148 

2,406 240,521 creer believe 0.647 0.2109 

1,424 16,411 dudar doubt 0.6851 0.7385 

277 7,713 negar deny 0.6416 0.7939 

1,689 81,163 pensar think 0.6115 0.0888 

818 12,371 sentir feel 0.4671 0.2407 

68 226 contradecir contradict 0.7 0.193 

725 8,506 imaginar imagine 0.6217 0.338 
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111 1,911 desmentir deny 0.6372 0.8244 

127 834 cuestionar question 0.5659 0.6316 

107 13,264 sospechar suspect 0.4587 0.0933 

153 22,147 suponer supose 0.3419 0.1162 

Table 55: Embedding verb 

 

Inference Combined Spanish English MTurk Combined 

1,990 43,339 creer not believe 0.7756 0.7723 

905 13,567 dudar [+] doubt 0.7883 0.7752 

1,407 3,972 pensar not think 0.7104 0.4122 

Table 56: Doubt subset 

 

Inference Combined Spanish English MTurk Combined 

113 31 probablemente probably 0.5913 0.0606 

180 154 claro of course 0.4286 0.1282 

18 196 exactamente exactly 0.65 0.0758 

188 2,001 mucho a lot 0.6158 0.7029 

138 49 quizás perhaps 0.6071 0.0392 

13 4 parcialmente partially 0.0667 0.3333 

5 133 solamente only 0.2857 0.1407 

49 71 totalmente totally 0.0196 0.0822 

38 346 simplemente simply 0.775 0.0517 

305 29 completamente completely 0.4951 0.1613 

119 37 aparentemente apparently 0.5289 0.0513 

104 199 acaso maybe 0.5283 0.0697 

189 350 casi almost 0.5497 0.0938 

91 8 posiblemente possibly 0.5699 0.4 

3 122 claramente clearly 0.6 0.0565 

167 132 apenas hardly 0.6864 0.0821 

Table 57: Embedding adverbs 

 

Inference Combined Spanish English MTurk Combined 

157 340 completamente completely 0.566 0.1988 

119 423 apenas barely 0.5868 0.1247 

155 24 increíblemente incredibly 0.6306 0.0385 
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Inference Combined Spanish English MTurk Combined 

301 45 ligeramente slightly 0.6073 0.1064 

198 22 meramente merely 0.615 0.1667 

147 2,180 sólo only 0.651 0.1627 

96 486 tampoco neither 0.6633 0.4057 

181 1,085 todavía still 0.694 0.1343 

275 1,053 bastante quite 0.6101 0.054 

378 920 casi almost 0.7737 0.1323 

70 231 claramente clearly 0.2222 0.1073 

741 13,776 muy very 0.5747 0.0899 

67 208 posiblemente likely 0.5217 0.1238 

210 5,454 tan so 0.6981 0.3098 

92 239 exactamente exactly 0.3723 0.1494 

173 36 parcialmente partially 0.6057 0.1053 

19 296 quizás perhaps 0.4762 0.2047 

269 655 solamente only 0.5498 0.1613 

250 597 totalmente totally 0.5754 0.1903 

Table 58: Embedded adverbs 

 

Inference Combined Spanish English MTurk Combined 

210 211 ni siquiera not even 0.6934 0.2535 

10 2,312 nada nothing 0.6667 0.3176 

181 227 todavía still 0.694 0.3231 

447 46 en absoluto not at all 0.6882 0.4792 

59 17 parcialmente partially 0.5902 0.0526 

97 480 solamente only 0.4747 0.1162 

125 931 bastante rather 0.6142 0.0343 

67 106 posiblemente possibly 0.5217 0.0926 

92 702 casi almost 0.5106 0.0994 

82 30 ligeramente slightly 0.6071 0.0938 

122 17 meramente merely 0.5403 0.0526 

54 8,770 sólo only 0.6786 0.159 

Table 59: Embedded polarity items 
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Antonym Less than 

At 

Value 
Greater than 

Indicative 459 402 912 744 

Subjunctive 1,552 991 321 901 

Table 60: Subjunctive-Indicative counts per implied contexts 
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7. Models Tests 

The goal of this chapter is to turn the model sketches of Chapter 3 into genuine classifiers, which can 

be learned from the Inference corpus described in the previous chapter, and then test each of the linguistic 

hypotheses that attempt to explain Spanish mood choice.  

7.1. Model Assumptions and Implementation Overview 

This is an overview of the various assumptions and implementation details of the model learning.   I 

first describe general assumptions that pertain to all of the models, and later discuss model-specific 

assumptions. 

7.1.1. Dataset 

The inference dataset consists of many sentences with indicative and subjunctive grammaticality 

judgments.  Additionally, each sentence is tied indirectly to an implied distribution of measures.  The 

"implied meaning"  is derived from a set of 4 distributions, referred to here as Antonym, Less Than, At 

Value and Greater Than, and are relative to gradable adjectives.  For example, with respect to tall, Antonym 

corresponds to the median height measure that respondents gave for short in Spanish; Less Than corresponds 

to the measures of almost tall; At Value corresponds to tall; and Greater Than corresponds to very tall.  

Then, in a separate survey set, Mechanical Turk (MT) respondents were given the context of a man who was 

5' 3".  This measure came from the median of the Antonym or short distribution.  The respondents then 

selected the appropriate sentences out of a large set of pseudo-randomly generated sentences.  A reasonable 

dataset (6,282 sentences in which at least 5 speakers judged the same thing) of these grammatically and 

contextually appropriate sentences allow the models to learn appropriate grammars given the gradable 

context. 
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7.1.2. Linguistic Assumptions 

This section reviews most of the major linguistic observations with respect to Spanish mood choice: 

1. Negated verbs of belief tend to select the subjunctive mood morpheme, which means that mood 

tends to take on a doubt-like characteristic with this set of verbs. 

2.  With this dataset, mood very strongly corresponds to main clause verb and main clause negation 

combinations. 

3. Mood choice may be sensitive to the presence of some polarity items. 

4. Mood choice may sensitive to adverbial modification in the matrix clause.  

5. Dialect may also be a factor. 

7.1.3. Modeling Assumptions 

This section covers the common assumptions and strategies employed by all of the probabilistic 

models presented in this dissertation.  

1. There are three different types of model variables or nodes: 

a. Visible — These variables
46

 correspond to values that are explicitly observed in a given 

record (sentence) such as Noun, Verb, Mood morpheme. 

b. Semi-visible — These variables have values that are derived or calculated —without 

probabilistic inference — from the explicit values of a record instance.  For example, in 

the case of the Irrealis Model we could explicitly map the observed value corresponding 

                                                      

46
 A few terms  have overlapping meanings as presented in this dissertation.  To be explicit: 

i. Attribute maintains the traditional data mining / machine learning definition, and is used at the "raw data" 

level. 

ii. Variable, here, refers to the range and distributions of an Attribute, and is used for the statistical 

generalization and predictions of an Attribute. 

iii. Node is a node in the probabilistic model that corresponds to a Variable, and is used when referring to the 

structure of the model. 
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to the 4 distributions in Section 7.1.1, to a binary, true/false value, and then observe this 

value for the Doubt attribute of this instance. 

c. Hidden — These nodes typically correspond to theoretical, linguistic features.  They 

correspond to values that cannot be directly observed or derived from the Visible nodes.  

Instead, their values must be inferred based off of the values of the other nodes and prior 

probabilities, as well as any Model specific assumptions that a theory makes.   

2. Inference of models follow this general procedure: 

a. All hidden variables were assigned uniform prior distributions. 

b. A fixed number of forward/backward, hierarchical training iterations were performed.  

i. Distributions for each hidden variable was inferred according to one of their 

visible child nodes (a process described at point 4). 

ii. A dataset with calculated Semi-visible and Hidden values was derived from the 

original, visible dataset.  Semi-visible values were calculate per hardcoded 

model assumptions.  Hidden values were sampled from the distributions 

calculated in the previous step that correspond to the real observed value of the 

child node.  These two sets of values were then appended to the original dataset. 

iii. The priors of all visible and semi-visible nodes were set to uniform; the hidden 

variables maintained the prior from the previous iteration. 

iv. Inference is performed on the new dataset for all variables.    

v. Newly inferred posteriors become the priors of subsequent iterations. 

c. The final inference, thus, contains hidden variables that have been iteratively inferred 

and optimized from the beginning; while the visible and semi visible variables maintain 

the same observed distributions that were made in all iterations.   
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d. A test dataset is then derived from an unseen set of data.  The semi-visible variables are 

calculated as they were during training.  The hidden variables are predicted from the 

maximum likelihood estimate of the final, inferred distributions.  The mood morpheme 

value was left unobserved. 

e. Inference was performed on the test set, and the predicted mood morpheme was 

compared to the true mood morpheme. 

3. This process is repeated with 10 folds, cross validation, with equal ratio of indicative to 

subjunctive sentences in each fold. 

4. Inference of the Hidden variables required a two-step process. 

a. Reverse inference based off of child nodes 

i. Before training, an initial probability assumption was made based off of the 

values of one of the child nodes.  For example, if mood is subjunctive, there is a 

90% chance that the hidden node (i.e. Doubt) is true. 

ii. An artificial dataset that only contained a value for each possible value of the 

child nodes was assumed.  For example, if the child node were Mood, this 

dataset would have two values: indicative and subjunctive.  All other values for 

all other variables in the model were unobserved. 

iii. Reverse inference is performed on this artificial dataset for the hidden variable.  

The first iteration will have probabilities that are nearly identical to the seed 

assumption.  However, while step 2.b.ii samples values from the seeded 

distribution, the values of the rest of the model come from explicitly observed 

values.  Training inference on this sample then replaces the original seed 

assumption, with a maximized estimate. 
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b. Inference based off of parent nodes happens at test, when all distributions have 

presumably converged to stable distributions. 

In experimenting with these routines and on the data described in the previous chapter a number of 

minor changes were made to the toy models described in Chapter 3 in order to maximize the model's 

accuracy at predicting mood choice.  The resulting linguistic models are described in the following sections. 

7.1.4. Null Hypothesis 

The Null Hypothesis model is simply learned as P( Mood | Verb, Negation)  P(Verb)  

P(Negation).  Random variation of mood by a small percentage of time is then manually applied. 

 

 

Figure 35: Null Hypothesis model 

Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

Null 

Mood is determined solely by negation 

and main clause verb combinations. 

 

However, the most likely morpheme, 

per verb and negation, is randomly 

switched for some unknown reason. 

The true morpheme is flipped 

randomly 10% of the time. 

 

The assumed % of 

perturbation.  0% is 

included to show what 

the best, possible score 

would be. 

 

An offshoot might be to 

allow other surface 

features (i.e. adverbs and 

polarity items) into the 

model. 
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7.1.5. Dialect 

The Dialect hypothesis says that the variation in Mood is due to Dialect.   There were two primary 

models to test this hypothesis: one with a hidden Noise node and one without.  The model without the hidden 

noise variable is learned as: 

P( model ) = P( Mood | Verb, Negation, Dialect)  P(Verb)  P(Negation) P(Dialect) 

 

 

Figure 36: Dialect model A 

 

 The model with the hidden Noise variable is learned as: 

P( model ) = P(Mood | Verb, Negation, Noise)  P(Noise | Dialect)  

    P(Dialect)  P(Verb)  P(Negation) 

Noise, here, is a semi-visible parameter, because the hypothesis assumes that whenever Mood is not 

what we expect, it is due to noise.  This fact is used in the training phases, which allows evidential reasoning 

to determine what the noisier or more consistent dialects are. 
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Figure 37: Dialect Model B 

 

Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

Dialect  

1 & 2 

Mood is mostly determined by 

negation and verb combinations. 

 

However, depending on the dialect, 

there are varying degrees of noise. 

During training of Model 2, if the 

current Mood prior per Negation 

and incorrectly predict Mood, 

Noise is assumed true in that 

training instance. 

An alternative model 

with the Noise node 

could have the Dialect 

node directly inform 

Mood, but still be 

assumed as in Model 2 

 

 

7.1.6. Irrealis 

The Irrealis Model is the first model with a truly hidden variable that corresponds to some general 

implied meaning:  Doubt.  Here, it assumed that the Doubt variable informs the Mood choice. The 

probability of the entire model is calculated as: 

P( model ) =  P(Mood | Doubt)  P(Doubt | Negation, Verb, Adverb)  

    P(Verb)  P(Negation)  P(Adverb) 

 Because the original dataset ties what was implied (At Value, Antonym, Greater Than, Less Than), 

this could be mapped explicitly to Doubt as a semi-visible variable (i.e. Doubt → Less Than  Antonym).  In 

the Irrealis model, it is assumed that if Mood is subjunctive, then Doubt is usually true, else Doubt is false; 

so, Mood was seeded with a variety of different prior probabilities.  Many different prior probability seeds 

 

V1 Neg1

MoodNoise

Dialect
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were incremented from 0 to 99.9%.  The accuracy rate of mood prediction reached its maximum score at 

90% and then appeared to remain the same up through 99.9% probability seeds. 

 

 

Figure 38: Irrealis model with backward / upward inference denoted by the wide arrow 

 

Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

Irrealis 

Mood is determined by the amount of 

doubt. 

 

Doubt is determined by combinations 

of negation, the main verb, and any 

main clause adverbs. 

 

Additionally, Doubt could be inferred 

by the mood morpheme. 

Doubt is initially assumed to true 

if the subjunctive morpheme is 

present 90% of the time, and a set 

of backward-forward inference 

iterations learn a new probability. 

The Doubt to Mood % of 

co-occurrence. 

 

The number of 

hierarchical backward-

forward inference 

iterations, or some other 

convergence test. 

 

Whether one might want 

to learn the Doubt 

variable directly as a 

semi-visible variable. 

 

If so, how the current 
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values) maps to the 

binary Doubt variable. 

 

During test, whether the 

true Doubt variable is 

observed or inferred. 
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7.1.7. Villalta 

The Villalta inspired model has two hidden variables, Alternatives and Gradable, both of which are 

inferred by the same hierarchical forward-backward method used to estimate the Doubt variable in the 

Irrealis model.   Alternatives are inferred from the Mood variable, and the Gradability is inferred from the 

Alternatives variable, both inferences with the initial assumption that the values coincide 90%. 

 

Figure 39: Villalta network 

P( model ) = P(Mood | Alternatives, Polarity Items)  P(Alternatives | Negation, Verb, Gradability)   

   P(Gradability | Adverb, Verb)  P( Polarity Items | Verb, Negation)   

   P(Verb)  P(Negation)  P(Adverb) 

Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

Villalta 

Mood is determined by whether there 

are contextually available alternatives 

under consideration. 

 

Verb and negation combinations signal 

the possibility of alternatives. 

Alternatives are initially assumed 

to be present if the subjunctive 

morpheme is present 90% of the 

time.  

 

If there are Alternatives, 

The assumed % of co-

occurrence between 

Alternatives and 

subjunctive. 

 

The number of 
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Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

 

The presence of some adverb-verb 

combinations signals gradability, 

which also affects mood choice. 

 

Polarity items correspond with mood 

choice. 

Gradability is initially assumed 

true 90% of the time. 

 

hierarchical inference 

iterations. 

 

Gradability could be 

inferred by 1) presence 

of adverbs, 2) the 

presence of Alternatives, 

or 3) the presence of 

Mood. 

 

Whether one might want 

to learn the Alternatives 

variable directly. 

 

If so, how the current 

inference / survey data (4 

values) maps to the 

binary Alternatives 

variable. 

 

During test, whether the 

true Alternatives variable 

is observed or inferred. 

 

 

7.1.8. Extended Gradability 

The model extends the Villalta model with hidden variables that symmetrically occur in the 

embedding clause as well as the embedded clause.  Both clauses have an Implied variable that is determined 

partly by Gradability and Polarity of that clause.  In this dataset, one of the Implied variables is visible from 

the implied distributions; the other Implied variable is inferred.   The probability of this model is calculated 

as the following where features in the embedded clause are marked by the number 1 and features in the 

embedded clause are marked by the number 2: 

P( model ) = P(Mood | Implied1, Implied2)  P(Implied1| Verb, Gradability1, Polarity1)   

   P(Gradability1 | Adverb, Verb)  P( Polarity1| Verb, Negation1)   

   P(Polarity Item1 | Polarity1)  P(Verb)  P(Negation)  P(Adverb)  
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   P(Implied2 | Gradability2, Polarity2)  P(Polarity2 | Polarity1, Negation2)  

   P(Polarity Item2 | Polarity2)  P(Negation2)  P(Adjective)  P(Adverb2)  

   P(Gradability2 | Adjective, Adverb2) 

 

Figure 40: Extended Gradability model 
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Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

some Adverbs. 

 

Polarity of the main clause is 

determined by the Verb and Negation; 

Polarity of the embedded clause is 

determined by the Polarity of the 

higher clause and Negation in the 

lower clause (in this dataset). 

 

Overt evidence of the underlying 

Polarity can be witnessed by the 

presence of positive or negative 

polarity items. 

 

Polarity is initially assumed 

negative if Less Than or Antonym 

is locally implied, otherwise it is 

positive. 

 

All backwards inferences 

could vary according any 

of the child variables 

 

 

 

 

7.1.9. Simple Meaning 

In evaluating the previous models (and many others) a very simple, socio-pragmatic model was also 

developed.  It takes advantage of the fact that Negation and Verb are the primary determiners in mood, but 

allows for differences in Dialect and Implied contexts.   
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Figure 41: Simple Meaning model 

Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

Simple 

Meaning 

1 & 2 

The implied meaning of a sentence is 

determined by the verb, mood and 

negation. 

The meaning of the verb, mood 

morpheme and negation is determined 

by the dialect. 

The verb, negation and mood 

determine what the sentence implies. 

 

 The alternative model is 

without the mood 

morpheme 

 

 

7.2. Sample Model Predictions 

Given that most of the models perform comparably well at predicting the mood morpheme, this 

section looks at the models more qualitatively through some examples of the inference models. 

7.2.1. Dialect 

The first dialect model performed as well as some of the best Machine Learning algorithms 

attempted, but also learned how the probabilities differ across dialects.  For example, according to this 

V1

Neg1Mood

Dialect

Implied
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model, sentence (117) predicts the subjunctive with a probability of 94.58% if the speaker is from Spain, and 

80.25% if the speaker is from the Caribean. 

(117) I don't believe that Juan is tall.   (Dialect Model 1) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer )  89.57% 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, Spain )  94.58% 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, Mexico )  84.36% 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, Caribbean )  80.25% 

 

Dialect Model 1 appears to learn intuitive dialectal preferences for the indicative unlike Dialect 

Model 2.  One possible reason may be because it appears that the indicative usage in Caribbean Spanish is 

much more frequent systematically, thus causing the amount of modeled "noise" in the model to be less. 

(118) I don't believe that Juan is tall.   (Dialect Model 2) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer )  81.33% 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, Spain )  80.25% 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, Mexico )  80.69% 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, Caribbean )  82.82% 

 

7.2.2. Irrealis 

The Irrealis Model shows that Doubt can be learned as intuitive probabilities given this set of verbs 

and the mood morpheme.  Here we see that with the simplest sentence (119) the probability of there being 

Doubt is 94.97% if the subjunctive morpheme is used, and 12.17% if the indicative is used. 

 

(119) I don't believe that Juan is tall.    (Irrealis) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer )  77.33% 
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P( Doubttrue | no, creer, Subjunctive )  94.97% 

 

P( Doubttrue | no, creer, Indicative )  12.17% 

 

(120) I don't completely believe that Juan is tall.   (Irrealis) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, completely )  71.58% 

 

P( Doubttrue | no, creer, completely, Subjunctive )  91.92% 

 

P( Doubttrue | no, creer, completely, Indicative )  7.7% 

 

(121) Of course I don't believe that Juan is tall.   (Irrealis) 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, of course )  24.91% 

 

P( Doubttrue | no, creer, of course, Subjunctive )  33.76% 

 

P( Doubttrue | no, creer, of course, Indicative )  0.37% 

 

7.2.3. Villalta Gradability 

The Villalta Model illustrates that whether or not alternatives and whether or not the verb is 

gradadable can both be learned. 

(122) I don't believe that Juan is tall.    (Villata) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer )  80.38% 

 

P( Alternativestrue | no, creer, Subjunctive )  99.98% 

 

P(Alternativestrue | no, creer, Indicative )  0.25% 

 

P(Gradabletrue | no, creer, Subjunctive )  72.12% 

 

P(Gradabletrue | no, creer, Indicative )  17.39% 

 

 

(123) I don't completely believe that Juan is tall.   (Villalta) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, completely )  86.53% 

 

P(Alternativestrue | no, creer, completely, Subjunctive )  99.99% 
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P(Alternativestrue | no, creer, completely, Indicative )  0.40% 

 

P(Gradabletrue | no, creer, completely, Subjunctive )  85.43% 

 

P(Gradabletrue | no, creer, completely, Indicative )  32.30% 

 

 

(124) Of course I don't believe that Juan is tall.   (Villalta) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, of course )  80.18% 

 

P(Alternativestrue | no, creer, of course, Subjunctive )  99.98% 

 

P(Alternativestrue | no, creer, of course, Indicative )  0.25% 

 

P(Gradabletrue | no, creer, of course, Subjunctive )  71.66% 

 

P(Gradabletrue | no, creer, of course, Indicative )  17.06% 

 

7.2.4. Extended Gradability 

The Extended Gradbility Model learns comparable probabilities as the other models, but also 

appears to classify non-gradable adjectives and clausal polarity.  The 1 denotes main clause features and the 

2 denotes embedded features. 

(125) I don't believe that Juan is dead/popular/drunk.   (Extended) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, dead )  71.65% 

 

P( Gradable2false | no, creer, dead, Subjunctive )  68.07% 

 

P( Gradable2false | no, creer, popular, Subjunctive )  60.71% 

 

P( Gradable2false | no, creer, drunk, Subjunctive )  53.90% 

 

P( Polarity1negative | no, creer, dead, Subjunctive)  91.86% 

 

P( Polarity2negative | no, creer, dead, Subjunctive)  59.55% 
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Interestingly, this model remains more agnostic towards the classification of gradable adjectives.  

(this may be due to the lack of data, other adjectives such as fat and tall (female) show high gradable 

probabilities) 

(126) I don't believe that Juan is fat/tall/old.   (Extended) 

 

P( Subjunctive | no, creer, fat )  71.66% 

 

P( Gradable2true | no, creer, fat, Subjunctive )  56.27% 

 

P( Gradable2true | no, creer, tall, Subjunctive )  50.19% 

 

P( Gradable2true | no, creer, old, Subjunctive )  48.72% 

 

P( Polarity1negative | no, creer, fat, Subjunctive)  91.89% 

 

P( Polarity2negative | no, creer, fat, Subjunctive)  59.48% 

 

With this model we can also reexamine the anecdote presented in the introduction of the dissertation.  

According to this model, if a guy were trying on his old letterman's jacket and looking in the mirror, the 

following are the probabilities that he would use the indicative in saying "I don't believe that I'm fat": 

(127) I don't believe that I am fat.     (Extended) 

 

P( Indicative | no, creer, gordo,  weights 138 lbs (Antonym) )  12.85% 

 

P( Indicative | no, creer, gordo,  weights 204 lbs (Less than) )  4.51% 

 

P( Indicative | no, creer, gordo,  weights 247 lbs (At Value) )  3.92% 

 

P( Indicative | no, creer, gordo,  weights 286 lbs (Greater than) )  19.69% 

 

If we look at the difference in probabilities, we also find that the model did appear to learn that very 

pregnant was less likely to be embedded with the indicative than very fat (and most other adjectives).  For 

virtually all belief predicates, very fat was almost exactly twice as likely to be embedded with the indicative. 

(128) I don't believe that she is very pregnant.   (Extended) 
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P( Indicative | no, creer, very pregnant )  1.44% 

 

(129) I don't believe that she is very fat.    (Extended) 

 

P( Indicative | no, creer, very fat )  3.91% 

 

7.3. Evaluation and Classification 

The previous section outlined probabilities that each of the models produced.  This section attempts 

to figure out which of these models performed best.  Table 61 summarizes the performance of the different 

algorithms in terms of mood morpheme prediction accuracy.  Because each of the probabilistic models has 

different attributes, evaluation can be agnostic to the attribute set used, or can applied to accuracy 

performance of a given attribute subset.  This table shows both, depending on horizontal and vertical 

comparisons of accuracy.  Scores in bold represent the highest score(s) for that row (attribute subset); shaded 

cells represent the highest score for that column (highest accuracy across all models).  The Model column 

indicates the probabilistic model under consideration, and the Attributes column refers to the attributes that 

the Model learns from.  Indic and Subj. refer to the precision scores for each of the models in predicting the 

mood morpheme; the Accuracy column indicates the overall accuracy for that model.  The remaining 

columns refer to accuracy rates of standard machine learning algorithms that do not take into consideration 

explicit linguistic knowledge and do not explicitly predict the values of other attributes.  BN refers to 

WEKA's Bayesian Network classifier; J48 refers to WEKA's implementation of C 4.5; OneR and ZeroR are 

simple, rule-based classifiers.  ZeroR gives us the baseline because it always predicts the most likely class: 

subjunctive, in the inference dataset.  All scores were obtained through 10 folds cross validation and all runs 

were with default settings, unless otherwise indicated. 
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# Model Attributes Indic Subj Accuracy BN J48 OneR ZeroR

1 Null Hypothesis - 10% V1, Neg1 56.98% 86.79% 74.33% 74.81% 80.72% 74.74% 60.09%

2 Null Hypothesis - 0% V1, Neg1 65.75% 90.88% 80.85% 74.81% 80.72% 74.74% 60.09%

3 Dialect1 V1, Neg1, Region 67.89% 89.55% 80.91% 76.07% 80.72% 74.74% 60.09%

4 Dialect2 V1, Neg1, Region 63.15% 81.76% 74.33% 76.07% 80.72% 74.74% 60.09%

5 Irrealis V1, Neg1, Adv1 61.10% 96.04% 82.10% 75.61% 81.95% 74.74% 60.09%

6 Irrealis V1, Neg1, Adv1, Doubt 35.92% 96.01% 72.03% 81.87% 82.17% 80.89% 60.09%

7 Villalta Gradability V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI, Adj 66.22% 90.20% 80.63% 75.56% 81.95% 74.74% 60.09%

8 Extended Gradability
V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj
65.29% 91.10% 80.79% 77.38% 83.58% 74.74% 60.09%

9 Extended Gradability2
V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj
68.22% 88.75% 80.55% 77.38% 83.58% 74.74% 60.09%

10 Extended Gradability2

V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj, 

Implied

70.13% 88.41% 81.11% 80.05% 84.83% 74.74% 60.09%

11 SimpleMeaning V1, Neg1, Region 68.87% 90.54% 81.89% 76.07% 80.72% 74.74% 60.09%

12 SimpleMeaning
V1, Neg1, Region, 

Implied
69.33% 92.74% 83.40% 78.03% 82.30% 74.74% 60.09%

 

Table 61: Mood prediction accuracy.  Bold indicates the best score out of the values in a row.  Boxed, shaded cells indicate the 

best accuracy per column.  BN = Bayesian Network, J48 = C4.5 Decision Tree  

Generally, an increase in attributes beside the matrix verb and negation did not have a significant 

impact in overall scores.  Most of the probabilistic model's accuracy scores were all around 80%, and most 

of the probabilistic semantic models out scored WEKA's default Bayesian Network algorithm, suggesting 

that the linguistic assumptions put into semantic models were valuable.  Most of the semantic models 

predicted the Subjunctive morpheme with 88-96% precision; the Indicative with 60-70% precision.  The 

Extended Gradability2 model had the highest level of precision for Indicative, but the lower precision on the 

Subjunctive morpheme dropped the overall accuracy slightly.  Unsurprisingly, we see that the Null 

Hypothesis model with 10% random variation does not perform very well.  We, however, see that the Null 

Hypothesis model without random variation is a top performer at predicting mood.  This confirms the trivial 

observation that whatever determines Spanish mood choice in this data is mostly encodied in the main verb 

and whether or not it has negation.  This is essentially the same set of rules that OneR learned for nearly all 

of the attribute subsets, with one exception: the attribute subset that included a hidden Doubt variable.  Note 

that "doubt" here was defined as anything ¬x or not At Value, so that if the distribution under consideration 
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were |[tall]|, Doubt would be true for |[very tall]|, |[almost tall]| and |[not tall]|
47

.  Echoing the common 

Irrealis point of view, the OneR classifier learned that if Doubt was true, then the subjunctive would follow.  

Interestingly, the Irrealis model performed worse when the attribute subset included a visible doubt feature.  

This is because the Irrealis model learns the probabilities of all variables together, including the Doubt 

variable, but only predicts mood on the probabilisty of Doubt.  Where there is a mismatch from the observed 

doubt value and the inferred doubt value, the model's mood prediction may be incorrect.  By insignificant 

margins, the Irrealis model that infer's doubt values, has the highest precision rate for predicting the 

Subjunctive morpheme; the ExtendedGradability2 model has the highest rate for predicting the indicative 

morpheme. 

Of the models that predict hidden, linguistic features, (rows 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11), the Irrealis model 

with inferred doubt does have the highest accuracy score by a small margin.  Since the Irrealis model with 

explicit doubt values performs much worse, I take this to indicate that the Irrealis model is not actually 

modeling Doubt.  It is one hidden node that could be an abstraction of one or more factors that determine 

mood choice.  An obvious explanation is that this feature could also be what some researchers refer to as 

Veridicality, exemplified in the work of Giannakidou (1997, 2001, 2007, 2007).  A clause is veridical if it 

entails the truth in the speaker's beliefs.  At the onset of this dissertation, it was unknown to what extent 

veridicality should be considered in studying Spanish mood choice because, 1) Giannakidou primarily 

studies polarity items in Greek, which may or may not be the same thing as the subjunctive mood morpheme 

in Spanish; 2) she also focuses on what matrix clauses should always license the Greek polarity items, thus 

generalizing hard constraints instead of offering a semantic/pragmatic choice
48

; and 3) it would seem 

counterproductive from a theoretical point of view to say if "I don't believe that Juan is tall" selects the 

                                                      

47
 Out of all possible combinations of defining doubt for with this dataset, this was the combination that yielded the 

highest accuracy rates. 
48

 One possible exception may be found in her work on the free choice any (Giannakidou 2001). 
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indicative, the sentence is veridical, otherwise it is averidical.  For the Spanish mood choice problem, there 

would be no other supporting proof of this theory in many Spanish sentences.  Nonetheless, an interesting 

question is whether —in conjunction with the Mechanical Turk dataset—, this inferred Irrealis model has 

learned a way to measure and predict this veridicality feature in the absence of other features such as NPIs; 

thereby, addressing criticism found in (Portner 1999).
49

   In other words, perhaps the inferred doubt node of 

the Irrealis model is really an embodiment of (a)veridicality.  Future research on other main clause verb 

types in Spanish and Greek might help support this hypothesis, and if so, also supporting the first hypothesis 

that this veridicality model could be generalized to other contexts in the form of an expanded gradability 

model outside of Spanish mood choice. 

The probabilistic model that had the highest accuracy was the SimpleMeaning model at 83.4%.  The 

best overall score was the machine learning algorithm J48 at 84.83%.  Often J48 scored the highest in each 

row for most of the attribute subsets (indicated by all of the bolded scores under J48).  Nevertheless, there 

are two things to consider.  First, C4.5 decision trees are well-known for overfitting data (cf. Ho 1998), 

meaning that they maximize accuracy for one dataset with one model that may not generalize to other 

datasets.  The second issue is much more crucial: this model does not model linguistic theory and only 

predicts the mood morpheme.  Although, its concept description (the decision tree itself) may be useful for 

guiding theoretical intuitions, this algorithm only predicts the mood morpheme and must be trained for each 

new, theoretical feature.  In comparison, the probabilistic linguistic models learn to predict all relations of all 

linguistic variables in the network.  From a linguistic theory standpoint, this means that 1) we can generate 

new sentences and/or theoretical feature combinations given a subset of facts; and 2) we can predict the 

likelihood of other other features in this model given a subset of facts.   

                                                      

49
 Portner (1999) argues that the assignment of (a)veridicality to the predicate to hope is arbitrary. 
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Run #12 shows that there is a minor gain in performance if what is implied is known, but other than 

that, the SimpleMeaning model does not buy us a lot from this theoretical linguistic perspective because it 

tells us nothing about how what is implied might affect the mood choice.  The Extended Gradability models, 

on the otherhand include hidden features that trigger different implied meanings and are related to the mood 

choice.  Even though we do not know the real values of these hidden features, the Inference corpus allows us 

to do some groundtruth testing for predicting the implied meaning of each mood choice sentence.  

To remind the reader, the Inference corpus described in Chapter 6 contained Spanish mood choice 

sentences tied to one of four relative Implied meaning distributions: Contradiction/Antonym (), Less Than 

(<), At Value (x) and Greater Than ( >), all with respect to some predicate such as tall.  Thus, the task here is 

to try to predict which one of these distributions (i.e.: |[short]|, |[almost tall]|, |[tall]|, |[very tall]|)  was 

contextually relevant when presented with a Spanish sentence such as "I don't believe that Juan is tall."  Note 

that this task would be difficult even for humans who are used to reasoning in this way.  For 

example,assuming that Juan is not quite tall instead of Juan is short given the utterance above would depend 

on many other contextual variables that we do not have access to and our assumption may still be wrong.  

Nevertheless, by turning the mood choice test around so that we are predicting these contextual distinctions, 

we see that accuracy rates are well above the baseline ZeroR scores. 

This test was only valid for the Extended Gradability models and the SimpleMeaning models —

without modification or retraining— because these models have an explicit Implied variable node.  Note that 

the WEKA classifiers (BN, J48, OneR and ZeroR) had to be retrained to predict the new class label (Implied 

meaning).  This means that the predictions from the probabilistic linguistic models in Table 62 are the same 

models with the same linguistic assumptions that predicted mood in Table 61, but the machine learning 

models are completely new and different.  I include the machine learning algorithms here to give baselines 

and show that future gains could be made to the linguistic models. 
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# Model Attributes  < x > Acc. BN J48 OneR ZeroR

1 Extended Gradability
V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj
96.95% 4.93% 0.00% 29.77% 42.31% 61.48% 73.89% 43.91% 34.71%

2 Extended Gradability

V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj, 

Mood

97.65% 5.65% 0.00% 25.94% 41.75% 61.09% 74.24% 43.91% 34.71%

3 Extended Gradability2
V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj
88.66% 33.65% 79.13% 62.34% 67.59% 61.48% 73.89% 43.91% 34.71%

4 Extended Gradability2

V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj, 

Mood

89.67% 33.73% 84.68% 62.79% 69.00% 61.09% 74.24% 43.91% 34.71%

5 SimpleMeaning V1, Neg1, Region 89.62% 9.79% 63.37% 43.99% 55.09% 49.61% 56.58% 43.91% 34.71%

6 SimpleMeaning
V1, Neg1, Region, 

Mood
87.21% 23.23% 73.03% 39.72% 57.93% 50.39% 57.48% 43.91% 34.71%

 

Table 62: Implied meaning prediction.   referes to the precision at predicting the antonym distribution; <, less than; x, at 

value; and >, greater than.  Acc. refers to overall accuracy 

In Table 62 we see that the Extended Gradability2 model, which predicts mood choice fairly well, 

especially indicative instances, significantly out performs the accuracy of the SimpleMeaning models in 

predicting the implied meaning.  For each of these models, I also show the accuracy scores given a complete 

sentence versus scores given a complete sentence minus the mood morpheme, shown under Attributes.  The 

mood morpheme's presence appears to have boosted the At Value scores across all of the models, including 

J48.  Also, in some of the models, the mood morpheme also appears to bolster the Less Than classifications  

Classifier Attributes  < x > Acc.

J48 V1, Neg1, Region 89.60% 16.40% 68.30% 40.50% 56.58%

J48
V1, Neg1, Region, 

Mood
86.20% 20.90% 71.80% 42.30% 57.48%

J48
V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj
68.50% 69.20% 92.20% 73.80% 73.89%

J48

V1, Neg1, Adv1, PI1, 

Neg2, Adv2, PI2, Adj, 

Mood

93.80% 31.50% 97.80% 71.20% 74.24%

 

Table 63: J44 implied meaning precision scores 
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7.4. Conclusions 

The Null Hypothesis with 0% random variation, which is essentially a fixed grammatical approach, 

predicted accuracy nearly as well as the top performers.  There were only a small percentage of points gained 

from further information.   

C4.5 decision trees appear to predict either mood or implied meaning very well when they are 

trained specifically on the class label.  All variables that they learn are explicit and there are no theoretical 

linguistic variables.  Nevertheless, the concept models that this algorithm learns (found in sections 7.5.2 

and 7.5.3) may very likely lead to better semantic models eventually.  Out of the probabilistic models, the 

SimpleMeaning model performed best, but does not explicitely model any theoretical features.  Out of the 

probabilistic models that model theoretical features, Irrealis performed the best when "doubt" was inferred, 

but performed poorly when "doubt" was given, no matter how the variable was conceptualized (i.e. Doubttrue 

 (ImpliedAntonuym    ImpliedLess than )).  This leads to the conclusion that "doubt" really represents one or 

more factors other than doubt for determining mood.  Unfortunately, the dataset itself is geared toward belief 

statements.   

Although future work will include adding a much wider variety in matrix predicate types, it is worth 

reminding the reader that the gradability-based models, were derived from linguistic theory that focused on 

predicates such as to be glad that.  Since the gradability-based linguistic theory predicts mood for clause 

types other than belief statements, the probabilistic models still performed reasonably well, and learned so 

much more (gradability of adjectives); they still may not be without some merit, especially other datasets. 

Finally, all of the probabilistic linguistic models that were designed to predict mood and had access 

to the implied distribution variable were also able to predict the implied meaning with a much higher than 

random chance.  The Extended Gradability models performed better than the other models.  This makes 

sense if one considers the relation between the proposed semantic/pragmatic theory from which this model 
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was derived because the linguistic theory is largely equivalent to the Chierchia/Krifka approach to 

semantically modeling and predicting scalar implicatures. 
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7.5. Appendix 

7.5.1. Model Summary 

Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

Null 

Hypothesis 

Mood is determined solely by negation 

and main clause verb combinations. 

 

However, the most likely morpheme, 

per verb and negation, is randomly 

switched for some unknown reason. 

The true morpheme is flipped 

randomly 10% of the time. 

 

The assumed % of 

perturbation.  0% is 

included to show what 

the best, possible score 

would be. 

 

An offshoot might be 

to allow other surface 

features (i.e. adverbs 

and polarity items) into 

the model. 

Dialect  

1 & 2 

Mood is mostly determined by 

negation and verb combinations. 

 

However, depending on the dialect, 

there are varying degrees of noise. 

During training of Model 2, if the 

current Mood prior per Negation 

and incorrectly predict Mood, 

Noise is assumed true in that 

training instance. 

An alternative model 

with the Noise node 

could have the Dialect 

node directly inform 

Mood, but still be 

assumed as in Model 2 

Irrealis 

Mood is determined by the amount of 

doubt. 

 

Doubt is determined by combinations 

of negation, the main verb, and any 

main clause adverbs. 

 

Additionally, Doubt could be inferred 

by the mood morpheme. 

Doubt is initially assumed to true 

if the subjunctive morpheme is 

present 90% of the time, and a set 

of backward-forward inference 

iterations learn a new probability. 

The Doubt to Mood % 

of co-occurrence. 

 

The number of 

hierarchical backward-

forward inference 

iterations, or some 

other convergence test. 

 

Whether one might 

want to learn the Doubt 

variable directly as a 

semi-visible variable. 

 

If so, how the current 

inference / survey data 

(4 values) maps to the 

binary Doubt variable. 

 

During test, whether 

the true Doubt variable 

is observed or inferred. 

Villalta 

Mood is determined by whether there 

are contextually available alternatives 

under consideration. 

 

Verb and negation combinations signal 

the possibility of alternatives. 

Alternatives are initially assumed 

to be present if the subjunctive 

morpheme is present 90% of the 

time.  

 

If there are Alternatives, 

The assumed % of co-

occurrence between 

Alternatives and 

subjunctive. 

 

The number of 
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Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

 

The presence of some adverb-verb 

combinations signals gradability, 

which also affects mood choice. 

 

Polarity items correspond with mood 

choice. 

Gradability is initially assumed 

true 90% of the time. 

 

hierarchical inference 

iterations. 

 

Gradability could be 

inferred by 1) presence 

of adverbs, 2) the 

presence of 

Alternatives, or 3) the 

presence of Mood. 

 

Whether one might 

want to learn the 

Alternatives variable 

directly. 

 

If so, how the current 

inference / survey data 

(4 values) maps to the 

binary Alternatives 

variable. 

 

During test, whether 

the true Alternatives 

variable is observed or 

inferred. 

Extended 

Gradability 

1 & 2 

Mood is determined by what the main 

clause could as well was what the 

embedded clause could imply 

 

What is implied in both clauses is 

determined by two hidden features: 

Gradability and Polarity. 

 

Gradability is determined by the 

predicate (Verb) and the presence of 

some Adverbs. 

 

Polarity of the main clause is 

determined by the Verb and Negation; 

Polarity of the embedded clause is 

determined by the Polarity of the 

higher clause and Negation in the 

lower clause (in this dataset). 

 

Overt evidence of the underlying 

Polarity can be witnessed by the 

presence of positive or negative 

polarity items. 

One Implied variable is hidden; 

thus, it is initially assumed that 

Less Than and Antonym are more 

likely when it is subjunctive. 

 

Gradability is initially assumed 

true when Implied is Greater 

Than or less then.  It is false 

Nothing or the Antonym is 

locally implied. 

 

Polarity is initially assumed 

negative if Less Than or 

Antonym is locally implied, 

otherwise it is positive. 

Model 2 maintains the 

same basic structure, 

but adds many more 

interdependencies 

allowing the Implied 

variable of the main 

clause to be directly 

influenced by the 

implied variable of the 

embedded clause. 

 

All backwards 

inferences could vary 

according any of the 

child variables 

Simple 

Meaning 

1 & 2 

The implied meaning of a sentence is 

determined by the verb, mood and 
 

 The alternative model 

is without the mood 
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Model Linguistic Assumptions Implementation Assumptions Possible Model Variations 

negation. 

The meaning of the verb, mood 

morpheme and negation is determined 

by the dialect 

morpheme 

 

7.5.2. J48 Decision Tree (Mood) 

Neg1 = ni: Subjunctive (42.0/15.0) 

Neg1 = no 

|              Implied = At Value 

|              |              ADJ = comilón: Indicative (23.0) 

|              |              ADJ = popular: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              ADJ = grande: Indicative (5.0) 

|              |              ADJ = muerto 

|              |              |              Neg2 = _: Indicative (6.0) 

|              |              |              Neg2 = no: Subjunctive (20.0) 

|              |              ADJ = alto: Indicative (31.0) 

|              |              ADJ = borracho: Subjunctive (21.0) 

|              |              ADJ = alta: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              ADJ = gordo 

|              |              |              Adv1 = _: Indicative (24.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = aparentemente: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = exactamente: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = por supuesto: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = apenas: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = claro: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = casi: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = quizás: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = simplemente: Subjunctive (23.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = totalemente: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = mucho: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = completamente: Indicative (0.0) 
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|              |              |              Adv1 = probablemente: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = acaso: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = posiblemente: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              ADJ = rico: Subjunctive (5.0) 

|              |              ADJ = bueno: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              ADJ = buena: Subjunctive (16.0) 

|              |              ADJ = embarazada: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              ADJ = gorda: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              ADJ = viejo: Indicative (21.0) 

|              Implied = Antonym 

|              |              V1 = cuestionar: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              V1 = creer: Subjunctive (675.0/91.0) 

|              |              V1 = sospechar: Subjunctive (8.0) 

|              |              V1 = dudar: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              V1 = imaginar: Subjunctive (141.0/10.0) 

|              |              V1 = sentir 

|              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = popular: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = grande: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alto: Indicative (37.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Subjunctive (5.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alta: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = rico: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = buena: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Subjunctive (12.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Subjunctive (44.0/11.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Subjunctive (9.0) 
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|              |              V1 = desmentir: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              V1 = pensar: Subjunctive (425.0/86.0) 

|              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              V1 = negar: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              V1 = contradecir: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              V1 = parecer: Subjunctive (63.0/22.0) 

|              |              V1 = suponer: Subjunctive (11.0/5.0) 

|              Implied = Greater Than: Subjunctive (824.0/221.0) 

|              Implied = Less Than: Subjunctive (756.0/88.0) 

Neg1 = + 

|              V1 = cuestionar: Indicative (0.0) 

|              V1 = creer: Indicative (368.0/6.0) 

|              V1 = sospechar: Indicative (30.0/6.0) 

|              V1 = dudar: Subjunctive (356.0/21.0) 

|              V1 = imaginar 

|              |              Implied = At Value: Indicative (52.0) 

|              |              Implied = Antonym 

|              |              |              Neg2 = _: Indicative (6.0) 

|              |              |              Neg2 = no: Subjunctive (9.0) 

|              |              Implied = Greater Than: Indicative (43.0/11.0) 

|              |              Implied = Less Than 

|              |              |              Neg2 = _: Subjunctive (6.0) 

|              |              |              Neg2 = no: Indicative (6.0) 

|              V1 = sentir: Indicative (150.0/12.0) 

|              V1 = desmentir: Subjunctive (16.0/8.0) 

|              V1 = pensar: Indicative (223.0/5.0) 

|              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Subjunctive (5.0) 

|              V1 = negar: Subjunctive (18.0/5.0) 

|              V1 = contradecir: Indicative (0.0) 

|              V1 = parecer 

|              |              Adv1 = _: Indicative (318.0/12.0) 
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|              |              Adv1 = aparentemente: Indicative (57.0/25.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = exactamente: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = por supuesto: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = apenas: Subjunctive (42.0/5.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = claro: Indicative (72.0/22.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = casi: Subjunctive (33.0/15.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = quizás: Subjunctive (46.0/14.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = simplemente: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = totalemente: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = mucho: Indicative (21.0/6.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = completamente: Indicative (55.0/20.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = probablemente: Indicative (56.0/24.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = acaso: Subjunctive (16.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = posiblemente 

|              |              |              Implied = At Value: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Implied = Antonym: Indicative (0.0) 

|              |              |              Implied = Greater Than: Indicative (5.0) 

|              |              |              Implied = Less Than 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Subjunctive (14.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Indicative (14.0/6.0) 
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|              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Subjunctive (0.0) 

|              V1 = suponer: Indicative (38.0) 

Neg1 = nadie: Subjunctive (62.0/21.0) 

  

 

 

7.5.3. J48 Decision Tree (Implied Meaning) 

PI2 = _ 

|              Class = Subjunctive 

|              |              ADV2 = _ 

|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: At Value (8.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Less than (10.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: At Value (19.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: Greater than (13.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Antonym (786.0/309.0) 
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|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = _ 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = ni: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = no: Greater than (213.0/74.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = +: Antonym (85.0/38.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = aparentemente: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = exactamente: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = por supuesto: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = apenas: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = claro: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = casi: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = quizás: Less than (8.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = simplemente: At Value (23.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = totalemente: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = mucho: Less than (7.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = completamente: Antonym (8.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = probablemente: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = acaso: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = posiblemente: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: Greater than (6.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = rico 
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|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = ni: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = no: Antonym (6.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = +: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Less than (15.0/7.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Less than (16.0/10.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = ni: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = no: Less than (6.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = +: Antonym (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Antonym (11.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Less than (21.0/9.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Less than (50.0/24.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar: Antonym (209.0/75.0) 
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|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: At Value (5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = ni: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = no: Greater than (71.0/32.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = +: Antonym (13.0/6.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Greater than (47.0/23.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = _ 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho 

|              |              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = ni: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = no: At Value (21.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = +: Greater than (12.0/6.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Antonym (43.0/22.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: At Value (16.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Antonym (25.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = aparentemente: Less than (25.0/11.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = exactamente: Less than (0.0) 
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|              |              |              |              Adv1 = por supuesto: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = apenas: Antonym (37.0/17.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = claro: Greater than (22.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = casi: Less than (18.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = quizás: Less than (32.0/10.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = simplemente: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = totalemente: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = mucho: Greater than (6.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = completamente: Greater than (20.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = probablemente: Less than (24.0/7.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = acaso: Antonym (16.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              |              Adv1 = posiblemente: Less than (15.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = tan 

|              |              |              Adv1 = _: Antonym (77.0/25.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = aparentemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = exactamente: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = por supuesto: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = apenas: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = claro: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = casi: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = quizás: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = simplemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = totalemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = mucho: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = completamente: At Value (15.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = probablemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = acaso: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              Adv1 = posiblemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = exactamente 
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|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Antonym (8.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar: Less than (5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = totalmente 

|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar 

|              |              |              |              PI = siquiera: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              PI = nada: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              PI = _: At Value (6.0) 

|              |              |              |              PI = en absoluto: Antonym (19.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Antonym (11.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Less than (6.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Antonym (20.0/10.0) 
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|              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: Antonym (16.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar: Greater than (6.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = increíblemente 

|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar: Antonym (12.0/6.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Antonym (27.0/12.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir: Less than (7.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Antonym (14.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = casi: Greater than (23.0/6.0) 
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|              |              ADV2 = meramente 

|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir: Less than (5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = nada: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = apenas 

|              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Less than (11.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = popular: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = grande: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alto: Greater than (11.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alta: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = rico: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = buena: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = parcialmente 
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|              |              |              Neg1 = ni: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              Neg1 = no: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              Neg1 = +: Less than (7.0) 

|              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = solamente: Greater than (28.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = ligeramente 

|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: At Value (11.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar: Greater than (12.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Greater than (12.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir: Greater than (9.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = bastante 

|              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = popular: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = grande: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alto: Antonym (21.0/6.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alta: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = rico: Antonym (18.0/10.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Antonym (0.0) 
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|              |              |              ADJ = buena: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Less than (6.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = posiblemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = todavía: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = muy: Antonym (157.0/71.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = sólo: Greater than (39.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = claramente: Antonym (6.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = completamente 

|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar: Antonym (10.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar: Less than (20.0/8.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar: Greater than (6.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              ADV2 = prácticamente: Antonym (11.0/5.0) 

|              Class = Indicative 

|              |              Adv1 = _ 

|              |              |              ADV2 = _ 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = ni: At Value (15.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = no 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = creer 
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|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: Antonym (33.0/10.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: Greater than (28.0/13.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Antonym (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Antonym (18.0/9.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Antonym (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Antonym (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Antonym (13.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = dudar 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: At Value (23.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Greater than (8.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: At Value (34.0/13.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: At Value (34.0/10.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Greater than (7.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Greater than (14.0) 
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|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Greater than (52.0/28.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = sentir: Antonym (32.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Greater than (20.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = pensar: Antonym (50.0/18.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = negar: Greater than (36.0/13.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Greater than (20.0/10.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = parecer 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: At Value (10.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Antonym (27.0/16.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Antonym (18.0/7.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              V1 = suponer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = + 

|              |              |              |              |              Neg2 = _ 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = creer: At Value (299.0) 
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|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = sospechar: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = dudar: Antonym (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = imaginar: At Value (77.0/25.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = sentir: At Value (35.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = desmentir: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = pensar: At Value (111.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = negar: Antonym (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = contradecir: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = parecer 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Greater than (23.0/8.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: At Value (47.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Greater than (26.0/11.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: At Value (54.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              |              |              V1 = suponer: At Value (25.0) 
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|              |              |              |              |              Neg2 = no: Antonym (105.0/34.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = tan 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = ni: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = no: Antonym (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = +: Greater than (7.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = exactamente 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = ni: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = no: Antonym (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = +: Less than (15.0) 

|              |              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: Less than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = totalmente 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Less than (17.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = popular: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = grande: Greater than (16.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alto: Greater than (6.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = alta: Antonym (16.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = rico: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Antonym (11.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = buena: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = increíblemente: Greater than (9.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = casi: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = meramente: At Value (0.0) 
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|              |              |              ADV2 = nada: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = apenas: Less than (11.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = parcialmente: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = solamente: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = ligeramente 

|              |              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = creer: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = sospechar: At Value (24.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = dudar: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = imaginar: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = sentir: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = desmentir: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = pensar: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = negar: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = contradecir: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = parecer: Less than (9.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = suponer: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = bastante: Greater than (12.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = posiblemente: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = todavía: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = muy 

|              |              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = creer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = dudar: Antonym (5.0) 
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|              |              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = sentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = pensar: Antonym (22.0/6.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = negar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = parecer: Greater than (12.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = suponer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = sólo: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = claramente: Greater than (15.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = completamente 

|              |              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = creer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = dudar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = sentir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = pensar: Antonym (10.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = negar: Greater than (5.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = parecer: Greater than (7.0) 

|              |              |              |              V1 = suponer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADV2 = prácticamente: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = aparentemente 

|              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = popular: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = grande: At Value (5.0) 
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|              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alto: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alta: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Greater than (15.0/7.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = rico: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = buena: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Greater than (17.0/11.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = exactamente: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = por supuesto: Less than (13.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = apenas 

|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Antonym (8.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer: Less than (5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Antonym (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = claro: Greater than (61.0/20.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = casi: Less than (15.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = quizás: Less than (14.0) 
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|              |              Adv1 = simplemente: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = totalemente: Greater than (14.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = mucho 

|              |              |              V1 = cuestionar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = creer: Antonym (23.0/5.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sospechar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = dudar: Less than (10.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = imaginar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = sentir: Less than (10.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = desmentir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = pensar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = negar: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = contradecir: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = parecer: Greater than (15.0) 

|              |              |              V1 = suponer: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = completamente 

|              |              |              Neg1 = ni: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              Neg1 = no: Antonym (7.0) 

|              |              |              Neg1 = +: Greater than (35.0) 

|              |              |              Neg1 = nadie: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = probablemente 

|              |              |              ADJ = comilón: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = popular: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = grande: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = muerto: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alto: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = borracho: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = alta: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gordo: Greater than (18.0/8.0) 
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|              |              |              ADJ = rico: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = bueno: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = buena: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = embarazada: Less than (14.0/6.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = gorda: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              |              ADJ = viejo: Greater than (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = acaso: At Value (0.0) 

|              |              Adv1 = posiblemente: Less than (18.0/5.0) 

PI2 = en absoluto 

|              Adv1 = _: Antonym (238.0/24.0) 

|              Adv1 = aparentemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = exactamente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = por supuesto: At Value (11.0) 

|              Adv1 = apenas: Antonym (22.0) 

|              Adv1 = claro: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = casi: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = quizás: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = simplemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = totalemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = mucho: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = completamente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = probablemente: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = acaso: Antonym (0.0) 

|              Adv1 = posiblemente: Antonym (0.0) 

PI2 = casi 

|              Class = Subjunctive: Greater than (12.0) 

|              Class = Indicative: Less than (22.0) 

PI2 = meramente 

|              Neg1 = ni: Greater than (0.0) 

|              Neg1 = no: Greater than (13.0) 
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|              Neg1 = +: Greater than (28.0/7.0) 

|              Neg1 = nadie: Antonym (6.0) 

PI2 = nada: Less than (5.0) 

PI2 = a ciencia cierta: Greater than (42.0) 

PI2 = solamente: Greater than (68.0) 

PI2 = ni siquiera: Antonym (81.0/5.0) 

PI2 = bastante 

|              V1 = cuestionar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              V1 = creer: Antonym (10.0) 

|              V1 = sospechar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              V1 = dudar: Antonym (6.0) 

|              V1 = imaginar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              V1 = sentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              V1 = desmentir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              V1 = pensar: Less than (20.0/7.0) 

|              V1 = estar de acuerdo: Antonym (0.0) 

|              V1 = negar: Antonym (0.0) 

|              V1 = contradecir: Antonym (0.0) 

|              V1 = parecer: Greater than (24.0/10.0) 

|              V1 = suponer: Antonym (0.0) 

PI2 = en ningún caso: Antonym (39.0) 

PI2 = ligeramente 

|              Class = Subjunctive: Greater than (23.0/5.0) 

|              Class = Indicative: Less than (14.0/5.0) 

PI2 = parcialmente: Less than (6.0) 

PI2 = posiblemente: Less than (13.0/5.0) 

PI2 = todavía: Antonym (77.0/22.0) 

PI2 = sólo: Greater than (14.0) 
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8. Resulting Extended Gradability Semantics/Pragmatics 

The preceding chapter showed that theoretical linguistic features could be reliably learned and 

predicted using Bayesian network algorithms.  I showed both the accuracy of these methods as well as the 

probabilities of a certain feature given other amounts of evidence (i.e. words in a sentence).  While the 

results from the preceding chapter suggest that there is some improvement that could be made to the 

Extended Gradability hypothesis and/or dataset, this chapter illustrates how the probabilistic linguistic 

models map back to the theory as well as natural language. 

Basically, the basic extended gradability argument was as follows.  If the semantic features 

attributed to gradability are treated much the same as scalar features that are involved with scalar 

implicatures; then a sentence with both a main clause making some sort of claim about a proposition in a 

dependent clause will have two sets of these semantic features.  The combinatory effects of these features 

lead to different types of implied meaning, of which some types should be more likely to align with the 

indicative morpheme and other with the subjunctive morpheme in the Spanish mood choice problem— an 

assumption that was concretely illustrated in Chapter 7. 

The Inference dataset and the trained probabilistic models in Chapter 7 give us the tools to relate 

utterances with some our theortical features.  The Extended Gradability model that predicts mood accurately, 

also predicts that the cells c, g, h, and i in Table 64 (the abbreviated form of Table 2)  are more likely to use 

the subjunctive morpheme and that cell c, is only more likely by a small percentage.  Furthermore, because 

the probabilistic models give us access to the joint probability of the entire hypothesis space, the model also 

predicts the probabilities of the hidden features, which are linked to real the natural language sentences of the 

inference corpus.  Thus, we can evaluate the language and inference behind each of the proposed 

combination of semantic features. 
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believe 

   ⃗⃗⃗⃗  
know (for sure) 

   ⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗ 
almost believe 

    
tall 

a.    [     ] d.    ⃗⃗⃗⃗   [     ] g.    ⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗  [     ] 

   ⃗⃗  ⃗ 
very tall 

b.    [    ⃗⃗  ⃗ ] e.    ⃗⃗⃗⃗   [    ⃗⃗  ⃗ ] h.    ⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗ [    ⃗⃗  ⃗ ] 

   ⃖⃗⃗⃗  
almost tall 

c.    [    ⃖⃗⃗⃗  ] f.    ⃗⃗⃗⃗   [    ⃖⃗⃗⃗  ] i.    ⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗  [    ⃖⃗⃗⃗  ] 

Table 64: Scalar feature combinations with example natural language interpretations 

 

The predictions in (130) show what was the most likely, overall, morpheme choice (in bold) given 

the set of features that each cell represented.  It shows the probability of the mood morpheme's being 

subjunctive.  Table 65, below, also breaks out the probabilities of the gradability features that lead to these 

predictions. 

(130) MAP predictions of Mood based on the features in Table 2: 

 

a. Indicative — P( MoodSubj  | -Grad1, -Grad2 )     .224 

 

b. Indicative — P( MoodSubj  | -Grad1,  +Grad2, +Pol2 )    .375 

 

c. Subjunctive — P( MoodSubj  | -Grad1, +Grad2, -Pol2  )   .552 

 

 

d. Indicative — P( MoodSubj  | +Grad1, +Pol1, -Grad2 )    .307 

 

e. Indicative — P( MoodSubj  | +Grad1, +Pol1,+Grad2, +Pol2  )   .303 

 

f. Indicative — P( MoodSubj  | +Grad1, +Pol1,+Grad2, -Pol2  )   .402 

 

 

g. Subjunctive — P( MoodSubj  | +Grad1, -Pol1, -Grad2 )    .825 

 

h. Subjunctive — P( MoodSubj  | +Grad1, -Pol1,+Grad2, +Pol2  )   .73 

 

i. Subjunctive — P( MoodSubj  | +Grad1, -Pol1,+Grad2, -Pol2  )   .864 
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According to this dissertations interpretation Villalta's theory (2010) that of non-gradable main 

clause verbs (   ) tend to be indicative, is supported by this model.  However, this model also seems to 

suggest that this interpretation of gradable is very likely to embed the indicative when it is in the form    ⃗⃗⃗⃗ .  

Reciprocally, virtually every sentence that corresponds to    ⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗ is very likely to embed the subjunctive.  Up 

until now, we've said that    ⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗ means that the implied meaning is less than the verb's prototypical meaning, 

whatever that may be, and that    ⃗⃗⃗⃗  implies something greater than this meaning. 

If we look at the predicted Implied interpretations of the embedding and embedded clauses per mood 

in Table 65, we see how likely these interpretations are per cell.  Imp1 refers to the main or embedding 

clause; Imp2 refers to the embedded or subordinate clause.  The subscripted value is the most likely 

interpretation, and the percentage to the right is the likelihood of that interpretation compared to the other 3 

hypothetical alternatives.  Imp2 refers to the median value from the given distribution.  For example, the 

judges were given a sentence with the word tall; however, Imp2 referred to the median value of one of four 

distributions: {short, almost tall, tall, very tall}.  The grammaticality judgment, thus, encodes their reaction 

to the range of standard measures for tall, given the known measure of short, for example.  

 ALL VERBS        ⃗⃗⃗⃗     ⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

 Features  Grad1false Grad1true, Pol1+ Grad1true, Pol1 

    Grad2false 

a. 

Indicative 82.5% 

Imp1At Value 86.8% 

Imp2At Value 74.4% 
 

d. 

Indicative 65.4% 

Imp1Less than 48.5% 

Imp2Antonym 66.0% 
 

g. 

Subjunctive 83.9% 

Imp1Less than 98.7% 

Imp2Antonym 92.6% 
 

   ⃗⃗  ⃗ 
Grad2true, 

Pol2+ 

b. 

Indicative 67.3% 

Imp1At Value 91.0% 

Imp2Greater than 78.2% 
 

e. 

Indicative 61.4% 

Imp1Greater than 52.7% 

Imp2Greater than 35.5% 
 

h. 

Subjunctive 76.1% 

Imp1Less than 98.7% 

Imp2Greater than 96.4% 
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   ⃖⃗⃗⃗  
Grad2true, 

Pol2 

c. 

Subjunctive 53.6% 

Imp1At Value 84.8% 

Imp2Less than 91.5% 
 

f. 

Indicative 56.8% 

Imp1Antonym 61.8% 

Imp2Less than 71.3% 
 

i. 

Subjunctive 86.4% 

Imp1Less than 98.4% 

Imp2Less than 79.5% 
 

Table 65: MAP predictions of proposed mood features across all verbs 

 

The general observations that I make are: 

1. Imp2 usually corresponds to the implied distribution of each row (i.e. tall, very tall, almost 

tall). 

2. Imp1 corresponds to the implied meaning of the features for each column, except for the    ⃗⃗⃗⃗  

column. 

3. The two implied meanings of Cells D and F of the    ⃗⃗⃗⃗   are reciprocal. 

4. Cells D and G both imply the same things, but one is subjunctive and the other is indicative. 

5. The probabilities of subjunctive for Cell C and F are statistically insignificant 

 

 

8.1. Feature combination mapping to sentences 

This section iterates through the cells with the sentences and mood classifications that the Extended 

Gradability 2 model predicted.  Note that the example sentences are not all semantically perfect.  Most of the 

sentences seem intuitive given the semantic features; however, some seem completely arbitrary because 

these simply are how the model learned the relationships from the data it had to learn from.     

8.1.1. Cell A:    [     ], Indicative, Implied1 = At Value, Implied2 = At Value 

The sentences tied to cell A were very basic assertions that almost all implied At Value or the default 

measure distribution and were nearly all Indicative.  Almost none of the sentences made use of adverbs, 

negation, polarity items or the subjunctive morpheme.  
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Mood Spanish English 

I Creo que es alto I believe that he's tall 

I Creo que es buena alumna I believe that she's a good student 

I Creo que es un político popular I believe that he's a popular politician 

I Creo que está borracho I believe that he's drunk 

I No dudo que es viejo I don't doubt that he's old 

I Sí, pienso que está muerto Yes, I think it's dead 

 

8.1.2. Cell B:     [    ⃗⃗  ⃗ ], Indicative, Implied1= At Value, Implied2 = greater than 

The results from Cell B were similar as those to Cell A in that they tended to be indicative and fairly 

straightforward assertions.  The biggest difference was that they all implied the Greater Than distribution by 

making use of some of the adverbs.   I highlight the fact that the relationship between the adverbial 

modification in the subordinate clause was computationally learned entirely through the distances of the 

measure distributions in the Inference dataset. 

Mood Spanish English 

I Creo que es totalmente alto I believe that he's totally tall 

I Creo totalmente que está embarazada  I totally believe that she's pregnant 

I Creo que está muerto a ciencia cierta  I believe it's surely dead 

I Creo completamente que es muy alto I completely believe that he's very tall 

I Me parece que es completamente alto It seems that he's completely tall 

S Dudo que sea ligeramente alto I doubt that he's slightly tall 

I Pienso que es totalmente grande I think that he's totally big 

  

8.1.3. Cell C:    [    ⃖⃗⃗⃗  ], ~Subjunctive, Implied1= At Value, Implied2 =Less than 

Nearly sentences that matched Cell C implied the Less Than distribution from the Inference Corpus. 

Mood Spanish English 

S No creo que esté muerto I don't think that it's dead 

I Creo que está casi borracho I think that he's almost drunk 

I Meramente creo que no es muy rico I merely think that he's not very rich 
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S Nadie cree que sea totalmente comilón No one believes he's totally gluttonous 

I Me parece que está ligeramente borracho It seems that he's slightly drunk 

S Dudo que sea muy gordo I doubt that he's very fat 

I Nadie duda mucho que es grande No one doubts much that it's big. 

S Nadie duda mucho que sea grande No one doubts much that it's big 

 

 

8.1.4. Cell D    ⃗⃗⃗⃗   [     ], Indicative, Implied1=Less than,  Implied2=Antonym 

The majority of these sentences were Indicative.  The implied distributions were either from the 

Antonym set or the At Value Implied sets, with the majority being Antonym.  Many of sentences from this 

group seemed to include negation in the subordinate clause, which may suggest "Neg-raising" for the 

sentences classified to this cell that have negation in the higher clause. 

Mood Spanish English 

I Creo que no es buen alumno I believe that he's not a good student 

I Creo que es buen alumno en absoluto I believe that he's not a good student at all 

I No creo que es alto I don't believe that he's tall 

I Creo que es ni siquiera ligeramente gordo I believe that he's not even slightly fat 

I Me parece que no está embarazada It seems like she is not pregnant 

I Pienso que no es gorda I think that she's not fat 

S Simplemente no dudo que esté gordo  I simply don't believe that he's fat 

S Simplemente no dudo que sea gordo  I simply don't believe that he's fat 

I Pienso que no está muerto I think that it's not dead 

Table 66: Cell D example sentences 

 

8.1.5. Cell E:    ⃗⃗⃗⃗   [    ⃗⃗  ⃗ ], Indicative, Implied1 = Greater, Implied2 = Greater 

The majority of these sentences were both indicative and had adverbials in the independent and 

dependent clauses. 

Mood Spanish English 

I Creo que el árbol está muerto a ciencia cierta I believe the tree is surely dead 
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I Creo totalmente que está solamente embarazada I totally believe that she's just pregnant 

I Creo completamente que es muy alto I completely believe that he's very tall 

I Creo totalmente que es muy alta I totally believe that she's very tall. 

I Claro que no cuestiono que es alto Of course I don't question that he's tall 

I Claro que no cuestiono que es grande Of course I don't question that it's big. 

I Me parece, casi, que no es meramente rico It almost appears to me that he's not merely rich. 

 

 

 

8.1.6. Cell F:     ⃗⃗⃗⃗   [    ⃖⃗⃗⃗  ] ~Indicative, Implied1 = Greater than, Implied2 = Less than 

Cell F is perhaps one of the most interesting from a mood choice perspective because the ratio of 

indicative to subjunctive was close to 50%..  There are also important semantic observations.  The theoretical 

scalar polarities conflict.  The independent clause has features that amount to strongly believing p, and the 

dependent clause (proposition p) has features that amount to being less than p.  When these conflicting scales 

are semantically combined, the Extended Gradability learned that across all verbs in the dataset, the semantic 

interpretation is equivalent to |Antonym [ less than p]|.  Further research is needed to better understand this 

cell. 

Mood Spanish English 

I Creo que es ni siquiera ligeramente gordo I believe that he's not even slightly fat 

I Claro que creo que es casi gordo Of course I believe that he's almost fat 

I Por supuesto, creo que es parcialmente comilón 
Of course I believe that he's partially 

gluttonous 

I Nadie duda mucho que es grande No one doubts much that he's big 

S Nadie duda mucho que sea grande No one doubts much that he's big 

S Dudo completamente que sea viejo I completely doubt he's old 

S Quizás me parece que esté embarazada Perhaps she seems pregnant to me 

I Casi me parece que está embarazada She almost seems pregnant to me 
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8.1.7. Cell G:    ⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗  [     ], Subjunctive, Implied1 = Less than, Implied2 = Antonym 

These sentences can be thought of as the subjunctive counterparts of the sentences from Cell A, with 

a fair number of sentences employing the Spanish NPI en absoluto. 

Mood Spanish English 

S No creo que sea alta I don't believe that she is tall 

S No creo que sea buena alumna I don't believe that she is a good student 

S No creo completamente que sea buena alumna 
I don't completely believe that she is a 

good student. 

S Dudo que sea comilón I doubt that he's gluttonous 

S No creo que sea popular en absoluto I don't believe that he's popular at all. 

S Dudo que sea comilón en absoluto I doubt that he's gluttonous at all. 

S No pienso que sea viejo en absoluto I don't think he's old at all. 

 

8.1.8. Cell H:    ⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ [    ⃗⃗  ⃗ ], Subjunctive, Implied1 = Less than, Implied2 = Greater Than 

Nearly all of these sentences implied the Greater than distribution and had the subjunctive form in 

the sentences; a large number of these sentences use solamente / sólo ('just' / 'only') to imply this distribution. 

 

Mood Spanish English 

S No creo que sea meramente popular I don't believe that he's merely popular 

S No creo que sea solamente popular I don't believe that he's just popular 

S No niego que esté totalmente muerto I don't deny that it's totally dead 

S No niego que esté completamente muerto I don't deny that it's completely dead 

S No siento que sea casi gorda I don't feel that she's almost fat 

S No pienso que sea ligeramente comilón I don't think he's vaguely gluttonous 

S No pienso que sea solamente buen alumno I don't think he's just a good student 

S No pienso que sea solamente comilón I don't think he's just a glutton 

S No pienso que sea solamente viejo I don't think he's just old 

S No pienso que sea sólo buen alumno I don't think he's just a good student 

Table 67: Cell H examples 
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8.1.9. Cell I:    ⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗  [    ⃖⃗⃗⃗  ], Subjunctive, Implied1 = Less than, Implied2 = Less than 

These sentences implied the Less Than in both clauses, and were most likely to select the 

subjunctive.  In terms of more traditional polarity or downward entail theories, this should be what we 

expect. 

Mood Spanish English 

S No creo completamente que sea alto I don't completely believe that he's tall 

S No creo que esté exactamente borracho I don't believe that he's exactly drunk 

S No creo en absoluto que sea muy alta I don't believe at all that she's very tall 

S 
No creo en absoluto que sea completamente 

gorda 

I don't believe at all that she's completely 

fat. 

S No pienso que sea exactamente buena alumna 
I don't think that she's exactly a good 

student. 

S No imagino que no sea apenas comilón 
I don't imagine that he isn't hardly a 

glutton. 

S Dudo quizás que sea grande I doubt perhaps that he's big. 

S No dudo que sea grande I don't doubt that he's big. 

S No pienso que esté muy muerto I don't think that it's very dead 

S No siento que sea bastante gorda I don't feel that she's rather fat 

S No creo completamente que esté borracho I don't completely believe that he's drunk 

S Dudo quizás que sea prácticamente grande I doubt, perhaps, that it's practically big 

Table 68: Cell I examples 

8.1.10. Creer, Pensar and Dudar 

The previous section looked at the probabilities of the implied meanings with respect to mood across 

all main verbs.  This section briefly compares the predictions of the three primary epistemic verbs in the 

Inference dataset: creer, pensar, dudar or to believe, to think and to doubt, respectively.  Creer and pensar 

show identical mood selection for each of the cells, and exhibit largely similar feature predictions for each of 

the cells, except for Cells C, E and F.  Sentences corresponding to cells E and F of pensar are much more 

likely to select the indicative, which may be a result of the main verb's most likely implied meaning: "At 

Value" compared to creer's Implied1 as "Less than". 
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 CREER        ⃗⃗⃗⃗     ⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

 Features  Grad1false Grad1true, Pol1+ Grad1true, Pol1 

    Grad2false 

a. 

Indicative 99.4% 

Imp1At Value 98.9% 

Imp2At Value 95.4% 
 

d. 

Indicative 73.1% 

Imp1Less than 85.5% 

Imp2Antonym 55.5% 
 

g. 

Subjunctive 87.8% 

Imp1Less than 99.8% 

Imp2Antonym 90.5% 
 

   ⃗⃗  ⃗ 
Grad2true, 

Pol2+ 

b. 

Indicative 99.8% 

Imp1At Value 98.2% 

Imp2Greater than 58.0% 
 

e. 

Indicative 73.5% 

Imp1Less than 87.2% 

Imp2Greater than 74.6% 
 

h. 

Subjunctive 81.2% 

Imp1Less than 99.8% 

Imp2Greater than 97.5% 
 

   ⃖⃗⃗⃗  
Grad2true, 

Pol2 

c. 

Subjunctive 79.3% 

Imp1Less than 37.8% 

Imp2Less than 57.4% 
 

f. 

Indicative 51.0% 

Imp1Less than 83.1% 

Imp2Antonym 57.5% 
 

i. 

Subjunctive 90.4% 

Imp1Less than 99.8% 

Imp2Less than 72.9% 
 

Table 69: MAP predictions given the verb creer and the gradability features listed 

 

 PENSAR        ⃗⃗⃗⃗     ⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

 Features  Grad1false Grad1true, Pol1+ Grad1true, Pol1 

    Grad2false 

a. 

Indicative 93.5% 

Imp1At Value 96.5% 

Imp2At Value 74.3% 
 

d. 

Indicative 90.9% 

Imp1Less than 85.5% 

Imp2Antonym 72.0% 
 

g. 

Subjunctive 84.3% 

Imp1Less than 99.6% 

Imp2Antonym 87.1% 
 

   ⃗⃗  ⃗ 
Grad2true, 

Pol2+ 

b. 

Indicative 91.3% 

Imp1At Value 96.5% 

Imp2Greater than 54.9% 
 

e. 

Indicative 85.8% 

Imp1At Value 89.9% 

Imp2Greater than 53.1% 
 

h. 

Subjunctive 88.9% 

Imp1Less than 99.6% 

Imp2Greater than 99.7% 
 

   ⃖⃗⃗⃗  
Grad2true, 

Pol2 

c. 

Subjunctive 81.7% 

Imp1At Value 95.2% 

Imp2Less than 93.6% 
 

f. 

Indicative 75.0% 

Imp1At Value 93.1% 

Imp2Antonym 49.5% 

Imp2Less than 49.2% 
 

i. 

Subjunctive 90.4% 

Imp1Less than 99.6% 

Imp2Less than 79.0% 
 

Table 70: Pensar or to think and its gradability features 
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Dudar, on the other hand, differs in interesting ways from pensar and creer in this model.  The first 

of which is that although 7 of the 9 cells are more likely to select the subjunctive, the non-gradable verb 

column and the "Less than" verb column all imply the same exact relative meanings as pensar.  The second 

of which is the middle column that differs from to think and to believe all imply the "Greater than" implied 

meaning for the main verb.  The third is that in this column, both Cells D and F imply the same exact thing, 

but one is much more likely to take the indicative than the other.   These differences allow us to reason about 

the possible semantic interpretations of these features. 

 

 DUDAR        ⃗⃗⃗⃗     ⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

 Features  Grad1false Grad1true, Pol1+ Grad1true, Pol1 

    Grad2false 

a. 

Indicative 59.2% 

Imp1At Value 98.1% 

Imp2At Value 70.0% 
 

d. 

Indicative 76.3% 

Imp1Greater than 94.9% 

Imp2At Value 87.5% 
 

g. 

Subjunctive 87.4% 

Imp1Less than 98.8% 

Imp2Antonym 77.9% 
 

   ⃗⃗  ⃗ 
Grad2true, 

Pol2+ 

b. 

Subjunctive 89.7% 

Imp1At Value 98.5% 

Imp2Greater than 83.7% 
 

e. 

Subjunctive 59.1% 

Imp1Greater than 90.6% 

Imp2Less than 63.3% 
 

h. 

Subjunctive 67.6% 

Imp1Less than 99.3% 

Imp2Greater than 99.4% 
 

   ⃖⃗⃗⃗  
Grad2true, 

Pol2 

c. 

Subjunctive 92.7% 

Imp1At Value 97.4% 

Imp2Less than 97.3% 
 

f. 

Subjunctive 53.0% 

Imp1Greater than 96.9% 

Imp2At Value 59.4% 
 

i. 

Subjunctive 88.1% 

Imp1Less than 97.9% 

Imp2Less than 84.8% 
 

Table 71: Dudar or to doubt and its gradability features 
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9. Conclusions  

The primary contribution of this dissertation is an entirely new type of data-driven approach to 

theoretical linguistics.  This approach takes advantage of machine learning techniques that have been 

developed in other fields to make sense of patterns in the ever-increasing stores of data, and then applies 

those techniques to the ever-increasing stores of language data.  The goal was to compare theory with data-

driven models in linguistics.  One specific computational technique used in this dissertation was the 

completely novel attempt to apply Bayesian networks within linguistic theory, and learn the strength of these 

linguistic assumptions from real data.  These techniques take linguistic assumptions of a given Universal 

Grammar-type, linguistic theory; learn interrelated probabilities based off of real-world, imperfect data; and 

empirically tests the theoretical assumptions made, and rank the different hypothesis.  To date, this has never 

been accomplished in theoretical linguistics.   

The output —the Bayesian network, a fairly mature scientific tool that has been proven in disciplines 

outside of theoretical linguistics— has many benefits: 1) it offers gradable probabilities that represent how 

certain or ambiguous a certain feature is (which is essential for belief statements); 2)  it allows for competing 

semantic models to be compared quantitatively probabilistically or through classification tests;  3) it allows 

for hypothetical, what-if  tests (e.g.: What if the normally indicative sentence contained an NPI?); 4) the 

probabilities of all attributes and their values are available, which makes the network truly generative; and 5) 

it allows for all aspects of linguistic —syntax, morphology, dialect, pragmatics, etc.— to interface in a 

logical, principled way.  Because this technique has not been used before in theoretical linguistics, its usage 

in this dissertation should also be seen as an experiment beyond the problem that this dissertation studies.   

The success of this experiment in methodology of theoretical semantics needs to be carefully 

measured, and separated from the success of the proposed, extended gradability linguistic models.  I argue 
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that as a tool for theoretical linguists, this methodology was successful, but with substantial caveats.  The 

first evidence to support this claim is that a Bayesian Network can be constructed with semantic 

assumptions, so that on new datasets the old models will outperform standard, machine learning classifiers 

trained on the old data and tested on the new data.   This suggests that the underlying semantic assumptions 

can generalize well to new data, while the machine learning algorithms overfit on features that have no 

semantic import.  The second argument is that this accuracy is achieved by learning from data that come 

from a much broader dataset than the cherry-picked, set of examples found in typical theoretical analyses.  

Although, the cherry-picked examples highlight crucial theoretical considerations, the process of capturing 

all data is more in line with the goal of understanding an underlying grammar that is universally applicable to 

the broadest set of data  —one that takes into consideration dialect, age, register, syntax and ambiguity in 

one model.  Furthermore, given the accuracy, and the fact that we know Bayesian Networks predict all 

features in a sentence, we now have a method that predicts all theoretical features of an utterance.  Instead of 

just producing a model for generating the correct mood morpheme, we have produced a model that also 

predicts gradability and implicatures given what is known and what is stated.  This type of deep reasoning 

about all features of a sentence is largely absent from most theoretical linguistics. 

Depending on one's goals and expectations, however, the extended gradability model proposed in 

this dissertation may be less valuable for predicting mood choice than the data, data analyses and the 

development of this probabilistic, theoretical linguistic methodology.   This theory suggests that the mood is 

a reflection interactions between gradability, in a very broad sense, and polarity, from which implicatures 

and focus-like alternatives can be derived.  The reason that the proposed semantic model may appear less 

valuable is because it does not significantly outperform the competing theories for predicting mood.  I argue 

that this is because of at least two reasons.  The most unfortunate shortcoming is that the data collected for 

this dissertation are almost entirely based on epistemic main clauses.  The original reasoning for this type of 

data collection was because Spanish mood choice (outside of relative clauses) occurs primarily in the types 
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of belief statements collected in the datasets.  Furthermore, nearly all previous semantic work, such as 

Villalta, has been fully fleshed out on clauses other than belief statements, such as to be glad, that virtually 

always select the subjunctive morpheme.  It was assumed that a semantics derived from the previous work, 

that work on predicates that always select the subjunctive but could also be shown predict mood choice in 

other environments would be sufficiently scoped for a dissertation.  Future work is needed to diversify the 

dataset to other clause types, and then retest the models. 

The second weakness is due to the balance between model complexity and theoretical semantics.  

This issue can be thought of as an inverse Occam's razor.  The simplest models without any hypothetical 

semantic nodes perform pretty well on this dataset for predicting mood, but explain nothing from a 

theoretical standpoint and are likely to overfit on surface forms.  The most complex semantic model 

proposed in this dissertation, on the other hand, predicts and explains many different components of a 

sentence with acceptable levels of accuracy, even if it is not consistently the top performer in mood choice 

prediction.   

One of the models with hidden linguistic features that best predicted mood choice is the Irrealis 

model with inferred "doubt".  This means that the probabilities of the hidden node are learned entirely 

through Bayesian inference.  Its non-hidden counterpart, on the other hand, is explicitly observed in the 

Mechanical Turk, inference data, and performs terribly; thus, reaffirming the often noted arguments in 

theoretical literature, that mood is not really about doubt.  Since the "inferred doubt" counterpart performs 

well, we must then ask ourselves what does this hidden node truly represent? 

I propose two speculative hypotheses for further research.  First, it is entirely possible that this single 

hidden node model is a collapsed version of the much more complex gradability models.  That is, the single 

hidden node abstracts all of the gradability and polarity features I propose, and abstracts them into one, 

condensed bivalent factor in determining mood.  I speculate this because the mood prediction scores of the 

two models were consistently close, even when the models were trained on the Mechanical Turk data, and 
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then tested on the Twitter data.  A second, but possibly compatible, answer is that this feature is is really 

some sort of machine learned Veridicality parameter.  Future work is needed to test this hypothesis as well. 

One final contribution comes in the form of the Computer Science perspective.  It is true that this 

dissertation did not innovate in the fields of general Data Mining, Supervised Classification, Feature 

Selection and Probabilistic Modeling.  The reason was that I tried to avoid confounding possible errors in 

computational assumptions and techniques with the linguistic objectives of this dissertation.  I admit that 

many interesting and wholly warranted enhancements from a Computer Science perspective should be made 

to my implementations.  Nevertheless, the work in this dissertation promotes a very important shift 

computational goals:  the techniques outlined in this dissertation, computationally learn and predict a very 

deep level of sentiment and inference that has never been attempted before in the Sentiment Analysis and 

Opinion Mining literature (see Liu 2010, 2012 for an overview).  What is largely found in this literature is a 

suite of methods that predict the vague notion of whether someone feels negatively or positively towards 

something such as a product or a movie.  Conversely, this dissertation plants the more fundamental notion of 

predicting what that person was expecting from the product or movie and to what degree this expectation 

was met, which among other things may cause a negative or positive reaction.  This shift in perspective 

could be extremely valuable to commercial venders who hope to meet or exceed their customers' 

expectations.  

This dissertation started with a seemingly innocent question about the meaning of minimal pair, 

subjunctive/indicative sentences in Spanish: What is the difference in meaning for these two sentences?  I 

hypothesized that gradability, by a very broad interpretation, created semantic/pragmatic effects that were 

related to mood choice; and via Villalta's and Kennedy and McNally's research as a proxy, I developed a 

semantic framework for studying the problem.  We then covered a great deal of multifarious terrain in 

attempt to test this hypothesis.   Nevertheless, in this dissertation we have learned a great deal about the 
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mood choice question in piecemeal fashion.  The main findings from this dissertation can be summarized 

according to the datamining tasks and the linguistic tasks.  From the datamining view: 

1. Decision Trees can be trained to predict very accurately either implied meaning or the mood 

morpheme.  The actual decision trees might be very useful for generalizing semantic features of the 

predicates into more accurate probabilistic models 

2. Probabilistic models of linguistic theory were learned from real data and predicted the mood 

morpheme competitively against machine learning algorithms not based on linguistic theory.These 

probabilistic models allow for interactive hypothesis checking that appeared consistent with the 

corresponding theory. 

3. My proposed semantic PGM (Extended Gradability 2) does not perform significantly better than the 

other semantic models for predicting mood, but does appear to accurately predict implied meaning 

of a sentence 

4. The Simple Meaning model very accurately predicts mood, but does not accurately predict the 

implied meaning of a sentence 

5. The Irrealis model that was a top mood choice predictor that contained hidden variables of the mood 

choice morpheme learned something other than doubt. 

 

The linguistic tasks and primary findings can be summarized as the following: 

1. Gradability typologies of an adjective might be derived by the distributional divergence between the 

4 alternative sets collected in Mechanical Turk. 

2. Some evidence was found to suggest that the Spanish subjunctive morpheme does not occur in 

purely downward entailing as is often assumed 

3. In addition to semantic classes of Locational, Scalar, Adverbs of mental judgment, Negation and 

Focus adverbs, temporal and aspectual classes of adverbs were found to be significant.  
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4. Approximately as a positive polarity item was found to be as just as significant as negation in 

Spanish mood choice.   

5. The embedded verb and its tense were found to be more significant to Spanish mood choice. 

6. Although this dissertation focused on relatively simple sentences with embedded, gradable 

properties, temporal and aspectual patterns were found to be very significant to mood choice in the 

textual corpora.  There has been some work in syntax (cf Portner 2011) regarding the restricted 

temporal interpretation of the indicative.  However, it has not yet been explained in terms of 

distribution of the mood morphemes.  A better mood choice model would additionally make use of 

these temporal features. 

 

Altogether, this dissertation makes a number of other contributions to researchers who might study 

this problem from different perspectives: the corpus linguistics perspective, descriptive/performance 

linguistics (including traditional Spanish linguistics and dialectology), theoretical linguistics methodology, 

theoretical semantics/pragmatics perspective, and a machine learning perspective.  This dissertation offers 

significant contributions to researchers for each one of these perspectives. 

From the Corpus Linguistics perspective, multiple corpora were developed for researchers.  Two 

large textual corpora, directly related to the Spanish mood choice and epistemic modality, were derived from 

Spanish Newswire texts and Spanish Tweets (together, 582,446 belief statements).  I included a fairly 

standard statistical characterization of these data with respect to mood, before extending the analyses in a 

direction that I have not seen previously in Corpus Linguistics by applying standard Machine Learning 

techniques.  The results of this approach quantified the accuracy of previous observations regarding Spanish 

mood, as well as highlighting other potentially interesting patterns.   

Next, I extended the output of these analyses to create a new dataset that encodes some background 

context with Spanish mood choice sentences, that allows for meaningful machine learning and intepretation.  
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Deriving this dataset required the development of an intermediate, relative gradable distribution dataset that 

would be useful in and of itself to researchers studying gradability of adjectives.
50

   I then used these 

distributions to represent the background information encoded in mood choice sentences.  These 

grammaticality judgments per distribution should be very useful to any researcher of epistemic modality 

because much of the context or conversational background is encoded with each sentence.  Furthermore, this 

dataset also encodes a few other sociolinguistic attributes such as gender, age and region; thus, making this 

dataset useful to those who wish to study mood from a Sociolinguistic or Dialectology points of view, for 

example.  I also included a basic corpus linguistic-style summary of this dataset, as well.  These results seem 

support of general usage trends of the Spanish subjunctive found per region.  The analyses of the inference 

corpus also highlight variability, which is frequently studied from Performance or Descriptive Linguistics 

perspective. 

Future work involves three different plans: 1) work with mood, 2) probabilistic modeling of other 

linguistic phenomena and 3) opinion mining.  Planned work in verbal mood involves further diversifying the 

datasets and models to test the models in other verbal mood environments, including other predicate types 

(dependant and independent clauses), and mood choice in other languages.  Planned work in computationally 

modeling pragmatics for deeper opinion mining will then follow the models developed from the more 

diverse sentence structures.  Future work involving discourse-level features of multi-participant 

conversations in emergency scenarios is currently being explored. 

  

                                                      

50
 E.g. Is an adjective "non-gradable" when the relative distributions do not overlap much? 
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